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Article

Ideology and social policy: ‘handouts’ and
the spectre of ‘dependency’

Charles Meth

Introduction1

As so many commentators have observed, alongside the AIDS pandemic
(and related to it), poverty, inequality and unemployment are the most
daunting challenges facing the South African government. To begin dealing
with the poverty part of that dreaded triad, the Committee of Inquiry into
Comprehensive Social Security in South Africa (the Taylor Committee)
recommended that a basic income grant (BIG) be introduced. The primary
purpose of the BIG, as the Committee understood it, was to address the
problem of destitution in South Africa, consequent largely upon mass
unemployment. Although it was argued that it would have developmental
effects, the BIG was not seen as being able to eradicate poverty – the
poverty gap is simply too large to make politically feasible the redistribution
through the fiscus required each year to do so. The BIG can eradicate most
destitution, and lift as well, some substantial number out of poverty.2

Cabinet’s initial reception of the Taylor Committee’s recommendation
was lukewarm.3 Demands for a basic income grant (BIG) have, however,
not yet been rejected outright. Instead, the BIG is either slighted; damned
with faint praise; or worried over as being either (a) being unaffordable,
and/or (b) likely to cause ‘dependency’. On the former score, there is little
cause for concern – the BIG is affordable (Meth 2003a). The current
package of measures designed to address poverty – education and training,
limited grants, the social wage, and the extended public works programme
(EPWPs), is clearly inadequate.4 It is this package, rather than the BIG that
should be causing anxiety. If government were serious about reaching all of
the poor with this package, especially the EPWP part of it, it would
definitely not be affordable. Despite the failure so far, of government to
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look seriously at the BIG numbers, the debate over those numbers, when it
finally takes place, will at least revolve around familiar unknowns. Opponents
and proponents alike will have to justify the claims they make, claims whose
foundations will be laid bare for all to scrutinise. Not so the assertions made
about (welfare) ‘dependence’. Here we enter a terrain where values collide
with murky ‘facts’. It is this ‘worry’ with which the paper engages,
attempting to separate ‘fact’ from ‘value’.

Although there is growing acceptance of the notion that evidence must be
the basis of government policy, there are grounds for believing that as far
as the BIG is concerned, neither the President nor the Minister of Finance
has, as yet, applied his mind to the facts of the matter. Following the July
2003 lekgotla, President Mbeki is reported to have said that:

We discussed BIG some time ago and we have said our approach
should evolve through a comprehensive social system that includes old
age pensions, disability grants and a free public health system.
If you give everybody a R100 a month (sic) it will not make a
difference. The notion that one single intervention will help is wrong.
To introduce a system which indiscriminately gives R100 to a millionaire
and a pensioner does not work. (Mail & Guardian, August 1-7, 2003:6)

This extraordinary assertion is not inconsistent with other official
pronouncements (or silence) on the matter. The Cabinet statement on the
July 2003 lekgotla reproduced in ANC Today contains no reference at all to
the BIG.5 The lekgotla confirmed the direction spelled out at the Growth and
Development Summit (GDS), from whose agenda, BIG was excluded. In
the passage cited above, the President manages, within the compass of a
mere 70-odd words, to make five major errors. Here they are:
1. ‘Evolving a comprehensive system’. A social system that excludes more

than half of those suffering severe income poverty is NOT
‘comprehensive’. It is a mistake to think that a partial substitute measure
for social grants (public work programmes) can make the system
‘comprehensive’.

2. ‘R100 per month will not make a difference’. R100 per month would
close about 70 per cent of the poverty gap, and would reach every poor
person. No other social programme can achieve this. Table 1 below
shows what a difference it would make.

3. ‘The notion of one single intervention’. None of the proponents of the
BIG believes that it is a magic bullet. Without exception, all see a variety
of supplementary programmes as being necessary.
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4. ‘Indiscriminate system’. Far from being ‘indiscriminate’, the
distinguishing characteristic of a universal grant is the fact that everybody
receives it. There are several reasons for preferring universal grants. In
the first place, they do not stigmatise recipients in the way that targeted
grants do. In the second, when institutions are as weak as those of the
government headed by Mr Mbeki, universal grants are probably the only
feasible way of addressing destitution without issuing an invitation to all
opportunists to come along and help themselves to some lovely
government money. The claim that the grant does not ‘work’ because
there is a disparity in the incomes of the recipients is inane – the full
amount of the grant (and more from those able to pay), would be clawed
back through the tax system.

5. ‘Pensioners and the BIG’. Most of the proposals for the BIG exclude the
state old age pension recipients on the reasonable grounds that they are
already in receipt of a state grant.

The Minister of Finance, facing a lively audience at the University of the
Western Cape, is reported as having said that:

… someone had to explain how R100 a person would make a difference
to the lives of the poor, and how running up a budget deficit of R26
billion would make a difference. The government also remained
unconvinced that raising the value added tax would be an option to
fund a basic income grant. (Business Report, August 25, 2003:12)

The Minister’s need to have the value of R100 to the poor explained to him,
is perhaps less blameworthy than the President’s reported assertion that
R100 will make no difference to them. In any event, the answer to both may
be seen in Table 1 below. As to the question of an increase in the deficit,
none of the proponents of the BIG suggests that deficit financing is
appropriate – without exception, they favour tax increases of one sort or
another. As noted above, the work that I have done (Meth 2003a) suggests
that tolerable increases in income tax and VAT could easily pay for the BIG.
Government policy, of course, is to reduce tax burdens.

Anything to avoid the Basic Income Grant
Poverty, inequality and unemployment are related in complex ways.
Government policy attempts to address all three. So intertwined are the
three social evils, that tackling one will often serve to reduce the intensity
of the others – successfully applied, both job creation and the social wage
policies would, for example, serve to reduce inequality. Not all means of
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addressing poverty are regarded with equal enthusiasm by government.
More income redistribution through social grants (and more provision of
‘free’ services) than is currently achieved or planned is not favoured.
Without caricaturing that set of policy initiatives too much, it could be
argued that the primary tool for addressing inequality is Black Economic
Empowerment (BEE). Poverty is to be tackled by a combination of the
‘payment’ of a social wage (including limited social grants), and by
attempting to foster employment creation through a wide range of mainly
supply-side interventions. These interventions tackle poverty indirectly
through their (hoped for) impact on the unemployment leg of the triad.

Part of the explanation for the reluctance to extend the social grant
system, it will be argued below, is to be found in the prejudices about social
grants (masquerading as ‘values’), that dominate ANC thinking on this
matter. These, in turn, may be explained, in part, by the dispersed and
incomplete nature of the information about the various social security
policy options. As far as costs are concerned, the Treasury does not possess
a model capable of evaluating these options. It is rumoured that they are
about to start building one. In the absence of a device capable of generating
plausible cost and benefit information about the various options, it is
difficult to see how an informed position on the most basic of questions
about social security, can be taken. Reliable information on other aspects
of social security, such as dependency, tends to be engulfed in a tidal wave
of propaganda against excess benefit generosity.

Clutched at with eagerness, public work programmes are now put
forward as a partial substitute for social grants, despite the recognition of
their mainly short-term, palliative nature. As currently conceived, public
work programmes are loaded with multiple goals – skill training, poverty
alleviation, infrastructure creation, and unemployment reduction, to name
but the most important (McCord 2003). Having a multiplicity of goals
allows government to play fast and loose with measures to assess their
effectiveness. One can see this at work in the Ten Year Review (PCAS
2003). In the same breath as it is acknowledged that: ‘… public works are
not as efficient as income grants in alleviating income poverty’ one finds the
good news that 2182 ‘community assets’ resulted from ‘R6.5 billion
expenditure on infrastructure’ (PCAS 2003:19).

A steadfast unwillingness to consider the extension to working age adults
of the one poverty alleviation policy that, by government’s own admission,
actually works – social grants – is made abundantly clear in the Ten Year
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Review. The key social challenge, for the next decade, according to the
Review, is:

Massive Public Works Programme, improved access to social security
measures, with better vehicles to improve service delivery while
reducing the number of people dependent on grants. (PCAS 2003:114,
emphasis added)

Preliminary investigations into the much-vaunted ‘massive’ (sometimes
called ‘extended’) public work programme, high on the list of government’s
preferred ways of addressing poverty (caused mainly by unemployment)
among adults, are now complete. The official launch of the Extended Public
Works’ Programme (EPWP) occurred in the heady atmosphere of the
ANC’s convincing election victory, its promise of ‘one million jobs’6

having featured prominently in the election campaign. Many of these jobs
(200,000 part-time jobs in each of five years) are to come not from
additional expenditure, but from the reorganisation of infrastructural
investment so as to increase the labour intensity of construction.7 Pressed
to concede that this will do little to solve the unemployment problem, the
director of the programme readily did so ( Mail & Guardian, May 3, 2004).8

Even if government were prepared to spend about as much as the net
benefits that would remain in the hands of BIG beneficiaries after taxes
(about R15-19 billion per annum), PWPs would make but a small dent on
the problem. A BIG would do more to reduce poverty than PWPs, even if
these were introduced under conditions in which economic growth rates
well in excess of those achieved so far, were attained and maintained. At
best, a PWP of that magnitude could address about one third to one half of
the unemployment problem down in the lower deciles of the income
distribution, and maybe somewhere between one tenth and one fifth of the
problem as a whole (Meth 2003a).

Since politicians do not claim that the EPWP will, by itself, solve some
major part of the poverty and unemployment problems (indeed, the ANC
has gone to some lengths to stress the opposite), it hardly seems appropriate
to criticise government because the EPWP will have only a limited impact.
Criticism must instead be directed at the failure of government to produce
a realistic balance sheet of what needs to be done, and what the available
tools and resources are for doing it. Absent from the discourse is any sense
that government truly comprehends the magnitude of the problem. Among
the eight million or so, currently classified as unemployed, there are
probably four to five million desperate people, willing to work at any wage
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that exceeds the opportunity cost of accepting work. In 2002, there were
approximately two million households, home to about 7.4 million people,
in which total monthly household expenditure was less than R800 per
month.9 According to the September Labour Force Survey from which these
figures were extracted, none of these households was in receipt of any
remittance income, and in none of them was there anyone employed in an
income generating activity. Among the 4.4 million adults in these households,
1.3 million were classified as unemployed (Meth 2004: Table 2). State old-
age pensions (a fragile income source) would account for the fact that some
of these households were in the R400-799 expenditure category, rather the
R0-399. The extension of the child support grant to 14-year olds will help,
but not enough to raise these people out of destitution. Above this extremely
vulnerable group are millions of others, in varying degrees of need, for
whom some form of social assistance is urgently required. In the short- to
medium-term (and maybe even the long-term), no amount of black economic
empowerment, no feasible increase in the number of learnerships, no prattle
about the advances made by the Umsombomvu fund in spending its
millions, can make a significant contribution to reducing their numbers.
This is the climate in which one of government’s flagship anti-poverty
programme should be viewed.

Some PWPs have been remarkably successful, especially as far as
targeting is concerned – the Zibambele project in KwaZulu-Natal is a prime
example. Carefully constructed over many years, such projects are difficult
to replicate. They certainly are not ‘mass’ employment creators, and they
neither lift the poor above the poverty line, nor endow them with the skills
to enter the labour market or to start their own businesses (McCord 2003).
The extended PWP will not only be plagued by severe problems of job
rationing (McCord 2003; Meth 2003a), it, like social assistance, will also
create dependency (see below). In addition to that, the relatively attractive
wage10 paid, means that many of those working more hours for less will be
tempted to find employment on PWPs. In short, although PWPs have
several desirable features, the limits to what they can achieve need to be
more clearly understood by government than presently seems to be the case.

Unravelling the causal connections between poverty, inequality and
unemployment is difficult, and the results of attempts to do so, contentious.
Available statistics on all three are disputed, so that the results of efforts to
monitor the success or otherwise of government’s efforts to address them
are disputed. Among the most serious disagreements is that around the
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extent of destitution, there is not even an agreed definition of the problem,
nor the rate at which it is changing. The consequences for the destitute and
the very poor of this disagreement are potentially devastating. The argument
of those who favour the BIG is that the numbers of the poor and destitute
are probably rising. Government, while acknowledging that the poverty
problem is severe, claims that its policies have succeeded in reducing the
severity of poverty. BIG proponents have insisted hitherto that even if this
were true, the rate at which the number of poor could be reduced by current
and planned policies would be unacceptably slow. A new piece of research
(Meth and Dias 2003; Meth 2004) has called into question the government
claim (for it is little else) that poverty is not increasing.11 The results of this
work suggest that although the social wage may have improved conditions
for some of the poor, the number of those in poverty probably increased by
between one and two million between 1997 and 2002 (Meth 2004).

Those pieces of research confirm once more what is known to every
researcher in the field of poverty, namely, that the poor have very little to
live on each day. This is illustrated in Table 1 below. The table shows the
maximum potential daily per capita consumption levels for individuals in
households containing adults and children, where total monthly expenditure
lay between R0-399 and R400-799 in September 2002. The average
numbers of persons in the households have been adjusted to take account of
the reduced cost of child subsistence (ie adult equivalents have been
estimated). An allowance has also been made for the economies of scale
experienced by households containing more than one person. Because
expenditure, like income, is frequently under-reported in surveys, the table
shows consumption levels for under-reporting errors of up to 100 per cent.
Both papers referred to above use poverty lines (PLs) based on the
Household Subsistence Level (HSL). If individuals in households consumed
at the level suggested by this measure, they would still, in the words of its
compilers, have one third of their basic needs unmet. The estimate of the
level of the PL in 2002 in Meth and Dias (2003) was R467 per month per
adult equivalent, and in Meth (2004), some R454. As may be seen in the
table, this level of expenditure would be reached only if the under-reporting
error exceeded 100 per cent in the second expenditure category.
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Notes: These figures are obtained by adjusting household size for child
cost savings and for household economies of scale (adult equivalents).
They refer to potential maximum consumption in households of the
mean size.Consumption possibilities are in 2002 prices.It is assumed
that households in the bottom expenditure category spend 60 per cent
of available income on food. Those in the next category are assumed
to spend 45 per cent on food.(Source: File Table 1_Version2.xls. Basic
data are from the September 2002 Labour Force Survey.)

 
Table 1  Monthly and daily expenditure, 2002 

Expenditure category (R/month per household) R0-399 

Under-reporting of expenditure (%) 0 50 100 

Maximum potential monthly per capita expenditure 104.70 157.05 209.40 

Maximum potential daily per capita expenditure 3.44 6.84 8.75 

Daily expenditure on food 2.07 4.10 5.25 

Daily expenditure on all other items 1.38 2.74 3.50 

    

Total number of households 1 670 000   

Total number of adults 3 940 000   

Total number of children 4 320 000   

Mean unadjusted household size 4.94   

    

Expenditure category (R/month per household) R400-799 

Under-reporting of expenditure (%) 0 50 100 

Maximum potential monthly per capita expenditure 190.08 285.12 380.15 

Maximum potential daily per capita expenditure 6.25 10.81 14.06 

Daily expenditure on food 2.81 4.87 6.33 

Daily expenditure on all other items 3.44 5.95 7.74 

    

Total number of households 1 800 000   

Total number of adults 4 970 000   

Total number of children 4 910 000   

Mean unadjusted household size 5.47   
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Estimates of the extent of poverty (poverty headcounts, poverty gaps and
poverty rates) are sensitive to (a) the child cost ratio, (b) the household
economies of scale parameter, and (c) the extent of under-reporting of
expenditure. One of the PLs used in Meth (2004) assumed a child cost ratio
of 0.8, and a household economies of scale parameter of 0.9. That paper
contains what are argued to be defensible estimates of the value of the social
wage. When monthly household expenditure is assumed to be under-
estimated by 70 per cent, the number of people below the poverty line in
2002 in all households where expenditure is nominally below R800 per
month totals about 19.5 million. The corresponding figure for 1997 was
about 17.2 million.

The adult and child households in Table 1 contained about 18 million
people in 2002, almost all of them living below the poverty line. Somewhere
between 7 and 15 million of them, depending on what assumptions one
makes about the parameters discussed above, are in a state of utter destitution.
It is easy to see why. If expenditure was under-reported by 50 per cent, then
those near the upper end of the distribution in the bottom expenditure
category had about R7 per day to live on, roughly R4 of which might have
gone on food, the remaining R3 on the other necessities of life. In the next
expenditure category, if expenditure was under-reported by 50 per cent,
mean daily expenditure in the average household among those who were
‘better-off’ (near the top of the distribution), might have been about R11 per
day, possibly R5 for food and R6 for all other essentials.12

Consumption potentials in this table, it should be borne in mind, are all
at their maximum value. Actual consumption levels for most people will be
lower – for some, very much lower. There is little hope that economic
growth can rescue the poor – except among propagandists, there seems no
doubt that the economy simply cannot grow fast enough (Lewis 2001; Meth
2003b). PWPs (in whatever guise) are both necessary and desirable, but
cannot possibly soak up the millions needing employment. So much for the
reality of the challenge facing government. Let us turn now to the
‘dependence’ argument with which government has responded to the
demands for the one policy that has a realistic hope of the reaching the poor,
the basic income grant.

The ‘Third Way’ in South Africa
Empirical data is more than a little thin on the ground as far as ‘dependency’
is concerned. This has not deterred sundry commentators from airing their
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prejudices on the matter, indeed, it may even have encouraged them. The
electorate deserves better. Let us, therefore, delve a little more deeply into
the matter than is customary.

After Cabinet had had a couple of months to study the Report of the
Taylor Committee, it made an announcement to the effect that, amongst
other things, it had postponed until January 2003 a decision on the Basic
Income Grant (BIG). Reporting the government spokesperson as claiming
that the postponement ‘did not matter’ because if government did decide to
introduce the grant, it would only be implemented during the 2004/2005 tax
year, the announcement appeared thus in the Sunday Times (July 28, 2002):

… while a decision has not yet been taken, the Cabinet’s ‘philosophical
approach is different’ from that of the Taylor committee.
[The spokesperson] said the thinking was that ‘able-bodied’ South
Africans should ‘enjoy the opportunity, the dignity and rewards of
work’ and only people who were disabled or ill should get handouts.
‘It is a kind of approach that motivates against an income grant. We
would rather create work opportunities,’ he said. Job creation proposals
to be considered include a ‘massive expanded public works programme’,
which would include partnerships with the private sector.

So much for the initial government response to the Taylor Committee’s
proposal of a basic income grant. It was followed, a few weeks later, by the
release of discussion papers for the 51st national conference of the African
National Congress (ANC). Similar remarks to those reported above were
made by the head of the party’s social transformation department, Minister
of Agriculture and Land Affairs, Thoko Didiza. Under the headline ‘Didiza
cautious about basic income grant’, the Business Day article in which the
release of the papers was reported reads as follows:

A basic income grant to the poor should be carefully considered, said
Agriculture and Land Affairs Minister Thoko Didiza yesterday. The
possibility of such a grant creating dependency should be taken into
account, she said. ‘This discussion at the moment is about the values
underpinning such a grant.’ Didiza was speaking at the release of
discussion papers for the 51st national conference of the African
National Congress (ANC). She heads the party’s social transformation
department. Didiza said discussions about a basic grant as part of a
social safety net should not be conducted in isolation. ‘It must be
looked at within the context of other interventions by government to
help the poor.’ This included free health care for pregnant women and
children under the age of six. A basic income grant could be linked with
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public works projects that provided the jobless with temporary
employment. This would help prevent the grant from being a mere
hand-out, Didiza said. The discussion paper said the ANC believed the
state’s role should be to enable people to help themselves. For those
unable to do so because of old age or health problems, there should be
a social security system. The paper said the ANC should concern itself
with two strategic objectives making sure that existing social grants
reached their target and improving the provision of services. ‘We must
make sure that all departments who have antipoverty programmes,
deliver them timeously and efficiently,’ the paper said. (Business Day,
Wednesday August 14, 2002:2)

As preparation for the national conference, the ANC held a conference in
September 2002, at which the ‘discussion papers’ referred to above were
discussed. Two of them are of particular importance: the paper on ‘Economic
Transformation’ and that on ‘Social Transformation’ (sub-titled ‘attacking
poverty and building a better life’). They were reproduced on the ANC’s
website, and published in a special edition of the journal Umrabulo (No. 16,
August 2002). From the paper on ‘Social Transformation’ we obtain a clear
sense of the state’s overriding perception that if it can only create the
enabling structures, most of the poor will be able to help themselves out of
poverty – social grants really are anathema, as this statement clearly shows:

63. This conference should therefore discuss this issue of poverty
eradication and locate it within our perspective of the South African
state as a developmental state, with the ANC and its allies leading that
development, and mobilising people at large to lend a hand for a better
life for all. Any discussion of social security that does not bear this in
mind is likely to reduce our people to victims that must wait for
handouts from the state in order to live.

Disagreement with such fine sentiments would not seem possible – self-
reliance, after all, is greatly to be valued. The problem lies not so much with
the view expressed here, but with its relevance to the poor, and more
particularly, to the destitute in South Africa. The ‘self-reliance’ argument
could only be a valid objection to mobilisation in support for a universal
grant if:
• the state had a comprehensive social security net in place, one that at least

staved off starvation, and,
• the well-meaning, but misguided ‘pinko’ liberals were pitching the

demand for the universal grant at a level too close to the wage paid in any
of a number of low-paying but fairly easily obtainable jobs, and
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• there was some reasonable chance that South Africa’s existing anti-
poverty package (combined with employment-creating growth) would
‘rescue’ the poor in the near future

None of these conditions is met in South Africa. It is necessary to consider
why, therefore, in the face of a reality that undercuts the basis for believing
that the noble aspirations expressed in the ANC transformation papers can
be realised, the state persists in denying relief to the poor in a form (social
grants) that it knows will alleviate poverty. Part of the answer to this
question, it is submitted, lies in the President’s (and that part of the ANC
responsible for drafting pre-conference papers) fondness for the ‘Third
Way’.13

Given this, it comes as no surprise to find in the discourse on social policy
in South Africa, strong echoes of the Blair government approach to welfare.
The long passage below, extracted from the UK White Paper on welfare
reform (UK 1998) reveals just how closely Third Way thinking coincides
with policy discussions in our own country.

The Third Way: preventing poverty
10. The welfare state now faces a choice of futures. A privatised future,
with the welfare state becoming a residual safety net for the poorest and
most marginalised; the status quo but with more generous benefits; or
the Government’s third way – promoting opportunity instead of
dependence, with a welfare state providing for the mass of the people,
but in new ways to fit the modern world. This is the choice for the
nation.
11. The first future has its advocates among those who believe the
concept of welfare is wrong. These people say that the welfare state is
unaffordable, that it needs to be scaled back. The middle class should
provide for themselves with little or no state cash or services.
Unemployment, disability benefits and pensions should be fully
privatised. These people believe that welfare went wrong when
government became involved; that charity, however haphazard, is
better than a state-run system. We believe that this is a route to a
divided society – one side on benefit, the other paying for it. Political
support for the welfare state would diminish and it would end up as a
poor system for poor people.
12. The second future is supported by those who believe that any
changes to the Beveridge system are a betrayal of his vision, even
though the world has changed so dramatically. They believe that cash
is the answer to most of the problems, that poverty is alleviated by more
money rather than more opportunity. They defend the status quo, but
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want benefits for all to be more generous. They believe that poverty is
relieved exclusively by cash hand outs.
13. This Government rejects both approaches. The first leaves the
welfare state to disintegrate, fails to address poverty and leaves those
on middle incomes more insecure. The second leads to rising bills and
more people trapped in poverty. We propose a third way. A modern
form of welfare that believes in empowerment not dependency. We
believe that work is the best route out of poverty for those that can
work. We believe in ensuring dignity and security for those who are
unable to work because of disability or because of caring responsibilities,
as well as for those who have retired. This system is about combining
public and private provision in a new partnership for the new age.

Note, in particular, the caricature of the arguments of those who claim that
some benefit levels are too low to keep body and soul together. Note as well,
the presence of all the key words – ‘hand-outs’, ‘dependence’, ‘dignity’,
‘empowerment’ – of Third Way discourse. The major differences between
economic and social conditions in the UK and South Africa make it
reasonable, however, to talk in these terms in the former but not in the latter
country. In the UK, there is a real danger that increasing the level of welfare
payments could trap people in poverty. In the well-known welfare trap, the
tax system functions in such a way that accepting work, even low-paid work,
causes net income to fall below the benefit level. The response to this from
the conservative camp is to reduce benefits to a level sufficiently far below
the minimum wage paid in any sector of the economy, ie, to apply the Poor
Law principle of less eligibility. In addition, levels of unemployment (or
non-employment) are low enough for government to be able to entertain a
realistic hope of finding low-wage employment which people can be
encouraged (or coerced) into taking. Policies like ‘welfare-to-work’ (or
‘workfare’ as it is called in the USA) thus have some chance of success.

In South Africa, neither condition holds. The state cannot gather sufficient
tax revenues to make possible a welfare payment large enough to act as a
welfare trap. A grant of R100 per month per person is not enough to prevent
any significant number of people from seeking to better themselves,
especially if the grant is unconditional (ie, people do not lose it if they
obtain employment). Equally importantly, South Africa does not have jobs
to offer people as an alternative to social grants. As noted above, the
government’s proposed ‘extended public works programme’ cannot possibly
accommodate all of those requiring work, any work.

In the current context, the ANC’s fear of ‘social grants reducing people
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to victims, waiting for handouts’, a persistent theme in policy documents,
lacks any foundation. To assert that social grants are likely to have this
effect, is to make a strong prediction without the evidence to back it up. The
very real danger of such a stance is that it blinds the authorities to the merits
of the only practicable solution to the problem of destitution in South Africa
– social grants. It is significant that the UK government sees the role of
‘stopping destitution’ as one that ‘modern welfare’ has ‘in any civilised
society’. Equally significant, however, is the fact that in the UK, this role
is ‘limited’. In South Africa, it is not – there are many millions of people to
whom the term could reasonably be applied, social wage or no social wage.

‘Dependence on handouts’ is a recurrent theme in Anglo-Saxon countries
where the attempted rollback of the welfare state deploys the language of
fostering self-reliance to impose a coercive, minimalist welfare regime.
Fortunately, South Africa has not yet reached the point where, as in the
USA:

Failure of the ‘able-bodied’ to support themselves and their families is
treated as a moral fault – which, in turn, runs deeper than failure to earn
since it implies other forms of ‘deviant’ status or conduct. (Handler
2000:115; emphasis in original)

Memories of the way in which apartheid blighted the lives of the subordinate
(and in a different way, the dominant) population groups, are still too fresh
for that. Even so, alarm bells should ring at the way in which the
‘developmental’ aspects overwhelm the ‘social assistance’ aspects of South
Africa’s discussions about the shape of the social security system in the
future.14 While it is possible to understand a desire to move away from a
system that, at the moment, devotes most of its budget to social grants, it
would be difficult to be sympathetic to such a move if it did not maximize
the welfare of the poorest in our society. As long as the ANC in conference
or in government clings to a view of social security15 that sounds (when
stripped of its flowery language about development) remarkably Anglo-
Saxon (mean-spirited and coercive) in character, the danger exists that
prejudice will be allowed to act as a substitute for the proper evaluation of
the full array of policies that could be used to address poverty, inequality
and unemployment.16 ‘Proper’ evaluation is difficult, something on which
we all agree. Where adequate empirical evidence is not available, we have
little alternative but to turn to theory. In the absence of evidence on
dependency, let us approach it in theoretical terms.
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On the nature of ‘dependency’
Since the earliest times, a distinction has been made between the ‘impotent’
and the ‘able-bodied’ poor (Barr 1998:16). It is the latter group, sometimes
referred to as being in a state of ‘inevitable dependency’ (O’Connor et al
1999:32), the South African government has in mind when it articulates the
view that social grants should be made only to those who are unable to take
care of themselves. The ancient category of able-bodied poor is further
divided between the ‘deserving’ (those requiring relief to tide them over a
period of difficulty), and the ‘undeserving’ (the idle, the won’t works). As
Margaret Thatcher put it, this distinction is between:

… ‘those who had genuinely fallen into difficulties and needed some
support till they could get out of them’ and ‘those who had simply lost
the will or the habit for work and self-improvement.’ (Cited in Schmidt
2000:239-40)

The problem of separating the ‘deserving’ from the ‘undeserving’ has been
at the heart of social security policy right from the start. Almost two
centuries after being spelled out, one of the cardinal principles developed
by the English Poor Law Commission of 1832 (enacted in the Poor Law
Amendment Act of 1834), that of ‘less eligibility’, still holds. ‘[D]eterrent
poor relief … [intended] … to enforce the work ethic and discourage
dependency …’ was a major feature of Victorian social security policy.
‘Scientific charity’, which makes an appearance after 1870 ‘saw a positive
role for the emerging field of social work in distinguishing the deserving
from the undeserving poor and developing expert methods of rehabilitating
the latter’ (O’Connor et al 1999:48).

As long as the workhouse test, according to Barr (1998:17), a means of
enforcing ‘less eligibility’ rathe r than a principle per se, could be applied,
the numbers claiming relief were limited. The modern welfare state, lacking
this brutal device, has seen the numbers on welfare rolls expand steadily,
even during the so-called ‘golden age’ of capitalism, an era of near full-
employment in all of the major capitalist economies.17

As a topic of concern, welfare dependence, never far from the surface, re-
emerged with a vengeance in the wake of the crises of the mid- and late
1970s. This was especially the case in the USA, as growth in the size of
welfare rolls, which had been steady from the 1950s onwards, started to
increase (Handler 2000). Milton and Rose Friedman’s enormously popular
polemic Free to Choose (1980), captured the (conservative) spirit of the
time. According to them, expenditure by bureaucrats of taxpayer’s money
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on merit goods tended to corrupt the people involved. Putting ‘some people
in a position to decide what is good for other people … [had the effect of
instilling] in the one group a feeling of almost God-like power; in the other
a feeling of dependence. The atrophy of personal capacity, they say, rots
“… the moral fabric that holds society together”’.

Their view of the welfare state is not a happy one, to say the least.
Expenditure on merit goods, or the disbursement of taxpayer’s money in the
form of social grants, is possible only if money is taken away from someone
else,

as government does. The use of force is therefore at the very heart of
the welfare state – a bad means that tends to corrupt the good ends. That
is also the reason why the welfare state threatens our freedom so
seriously. (Friedman and Friedman 1980:149)18

In Britain, one of the more influential disseminators of such views is the
Institute of Economic Affairs. Here is a passage from one of their pamphlets,
purporting to explain social exclusion. The dependency that social grants
allegedly create, plays (for conservatives) a central role in the process:

if too many people look to the government for the means of life, then
this dependency has harmful effects which accumulate over time. The
initial harm results from people organising their affairs so that they
qualify for benefit. Having crossed the boundary between independent
self-support and reliance on the work of others, individuals neglect
friendships or relationships with people who could provide a helping
hand in a spirit of mutual respect. Because their self-respect diminishes,
they often become more shameless in their determination to live at the
expense of others. They also fail to join organisations like churches or
voluntary associations, where they would meet people who would
gladly provide temporary restorative help. As a further consequence,
they acquire fewer skills of co-operating with others, and face fewer
challenges. In turn, they have fewer opportunities to strengthen their
characters by overcoming adversity. As a result, they are prone to
manipulation by politicians, some of whom are only too willing to
‘buy’ their votes with promises of ‘more’. Politicians whose model of
society is one of leaders and led are very happy to preserve in being a
section of the population that will trade its votes for cash rewards.
(Cited in Byrne 1999:27)

Deep in this caricature of human behaviour (as in all caricatures) is a grain
of truth – there, almost certainly, are people whose behaviour it accurately
describes. Applied to the problem of bloated welfare rolls in advanced
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capitalist economies, this way of conceptualising the problem provides a
recipe for dealing with the able-bodied poor (those who could find work at
the ‘going’ wage, but ‘choose’ not to). They become the ‘undeserving’ poor
when they fail to accept what the system provides, and simultaneously, a
justification for cutting back on state ‘generosity’.

We need look no further than conventional economics for the tools with
which to cut through this mess to expose it as propaganda for a particular
world view. Rational economic actors in a capitalist society are obliged to
choose between the utility furnished by ‘leisure’, which earns no income,
and the disutility of work, counterbalanced by the utility of the reward for
that work, income. Additional utility derives from the mere fact of holding
down a job in a society in which being unemployed carries a stigma (ie self-
esteem depends, in part, on being employed). For many individuals with
low earning capacity, the disutility of work is often high (jobs are dangerous,
unpleasant, arduous,19 childcare is unavailable). If conditions are degrading,
the utility derived from being employed can be very rapidly eroded. Under
these circumstances, the availability of cash grants that, following the
principle of less eligibility, are smaller even than the wages in such jobs,
could cause them, rationally, to choose welfare above work.20

When tax structures are such that any earned supplement causes loss or
significant reduction of the grant (ie the grant attracts punitively high
marginal rates of tax), the trap is complete. Not only does the structure of
work rewards and social grants impel some proportion of the workforce into
welfare dependence; once there, it can imprison them by making efforts at
self-improvement too costly. The economic factor, it should be noted, is
responding to incentives in a way that economists regard as rational. Their
idleness may thus legitimately be described as enforced by the relative
structure of rewards. Assuming that jobs exist, the extent of idleness among
the able-bodied will be importantly influenced by the reward structure.21

As a consequence of having responded rationally to their environment,
welfare recipients have attached to them the label ‘dependent’, with all of
its negative connotations. Reformers, mindful perhaps of the injustice of
blaming the victim, advocate structural change to eliminate the possibility
of dependency relations being formed. As is clear from the argument above,
there are two sides from which the problem may be addressed – wages may
be raised, or benefits may be reduced. Unfortunately, improving wages
usually lies well beyond the capacity of reformers (unless they are pitched
very low, minimum wage stipulations probably exacerbate welfare
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problems). So the brunt of reform falls on welfare payments. Typically,
these are either reduced, and/or the conditions for receipt of benefit are
tightened.

Having considered the rationality of those likely to slip into relations of
dependence, let us spend a little time looking at the sources of economic
welfare. Once that has been done, it will be possible to say a little more
about dependency. In modern economies, welfare originates mainly from
the following sources:
• Income from employment, either self-employment or employment by

others,
• Past savings or accumulated wealth,
• Private transfers,
• Social assistance and social insurance, and
• Relief work on government projects (public work programmes)

Income from employment is the most important source of welfare. In a
capitalist society, it is also the most desirable source. Not ‘working’ when
one is ‘able-bodied’ attracts social opprobrium in varying degrees. The idle
rich are looked upon by some with a mixture of envy and contempt; the idle
poor, if they subsist upon social security payments, with a mixture of
resentment and contempt. Reasons for the resentment are implicit in the
passages from the Friedman and Friedman (1980) work cited above – they
live on money ‘forcibly’ taken from those who have ‘earned’ it.

Savings or accumulated wealth allow (some of) those who have retired
from work to draw on past earnings for (self-sufficient) survival. Savings
allow people of working age to self-insure against periods during which
they do not earn their customary incomes. Both those who have saved for
their retirement, and those whose savings protect them against contingencies
like illness or unemployment are said, approvingly, not to be a burden on
society. Those of conservative disposition discover the rationale for social
insurance in people’s ‘myopia’, ie, in their lack of savings to tide them over
periods of zero income (Hamermesh 1992:3). In the South African context,
for most people, the notion is grotesquely inappropriate. Many of the
working poor do not earn enough to cover day-to-day living expenses.
Making provision for the contingencies of old-age, unemployment or
illness is out of the question.

Private transfers vary greatly in importance from country to country.
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Their magnitude is related (in part) to the extent and ‘generosity’ of the
country’s official social security system. Other factors, such as the prevalence
of migrant labour as a form of employment; the extent to which the
‘traditional’ nuclear family has broken down; or the form and strength of
religious affiliation, are also important. With societal pressures encouraging
the dissolution of traditional forms of the family, come responsibilities,
particularly for fathers, to provide support for the dependants they leave
behind.22 Widespread dereliction of this duty places additional strain on
welfare services. Although much applauded by institutions like the World
Bank as evidence of self-reliance and social cohesion (which, clearly, they
are), some forms of private transfers are problematic. Voluntary (charitable)
giving is admirable – being obliged (by family connection) to support those
who, because of conditions in the economy, and because of the absence of
state provision, cannot support themselves (eg, grown-up ‘children’), is
likely to give rise to resentment. This ‘tax’ on the poor is levied at a
punitively high marginal rate.

Official social welfare may take the form of social grants, unrequited
transfers that enable the (deserving) poor to survive, or of social insurance.
Generally speaking, as a means of maintaining income levels (say, to deal
with the contingency of unemployment), the latter is intended to provide
short-term cover. Finally, welfare also originates in income received from
employment on ‘relief work’, public work programmes (PWPs).

Having identified the sources of welfare, the next step is to unpack the
concept of ‘dependency’ a little further. Those who subsist on either their
present or past incomes may be described as inter-dependent (not
independent). All those who do not may be described as ‘dependent’.23

Recipients of transfers depend either wholly, or in part, on donors. As noted
above, one group in particular among them, welfare grant recipients who
are capable of working, arouse the ire of those whose taxes support them.
In the absence of job-creating economic growth, those employed in PWPs
depend on the state for continued employment. A hallmark of the last three
forms of welfare is thus that they all create (or reinforce) dependency. For
policy purposes, the critical question is thus, what will the dependency
effects be?

Private transfers and PWPs have certain advantages over social grants.
Those making private transfers can monitor the conduct of the recipients,
while wages in PWPs can be pitched at such a level as will attract only the
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truly needy (the rule of less eligibility). Because PWPs involve an exchange
(income for work) they are alleged (possibly with good cause) to be less
demoralising than unrequited transfers, from whatever source. Social grants,
by contrast, may easily end up in the (ungrateful) hands of those who do not
‘deserve’ them. To prevent this, unrequited public transfers are widely
believed to need a mechanism for recurrent identification of the target
population. Providing it is difficult.24

Since all sources of welfare except gainful employment (present or past)
have dependency effects, policy choice, if it is to be based on evidence
rather than on prejudice (usually masquerading as ‘values’), entails the
empirical analysis of these effects. Frequently though, these analyses are
extremely difficult to conduct. One reason for this is that things are not
always what they appear to be. Take, for example, the ‘displacement’ of
private social security by public (frequently referred to by the World Bank
as ‘negative’). People who are so poor as to lack the means of meeting even
the most basic of needs, are highly dependent on transfers for their
existence. For these people, the debate about displacement is thus a debate
about changing the form of dependency. Even where those under
consideration are merely poor rather than destitute, displacement and
dependency are likely to be closely linked. The difficulties of estimating the
extent of displacement are legion, and the effects of such displacement are
hard to measure. In the resulting vacuum, ideologues, if let loose, can have
a field day. To prevent the debate from being overrun by prejudice, a ground
clearing exercise is required, one that identifies the areas of ignorance.
Once these are known, the possibilities of light being cast upon them can be
assessed.

Where the source of private transfers to the poor is the income of the
somewhat less poor, there seems to be little doubt that the assurance of a
regular income in the form of a social grant from the state, will reduce
private transfers. If the expenditure levels of those in the bottom two or
three deciles of the income distribution in South Africa are anything to go
by, grant recipients are likely to be better off afterwards (Meth 2003a). The
introduction of a universal social grant would change the nature of the
dependency relation in households at the bottom of the distribution from
one of chronic insecurity and personal obligation, to one of dependence
upon an impersonal state for secure provision (albeit at a low level). Two
investigations suggest themselves as being necessary. About one of them
we know a little, about the other, nothing at all. That about which something
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is known is the possible behaviour of those relieved of (all or part of) the
burden of having to make regular payments (intra- and inter-household
transfers) to support others. The area about which nothing is known is that
of whether the culture of entitlement that universal social grants would
create, would lead to demands for increases in the (real) size of the grant.

Conservative criticism of policies that would have the effect of relieving
income earners of the necessity of having to make regular payments to
support their dependants stems from the belief that it would be wrong to
encourage those concerned to take advantage of the state’s ‘generosity’ to
evade their ‘responsibilities’ as providers. There is merit in such an
argument – how much, it is not easy to say. A start on the difficult job of
discovering how widespread such ‘dereliction of duty’ might be, could be
made by consulting the literature on labour migrancy and remittances.25

Having determined as far as is possible, household structures and remittance
levels, the investigation would have to consider what an appropriate level
of remittance might be – a complex ethical judgement.26 More
problematically, some estimate would then have to be made of how grants
might affect this. Being committed to evidence-based policy formation is a
good thing – finding the evidence on which to base policy is not always,
maybe not ever, going to be easy.

Paradoxically, the argument in the area about which nothing is known
may be somewhat less intractable. The problem is one raised by opponents
of the basic income grant, namely, that switching from a private source of
obvious finite limits, to an impersonal source such as the state, carries with
it the danger that the state could easily come to be viewed by grant recipients
as a bottomless purse. Under such circumstances, grant recipients can be
expected to become more demanding. In other words, changing the form of
dependency could increase the intensity of demand for support. Grant
recipients would come increasingly to see the grant as an entitlement, and,
as time passes, would grow more and more dissatisfied with a grant that is
not large enough to raise them above the poverty level. Once again, the
hypothesis has merit. The unlikelihood of there being any direct evidence
in support of it that could be applied to South African conditions, would
probably not deter critics of a basic income grant from foraging for scraps
in the international literature. Such activity, it is submitted, and the
speculation it encourages, misses the point. The only credible defence a
state has against ‘populist’ demands is its record in dealing with poverty.
The ability of a state to respond to such demands in a disciplined way will
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thus depend importantly on the success with which its other anti-poverty
measures are implemented. If the South African state were confident that it
had put in place a set of policies that in some reasonable period would
reduce poverty to an acceptable level, it could introduce universal social
grants as a poverty alleviation mechanism with little fear of their exploding
out of control.

One of the more powerful sources of dependency is the welfare trap
created by means-tested social grants. Unrequited social grants not subject
to a means test do not have this highly undesirable feature. The amount of
R100 per month proposed for the basic income grant in South Africa is
necessarily arbitrary – try as one might, the figure cannot be attached to any
of the usual measures of poverty. That said, it has to be conceded, even by
its most vigorous opponents, that so small a sum can hardly damage the
incentive to search for work – if anything, it could, as its proponents argue,
form a basis of security for those living at bare subsistence levels to engage
in the risk-taking implicit in job search. To assert that a grant of R100 will
give rise to widespread dependence is to fly in the face of all reason.
Without doubt, there will be some households that will pool their grants and
rest content with the low level of consumption that this will permit. Grants
might encourage those in the worst employment conditions (eg domestic or
informal economy workers earning, say, R200 per month)27 to withdraw
from the labour market. Whether or not this is to be regarded as negative or
positive is a matter for debate. No-one, however, who has observed the
efforts of the poor to scratch a living out of some enterprise that requires
endless hours of toil will believe that R100 per month will put an end to the
aspirations of most of them for self-improvement. What cannot be called
into question is the welfare improvement in, for example, workerless
households, among whom the slightest risk (eg, job search requiring some
expenditure) threatens an already precarious existence. Their menu of
choices could be considerably expanded by the existence of a secure
income source, be it ever so small.28

Disquiet over the clamour for a BIG (and claims of rising poverty) has
led government to embark on a propaganda offensive around the issue of
‘work creation’, of which the ‘massive’ or ‘extended’ public work
programmes (PWPs) is a major component. The limits of the EPWP have
been considered at some length above. It is recognised by government that
such programmes ‘are useful short-term strategies but are not a by themselves
a long-term solution’. It may, however, be the case that dependency effects
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cast doubt on the usefulness of public work programmes as short-term
strategies. Priority in the introduction of a public work programme should
be given to areas devoid of any other basis for economic activity (as so
many, many blighted areas of South Africa are). The idea that once
introduced, such programmes will create skills that can be turned to income
generating activities on any substantial scale, once the PWP in that area is
completed is delusional. It follows that once introduced, the withdrawal of
an income source on which a community has come to depend, would be
devastating. This, then is the strongest form of dependence of all, and it
would take very little time to create – repeated in a many communities, the
removal of the security of steady employment is likely to give rise to great
resentment, and reasonably so. In short, empirical work is required to
determine the extent to which PWPs can usefully be regarded as short-term
solutions. One’s suspicion, given the long-term structural nature of
unemployment in South Africa, is that there is an urgent need for PWPs of
the Zibambele type,29 ie, programmes that create sustainable long-term
employment. PWPs are desirable, in and of themselves. Their drawbacks
must, however, be acknowledged – not only will they create dependency,
they also cannot solve the poverty problem.

To sum up, dependency is an empirical matter – changing the mix of, or
introducing different, welfare measures will change the degree and nature
of dependency relationships.30 Decisions about social grants and social
welfare provisions like public work programmes that fail to take this into
account, are of dubious validity. It is necessary to be on guard against those
who prejudge the issue.

Conclusion
Recent responses by the most senior politicians in the land to demands for
a basic income grant (and to suggestions that it is the only feasible way to
tackle destitution), provide the starting point for this paper. Of the two most
frequently voiced concerns about the BIG, affordability and its alleged
‘dependency’ creating nature, the paper focuses on the latter, affordability
having been considered elsewhere (Meth 2003a). In passing, the pitifully
low maximum potential daily consumption levels of the poor are examined.

Statements by lesser luminaries, and documents prepared in the lead-up
to the ANC’s 52nd National Conference in December 2002, are then briefly
scanned for clues to the way in which social grants (social assistance) are
viewed. The literature yields a rich crop of derogatory ways of describing
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universal grants, amongst which one finds terms such as ‘handouts’. These,
it is repeatedly claimed, will lead to ‘dependence’, with the poor reduced to
‘victim’ status.

A comparison with ‘Third Way-speak’, shows striking parallels of
language. It is pointed out (as though this were necessary) that South Africa
differs in two important respects from the UK, where language of this sort
is dominant in policy-making circles. In the first place, South Africa does
not have the resources to implement a ‘welfare-to-work’ regime such as that
in the UK – there are too many, millions too many unemployed to make such
a policy an option worth considering. In the second, the small amount
proposed for the BIG, coupled with the fact that it would not be means
tested, means that a welfare trap like that in the UK, would not come into
being in South Africa, were the BIG to be granted.

‘Dependence’, as a concept, is tracked to its historical origins and then
subjected to critical scrutiny. Its opposite (not ‘independence’, but
‘interdependence’) is shown to exist only among those who are gainfully
employed, or have the means to support themselves without working. All
other forms of subsistence are ‘dependent’. The implication of this is that
a change in social policy entails a change in relations of dependence.
Policymakers, before resorting to obfuscatory talk about ‘values’, should
evaluate the overall impact of different social policies by measuring the
extent to which ‘dependence’ (and not merely on the state, but also on other
households) changes as policies are changed. It is pointed out in passing,
that public work programmes (PWPs), currently flavour of the month in the
struggle against poverty, also create ‘dependence’ – to test this proposition
all that is necessary is to interview former PWP workers in a poor community
with little or no economic resources, in which a PWP has been closed.

If the basic income grant is to be rejected, it should be on the basis of the
available evidence. Where evidence is not available, clear theoretical
reasoning is required. Prejudice, masquerading as values, should have no
place in the decision-making process.

Notes
1. Thanks are due to the helpful comments from the two referees. Every attempt

has been made to incorporate their suggestions, none of which I found
unpalatable. The errors that remain after they have done their best, are, of
course, my responsibility.

2. In a study called ‘What to do until the doctor comes’ (Meth 2003a), I have
argued that BIG is what one does until the doctor (rapid, job creating economic
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growth) arrives and rescues every poor person that it can from the clutches of
poverty. The latter will not happen for a long time.

3. Its chief spokesperson claimed that the Cabinet’s ‘philosophical approach is
different’ (Sunday Times, July 28, 2002).

4. Public work programmes were used to address white poverty and unemployment
during and after the great depression of 1929. Of greater importance, however,
in addressing both were the abandonment of the Gold Standard, which led to
rapid economic growth, and the entry of South Africa into World War II, which
vastly increased the demand for labour.

5. See ANC Today 3(30), August 1-7, 2003, http://www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/
anctoday/2003/at30.htm#art1, August 8, 2003.

6. The DA countered with the promise of ‘one million real jobs’, presumably a
reference to the effects its policies would have on stimulating employment-
creating growth.

7. Plans to extend the programme to the creation of several hundred thousand
opportunities for care work of various types in communities are also taking
shape. This will include childcare and home-based care for people living with
AIDS.

8. In article headed ‘Don’t expect a cure-all’, the interviewer put this observation
to the Director of the Extended Public Works Programme for comment:

Economist Anna McCord argues that the programme ‘barely scratches
the surface of the unemployment problem’ and that ‘we are likely to end
up with experienced unemployed people’.
He replied, ‘We agree, but see the programme as part of a whole range
of initiatives. Just because it doesn’t affect 80% of the unemployed
doesn’t mean it shouldn’t be undertaken.
We’re not putting this forward as the solution to unemployment – along
with improving the social safety net, it is a short-term measure.

9. More than half of them were in households where total monthly household
expenditure was less than R400 per month.

10. It seems grotesque to describe a wage of about R350 per month as ‘relatively
attractive’, but such are the realities of the South African labour market.

11. Government’s claim receives some support from a recent paper by van der Berg
and Louw (2003). They estimate the poverty headcount at 16,033,948 in 1995,
and either 16,261,294 (their ‘optimistic’ estimate) or 17,239,710 (their
‘pessimistic’ figure) in the year 2000. Corresponding poverty headcount ratios
would have been 38.8 per cent in 1995, and either 36.4 per cent (optimistic) or
38.6 per cent (pessimistic) in 2000.

12. Although child support grants are somewhat undercounted in the Labour Force
Surveys, pensions are not. These figures therefore include much of the grant
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elements of the social wage. Pumping up expenditure levels by 50 per cent, as
is done in the case of the results discussed above, will more than compensate
for any social grant income that the surveys missed. The non-grant elements of
the social wage (electricity, water, health, housing, sanitation, education, and
transport) make very little difference to people’s daily consumption levels.

13. The two countries chosen here to illustrate what a parsimonious and coercive
social security system looks like, countries that both wax long on the concept
of dependence are the UK and USA. The ‘Anglo-Saxon’ model, stands in fairly
strong contrast to the Swedish (social democratic) approach. See Esping-
Andersen (2000 [1996]).

14. One possible explanation of this stance could be that neither the ANC in
government nor in conference has considered carefully enough the evidence on
the depth of South Africa’s poverty, inequality and unemployment problem.
This may seem a strange thing to say of a party that has led South Africa to
freedom on the basis of the need to right the historic wrongs suffered by those
who bear the burden of these scourges, but how else can one understand the
apparent failure to consider, more carefully, the relevant trade-offs?

15. The manner in which the (South African) White Paper on Social Welfare
outlines the long-term objectives of the desired comprehensive social security
system lends itself to a narrow reading of the limits of social grants. Where, it
argues, the broad goals of achieving economic self-reliance and work for all
cannot be met, ‘… social assistance should be a reliable and accessible provider
of last resort’ (Republic of South Africa 1997:53, paragraph 45). The possibility
that during the period of transition and transformation, social assistance might
be provider of first resort, is not considered.

16. The Taylor Committee attempted to perform as much of an evaluation of
existing and potential policies as possible. Numerous obstacles, not least of
them time, as well as the absence of a fully-specified social security model,
prevented the Committee from carrying out this task in a satisfactory manner.

17. Beveridge assumed that mass unemployment ‘can and will be eliminated’ (de
Schweinitz 1972 [1943]:234). Social assistance payments, under these
conditions, it was assumed, would continue, but would not be the dominant
form that benefits would take. The true foundations of the British welfare state
were to be universal social insurance. Unemployment rates did fall to a
considerably lower level than the eight-and-a-half per cent anticipated by
Beveridge (de Schweinitz 1972:244). Nevertheless, as Glennerster and Hills
point out: ‘The means-tested National Assistance and Supplementary Benefit
schemes were to play a much larger role than … Beveridge envisaged …’
(1998:23).

18. Commenting on the long-run problems facing Social Security in the US, Milton
and Rose Friedman observe that they ‘… stem from one simple fact: the number
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of people receiving payments from the system has increased and will continue
to increase faster than the numbers of workers on whose wages taxes can be
levied to finance these payments. In 1950 seventeen persons were employed for
every person receiving benefits; by 1970 only three; by early in the twenty-first
century, if present trends continue, at most two will be’ (1980:135).

19. Adam Smith argued that such work ought to be highly rewarded. In practice,
this usually does not happen because of the availability of workers (often
immigrants) desperate enough to perform it at low wages.

20. The idea that people ‘organise their affairs’ so that the only jobs they are
capable of doing are of the sort described here is an (offensive) over-
simplification.

21. Conservatives typically view unemployment either as choice or a rational
response to perverse incentives. The story goes like this:

Unemployment as choice places the emphasis on the individual. The
unemployed can find a way into work by demonstrating a willingness to
accept lower wages, less attractive working conditions, longer journeys
to work or by transferring to other occupations, industries and locations.
Insufficient flexibility results in unemployment ‘by choice’. The [neo-
liberal] counter-revolution represents the relationship between employer
and employee as remarkably shallow. The loss of security for an
individual, the loss of a way of life for a community are depoliticised and
described in a way that minimises their consequences. Unemployment
is seen as a voluntary choice or as the result of government policies that
provide incentives for workers to remain unemployed. (cited in Byrne
1999:18)

For conservatives, ‘carrots’ alone cannot begin to address problems of this sort
– a substantial ‘stick’ is also required. The policy reform undertaken by the
Reagan and Thatcher administrations, and ‘perfected’ by the two outstanding
proponents of the ‘Third Way’, Clinton and Blair, was the answer.

22. There are conceptual problems involved in treating maintenance payments as
private transfers. Generally speaking, a transfer is an unrequited payment.
Maintenance payments, however, take place within a context within which one
partner, usually the woman, performs the substantial amounts of unpaid labour
involved in rearing children, caring for the elderly and carrying out the
manifold duties required to maintain a household.

23. Workers ‘depend’ for their welfare on continuing employment, as do employers
on their workers, and as do small business operators on the success of their
enterprises. This ‘inter-dependence’ is, however, viewed as being qualitatively
different in economies based on exchange. Positing interdependence as the
opposite of dependence is not intended to suggest an uncritical approval of the
state of interdependence. To do so would be to lapse into the ahistorical stance
so characteristic of conventional (bourgeois) economics, which at its worst,
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argues that instead of capitalists being viewed as hiring workers, the latter
could be conceived of hiring capital with which to produce. In reality,
interdependence is almost always hierarchical, and scarred by relations of
power. Even supposed equals who depend on each other in the workplace, are
often compelled by the competitive forces of capitalist production to engage
with each other in a manner described as ‘antagonistic co-operation’.

25. This view is not accepted by those who favour a basic income grant (by
whatever name, eg universal citizen’s grant, or solidarity grant, it is known).
Targeting is regarded as abhorrent because it stigmatises; inefficient because
it is costly to administer; and unjust because the bureaucracy who administer
it exclude many who qualify and admit many who do not.

26. Delinquent fathers are a clear case of dereliction of duty. The extent of their
commitment is determined by judicial process. Failure to meet these obligations
should bring down the full force of the law upon their heads.

27. This is perhaps best illustrated by means of an example. Suppose that the task
of settling the question of the ‘appropriate’ level of remittances is given to an
academic consultant being paid R300 per hour for the job (over and above a
university salary), and to an official at chief director level whose package is
worth about R35,000 per month. One of the (hypothetical) subjects whom they
have to consider is a migrant worker who has three dependants, and who earns
R950 per month as a janitor. Suppose further that as a result of the introduction
of a universal grant of R100 per person, the janitor reduced his monthly
remittance from R500 to R300. Would the adjudicators be in a position to
declare that his conduct was irresponsible? What if he reduced the remittance
to R200?

28. Wages for domestic workers as low as this will continue to be paid, despite the
introduction of minimum wage legislation, for as long as there are workers
desperate enough to accept such low wages. As has been shown above, there are
millions of people eking out an existence at lower income levels than this.

29. There may well be other perverse incentives – grants could, for example,
constitute an incentive for poor households to have more children. This effect
is likely to be slight.

30. For a discussion of this project, currently employing some 16,000 or so people
mainly on rural road maintenance, see McCord (2002).

31. A literature search on ‘welfare dependency’ yielded 54 items, none of which
referred to developing countries. A summary of the conventional arguments
and the lack of solid empirical support for them may be found in Rosen
1995:180-1.
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Article

Beyond the urban-rural divide: linking land,
labour, and livelihoods

Gillian Hart and Ari Sitas

In the initial post-apartheid period, much social research shared in a general
euphoria that South Africa’s journey was to follow a ‘high road’ of
industrial development – high skills, high wages, new technology, SMMEs,
exports and global competitiveness. Narrowly focused on industry and on
the main metropolitan centres, this work assumed that the South African
economy would generate a rising tide of remunerative urban jobs ensuring
a better life for all. This euphoria trapped a large chunk of scholarship into
an iron cage of instrumental knowledge and policy recommendations that
were sharply at odds with emerging realities.   

More recently there has been an explosion of statistical information that
maps the contours of persistent and growing poverty, shrinking employment,
and collapsing livelihoods in painful detail. These volumes of data, their
classificatory grids, and the narrow positivism they employ, are supposed
to inform careful policy interventions.  One obvious critique of such data-
gathering is that it signals what Timothy Mitchell (2002) terms ‘the rule of
experts’, and illustrates how constructions and deployments of such
categories, classifications, and data embody technologies of power. Yet to
the extent that this sort of critique focuses simply or primarily on grids of
legibility, it is itself quite limited. The danger, in short, is that the production
of knowledge will become caught between an instrumental positivism on
the one hand, and endless deconstructions of the categories of the new South
Africa on the other.  

There is, in fact, remarkably little critical, sustained research and
reflection on the changing power relations and processes of acquiescence
and opposition that are emerging in the post-apartheid era.  Our purpose in
this note is to outline a new research initiative that seeks to illuminate key
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forces and processes taking shape in the post-apartheid period – the
ongoing importance, but changing character, of rural-urban connections;
histories of racialised dispossession and their continuing salience; land and
livelihood struggles and their relationship to organised labour; and the
significance of new local government demarcations in reconfiguring
acquiescence and opposition. 

Until now, most researchers have pursued each of these elements in
isolation: ‘the land question’, the ‘labour question’, or ‘the question of
livelihoods’ (usually meaning non-formal employment). With a few key
exceptions, such research has also been sharply divided across rural and
urban lines. We argue that these themes constituted, constitute, and will
continue to constitute in their social and spatial interconnections, a central
challenge to research, policy, and social action for decades to come.  In this
context, there is a pressing need for a new cohort of young researchers who
can work across disciplines with a deep understanding of these social and
spatial interconnections, and ready to confront this challenge in creative
new ways. 

This research and training agenda grows out of, and seeks to extend,
detailed work conducted in Durban, Newcastle, Ladysmith, Mooi River,
Mpumalanga-Hammarsdale, Dundee, and Phongola (Bonnin 2001; Hart
2002; Lund 2001; Mosoetsa 2000; Sitas 1999a, 1999b; Skinner 1999). The
purpose of this brief comment is to suggest four related domains in which
in-depth research is needed if substantive alternatives are to be constructed
in South Africa’s democratic transition. 
 

The continuing importance – but changing character – of rural-
urban connections
Historically, male labour migration associated mainly with the mines and
factories was the major form of urban-rural connection. This fact, and the
ability of the post-1973 trade union movement to bridge the divide until the
early 1990s, was reflected in some of the labour studies scholarship of the
1980s focussed on the form and nature of primarily urban struggles, and the
interconnections between ethnicity, nation, and class (eg Sitas 1984, 1987;
Bonnin 1999) In organising migrant labour in mines, metalworks, and
plantations, and bringing them together with urban (Section 10) workers
within the same democratic shop-floor structures, unions and federations,
the trade unions united what the apartheid state sought to keep apart.
Furthermore, by bringing together ethnically diverse groups of workers, it
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created a solid opposition to homeland policies of segregation. Migrant and
urban black workers often differed on community issues and community
struggles. Yet in creating new comradeships and using diverse traditions in
novel ways to express an emergent common consciousness, the trade union
movement became the epicenter of opposition to the apartheid status quo.

The presence of the rural in the urban and vice versa was revisited in the
early 1990s after the devastating violence in the hostel system of Gauteng
(Sitas 1992; Mamdani 1996), while other scholars documented various
ways in which rural-urban connections remain crucial (eg Delius 1996; Hart
1996, 2002; James 2001; Levin and Weiner 1996). What was unprecedented
were the strains and qualitative shifts that occurred during the years of
violence. Firstly, the hostel violence polarised Zulu migrants in Gauteng
against other migrants and township dwellers. What unions could not cope
with was the alienation of migrant workers from the mounting political
campaigns in the townships. What made matters worse, and continues to
haunt trade unionism, was that the process of retrenchments and down-
sizing in manufacturing affected migrants (and therefore the ‘unskilled’)
more than others.

The post-1994 democratic dispensation not only ignored the persistence
of migrancy; in addition, scholars influenced by claims of a high-wage and
high-skill society, post-fordism, participation, co-determination, and
workplace restructuring, moved swiftly to reconfigure the field of labour
studies (eg Joffe et al 1995). Much of this work was heavily focussed on the
major metropolitan centres.  In addition, black workers appeared as a class
of brand new wage-earners and ‘stake-holders’ – in other words, as a
collective tabula rasa without a history rooted in prior struggles and
negotiations across different socio-spatial arenas of practice. As a
consequence of such representations, this research lost track of enduring
and changing urban-rural interconnections.

In practice there are many indications that, for huge numbers of South
Africans, rural-urban connections remain a central feature of everyday life.
Yet these connections seem to have shifted fundamentally, with new and
intensified forms of urban-rural entanglement emerging as the costs of
increasing urban insecurity are being displaced to the countryside. In effect,
impoverished rural regions in the former bantustans appear to be taking on
– or extending – the function of social security of the last resort, with old-
age pensions forming a crucial resource. At the same time, new nodes of
rural power and wealth are appearing in certain areas as some ‘traditional
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leaders’ and rural representatives consolidate their influence and access to
resources (eg Ntsebeza 1999).   

These broad patterns raise a series of important questions.  How are
multiple sources of insecurity – including the decline of urban employment,
escalating service costs, and the ravages of HIV/Aids – connected with one
another, and with efforts by many urban residents to forge or maintain rural
connections? How are these processes playing out in relations between
genders and generations; and the cultural and political conditions of access
to land and other resources? What are the key patterns of regional variation?  
 

Land and livelihood struggles and their relationship to organised
labour
In recent years a number of social movements have emerged concerned with
the land question, as well as with struggles over the rising cost of urban
services, electricity/water cutoffs, rent evictions and urban environmental
problems. At an organisational level, leaders of these movements have
often actively distanced themselves from organised labour. Furthermore,
such outbreaks of discontent seem to be emanating from constituencies that
remained outside the social movements of the anti-apartheid period.
Similarly, trade union leaders have distanced themselves from many of the
emerging social movements. Despite COSATU’s endorsement of the need
to form alliances with sectors of the working poor and marginalised and
between urban and rural workers, there has been very little thinking about
the form and nature of such initiatives.    

Yet in actual practice, there are many links between these groups.  In
many instances, from Phongola in the north to Umzimkhulu and Northern
Pondoland in the South, waged labour forms a core component of  multiple
and spatially extended livelihood initiatives. In many instances too, the
‘politics of encroachment’ (Bayat 1997) of the new poor are intimately
linked to working people employed in the formal sector. In short, people’s
lives cut across multiple spaces and arenas of everyday practice. At the
same time, the specific forms and dynamics of struggle over resources vary
widely even in places that on the surface appear quite similar.  Rather than
focusing primarily on particular social movements, new research is needed
that clarifies the links among land, labour, and livelihoods, that traces rural-
urban connections, and that explores the conditions that enable or constrain
such movements, as well as the possibilities for connections with organised
labour.
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Histories of dispossession and their contemporary significance 
Pervasive urban-rural dichotomies derive from understandings of the
development of capitalism as a linear process. For many on the left as well
as the liberal right, dispossession from the land is an inevitable part of the
creation of an urban, industrial working class.    

Comparisons between South Africa and East Asia, where industrialisation
was preceded by redistributive land reforms, call into question the widespread
presumption of racialised dispossession from the land as a ‘natural’ event
en route to industrial capitalism (Hart 2002).  Instead, these comparisons
encourage us to think of dispossession as an ongoing process.  Histories,
memories, and meanings of racialised dispossession continue to reverberate
in the present, shaping both the material conditions of reproduction of
labour power and people’s understandings of themselves as social actors,
as well as the terms on which they lay claim to land and other resources as
part of historical redress.

This focus on dispossession and redress makes it possible to reframe
understandings of  the land question, while also opening new and potentially
fruitful avenues of research and action. In post-apartheid South Africa,
references to the land question continue to carry tremendous symbolic and
moral force, broadly evoking  ‘that which was stolen, that which was used
to dispossess, that which fueled the struggle against apartheid by the black
majority’ (Walker 2000:5). Yet in practice, post-apartheid land reforms
have been radically underfunded and technocratic, and land redistribution
increasingly limited to the creation of a black commercial farming class.
Even if land reform were to  receive more attention and resources, Walker
(2003) has recently argued, a sharp disjuncture is likely to remain between
popular aspirations and expectations and the transformative potential of
land reform itself (see also Aliber and Mokoena 2003). 

Redefining the land question in terms of racialised dispossession and
redress offers several ways of moving beyond this impasse.  First, it makes
clear how the the land question derives its evocative power from the
imperatives of redress.  At the same time, broad and general invocations of
the land question leave open how such redress should take place, and which
groups and classes should be the recipients.  In practice, of course, Black
Economic Empowerment (BEE) represents the major thrust of post-apartheid
redistributive redress, in which land forms a relatively small element.  Key
questions then turn around how redistribution – not only of land but also
other resources – is and is not happening in different areas, and the forms
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of contestation and acquiescence through which this is taking place. 
Second, focussing on dispossession as an ongoing process underscores

the limits of official policy discourses that define the land question and
related questions of land reform in terms of ‘the rural’ and agriculture.  For
example, research on Taiwanese industries in KwaZulu-Natal makes clear
the direct connections between dispossession from the land and access to
housing, water, and electricity (Hart 2002).  From this perspective principles
of cost recovery for urban services can be seen as an ongoing form of
dispossession, and it appears that township residents in a number of areas
are making precisely these connections.

A third, closely related set of issues concerns the terms on which
different groups and classes are staking claims to land and other resources. 
Research in different parts of KwaZulu-Natal suggests how specific histories
and memories of dispossession remain vitally important elements of local
and regional political dynamics. Yet histories of dispossession from the
land vary widely in different regions. How are these histories being
remembered and used in the present, by whom, and how they are re-shaping
current livelihood strategies?  These questions assume additional importance
in light of new systems of local government. 
 

The significance of new local government demarcations
In 2000, the Demarcation Board defined vastly enlarged new municipalities
that cut across the rural-urban divide. In formal terms, the new system
inaugurates a structure of local governance in which, for the first time in the
country’s history, each vote counts equally.  Simultaneously, it has unleashed
new and intensified rounds of contestation.  

Most immediately, new structures of local government threaten to reduce
the powers and functions of traditional leaders, replacing them with elected
representatives. Other struggles over access to, and control of, resources
are also intensifying. The national government has assigned an array of
responsibilities to these  ‘developmental local governments’ on the grounds
that they are both more democratic and more efficient. At the same time,
fiscal austerity has meant that the resources available to these local
governments are minimal, particularly in areas outside the major metropolitan
centres.

Research in different areas of KwaZulu-Natal suggests (a) that new
demarcations have been accompanied by major reconfigurations of social
and political forces at the local level, and (b) that these social and spatial
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shifts in power relations have important implications for patterns and
processes of economic development and the distribution of benefits. Yet
even in closely adjacent areas that appear quite similar, these local dynamics
are assuming strikingly different forms (Hart 2002). There is a pressing
need for an array of new comparative ethnographic studies of local dynamics
and trans-local connections that can contribute to understanding the
possibilities for progressive social change at the level of local communities
and their wider connections. 

Conclusion
Escaping the technocratic – and counter-technocratic? – snares requires
more than  a research framework: it needs a new generation of scholars
embedded in a complex and evolving reality who, together, develop fresh
understandings that contribute to efforts to grapple creatively and
constructively with questions of contemporary social change.  This sort of
approach focusses particular attention on detailed historical and ethnographic
studies. Yet it is important to emphasise that these are not simply ‘case
studies’ of the impact of larger economic and political forces. Instead, they
represent vantage points for illuminating processes of social and spatial
interconnection, and a means for gaining a fuller understanding of the
possibilities for social change.
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Debate

‘It is about ways of seeing’: globalisation,
nation-building, nationalism, inequality, and
contesting identities

The Editors

Fortuitously, and probably reflecting a shared concern with important
issues in contemporary South Africa, the journal received four contributions
of presentations at conferences or workshops (those by Freund, Stiebel,
Guy, and Habib, below). We decided that we should include all four in a
Debate section, inviting responses from readers of Transformation. These
contributions have been left in their original form, tentative and provocative
at the same time – asking for responses, in other words.

The unifying principle of many evaluative contributions to South Africa
in 2004 is, for obvious reasons, ‘ten years of democracy’ (it also features in
both the articles in this issue, by Hart and Sitas, and by Meth). Habib, most
directly, takes ‘ten years of democracy’ as his starting point, but the other
authors also relate what they say to social, economic and political trends.
All four contributions, furthermore, deal with social identity, especially
that of a ‘South African’ (and ‘African’) identity and the various forms
which seem to predominate. In their contributions they relate the difficulties
of deliberate identity formation projects since 1994 to different contextual
concerns – Freund to globalisation, class (and then especially in the forms
of poverty and inequality, serving as a further link to the two articles in this
issue) and ‘race’; Guy to globalisation and nationalism; Stiebel to mapping
and the historical and spatial perceptions of the continent. Habib addresses
the concern with social cohesion indirectly. He argues that the dangers of
an increasingly economically divided society will effectively be addressed
(only) when a large degree of ‘substantive uncertainty’ is introduced into
the democratic political system: to increase the degree of accountability of
the state to the poor and otherwise politically weak
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There is much to challenge opinions in each debate piece. We invite short
responses to what we have published below. Contributions will not be
refereed, other than by the editorial board of Transformation, allowing for
quicker publication.
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Debate

South Africa: a new nation-state in a
globalising era

Bill Freund

Globalisation as a concept presents a real challenge to economic historians
because inherent in their subject matter is the assumption that a world
economy has been in the making for at least the last several centuries. By
some indices – the extent of foreign investment, human movement or
international trade, for instance – the second half of the nineteenth century
already represented a massively ‘globalised’ era fuelled by impressive new
technology such as telegraphs and steamships.1 The literature on globalisation
which fails to acknowledge process and assumes an ahistorical and
unbounded concept stretching seamlessly into an otherwise unknown future
clashes with this kind of picture.

However, it is possible to justify globalisation as a term designating
rather a current phase in the evolution of a world economy. Technologically
it is the advent of computers and information technology which is most
characteristic here.2 This enables production, of which a very large element
is under the control, direct or indirect, of large corporations, to take place
internationally – not merely trade or investment activities. Realising profits
is dependent on selling on a global sale – the creation of a ‘brand name’
economy that can be fitted to serve many kinds of consumers but no longer
structured around national markets. There is a strong drive to create
globally normative regulatory institutions relating not just to directly
economic activities (the WTO and the so-called ‘Washington Consensus’
institutions) but to peace-keeping and governance issues and to the
environment. Once again, there is massive population movement. However,
whereas in the nineteenth century, most itinerants were peasants and
workers plus their families, embedding limited industrial skills, today those
welcome to shift are the highly educated and skilled who work with a pen;
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if anything, an international regime to block the movements of the poor is
intended, if never very successfully, put into place.

Writers on globalisation see the world of Empire as one in which the
nation-state, as conceptualised at the dawn of modernity, constitutes
something for the trash heap as well (Negri and Hardt 2000). The state is
defined as an impediment to the needs of capital on the one hand (unless it
has been successfully transformed into a facilitator) and a barrier to the
achievement of human freedom on the other. In particular, the nation state
representing in some sense the immanence of a people in maturity is no
longer a foundation stone of political activity and international relations.
Supra-national structures with imbedded rules multiply while local or
regional governments are supposed to take more initiative on the assumption
that they can do better at tapping the real heartbeat of the people.

This paper takes the position that while these are all very important
tendencies that are promoted on a significant scale in our world, there are
also counter-tendencies. There are plenty of realities, for better or worse,
that work in other directions and show that earlier paradigms continue to
bear life. This, of course, is what George W Bush & co are discovering in
Iraq.3 Globalisation is best taken therefore as a specific contemporary
historic phase, which continues to be rent with conflict and controversy and
contains its own contradictions in which outcomes are by no means certain.
It is likely that some of the great political and social paradigms of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries have come to the end of their shelf life
in their own terms, but to leap from that to assumptions about ‘the end of
history’ à la Fukuyama, the view that ‘there is no alternative’ – or even the
sense that the modern is no longer with us – has little justification.

***

Post-apartheid South Africa came to life as a ‘new’ country in the midst of
this set of circumstances. I wish here to suggest that while the African
National Congress government has been won over by the need for
participation in globalising economic institutions such as membership in
the World Trade Organisation, with macro-economic policies aiming at
high interest rates, an autonomous Reserve Bank, low state indebtedness
and the reduction of import tariff barriers; it has simultaneously,
contradictorily, moved with increasing firmness towards a nation-building
project along fairly classic lines.4 This movement has achieved greater
coherence under the leadership of Thabo Mbeki than during the presidency
of Nelson Mandela (1994-99). This has been especially apparent in the
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circumstances precipitated by the US occupation of Iraq with ensuing
international contradictions.

Within South Africa, the political discourse has been largely marked by
debate over economic policy and the extent to which the state is benefiting
the poor. The very ambitious Reconstruction and Development Programme,
issued at the time of the 1994 election, appeared in the later phases of the
Mandela presidency to be junked in favour of GEAR (the Growth,
Employment and Redistribution programme), translated into a set of policies
associated with the Ministry of Finance and a Washington Consensus
determined budget rectitude. Even then, in certain areas, a shrewd observer
could certainly find aspects of South African policy that either did not fit or
went against this kind of logic, however. For instance, the ANC put forward
progressive and supportive trade union legislation at a time when trade
unions internationally were largely on the defensive. NEDLAC (the National
Economic Development and Labour Council), a corporatist body meant to
create permanent dialogue between business, labour, autonomous civic
organisations and the state received much attention (although its actual
efficacy has been fairly limited). Generally speaking, the social service
budgets increased while the apartheid era military budget declined
dramatically in size. Privatisation was given strong verbal support but
rather little real privatisation took place. Instead, the state took care to
create regulatory agencies with reference to telecommunications,
broadcasting, etc.

If we try to assess changes under the Mbeki presidency, they represent if
anything a return to more traditional forms of developmentalism and a
conscious return to the politics of the Third World. An outstanding
presentation by a young scholar recently summed this up as follows:

The ideology of development forms the core of the post-apartheid
discourse. In particular, the development and modernisation of the
formal market economy is viewed to be the basis of social advance.
Modernisation means dismantling outdated forms of organisation or
the economy in ways that permit an intersection with international
capital flows and technological advances. (Greenberg 2004)

Thus the budget has become somewhat more generous, expansive and
welfare-orientated. If privatisation has not been abandoned, it is beginning
to be clear that sectors, such as water provision, are not going in that
direction. Recently it has also been made explicit that the large state
corporations will be expected to play a central role in development, rather
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than hived off for purchase by the private sector. In the economic discourse
of the middle 1990s, emphasis was laid on the centrality of foreign
investment, seen as the key to the future and to national economic growth.
This emphasis is being reduced.

At the same time, the government is putting more weight on the potential
of economic ties within Africa. It is strongly behind the NEPAD initiative
associated with the new African Union. NEPAD has been dissected by
radical critics who are correct in discerning the absence of redistributive or
socialist language and the presence of assumptions about participation in a
globalised world economy. However, there is equally a nationalist emphasis
on self-reliance and a retention of high modernist development goals.
Perhaps more significantly in practice, South Africa has participated with
countries such as Brazil and India in a rejection of Group of Eight initiatives
on international trade, demanding more open access to Western markets in
return for further openness in other spheres, at last year’s Cancun conference.
This represents the renewal of a kind of Third Worldism, revived in the
wake of the dissipation of Clinton era consensus and, in some respects, in
the spirit of Bandung 1955.

Moving to the political sphere, an attempt to summarise the initiatives of
the state needs to focus on the reality that the ANC is intensely committed
to centralised power which is basically becoming gradually more effective
in different spheres rather than the reverse – despite what globalisation
literature often seems to predict. The ANC, which won just under 2/3 of the
vote in 1999 and almost 70 per cent in 2004, has much of the characteristics
of a ‘party-state’ at its most potent. It is successful in investing in itself the
idea of natural governance and the development of the country, leaving
little ideological space for any viable opposition. The most successful
political studies of the opposition suggest that it is only when at some future
time the ANC splits into factions that one could expect a genuinely
threatening political opposition to emerge. Of the three main opposition
formations, one is being absorbed by the ANC after a massive electoral
disaster, the second – the only one with a black following – is likely to go
that way when its septuagenarian leader Mangosuthu Buthelezi retires or
dies – while the third is largely confined to its base amongst whites.5

Some of the apparent signs of participation in globalising culture from
the first years of the state seem superficial or less relevant on closer
examination over time. Thus South Africa’s quasi-federal four province
structure (together with the ‘independent’ and ‘non-independent’ Bantustan
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territories) were rationalised in 1994 into nine provinces with considerable
mandates for delivery of services. Municipalities, of which the bigger have
a real economic base in the rates system, were enjoined to play an equal part
in the development effort. In practice, South Africa is less federal than it
used to be. The ANC has been repeatedly explicit about its intention to
‘deploy’ and ‘redeploy’ officials from one sort of job to another. The
development effort demanded of cities and provinces is clearly not supposed
to create any sort of autonomous line of transit that could lead to greater
inequalities or uncontrolled development. The lines of policy are entirely
dictated from the centre. Moreover, the governing national party now
controls all provinces and all major municipalities.

Many outside observers of the South African scene have been entranced
with the notion of a ‘rainbow nation’; this, in fact, is a vision which fits quite
nicely into a post-modern, post-national state that allows for the autonomy
of diversity and de-emphasises national culture. They have failed to
remember that this was a phrase coined not by Nelson Mandela but by
former Archbishop Desmond Tutu. Well-loved in corporate advertising, it
is not a slogan that the ruling party recognises or likes. Nor has it much
positive resonance amongst the black electorate. Mbeki made his dislike for
this slogan quite explicit after 1999. Most whites would under post-1994
circumstances like nothing better than some kind of tolerant co-existence of
the old and the new. On the contrary, the ANC is looking towards creating
– admittedly gradually – a cultural hegemony based on symbols and
artefacts that represent the ‘new South Africa’ and break totally with the
old. The old municipalities are being merged into new entities with entirely
new names (such as Tshwane for the one including Pretoria, or eThekweni
for the one including Durban); plans are afoot to construct museums and
memorials that identify the country with the anti-apartheid ‘struggle’. All
work situations are supposed to be in the process of ‘transformation’ in
order to achieve a racial (and gender) balance corresponding to the national
population balance. Given the South African enthusiasm for sport and
identification with national sport, much is done to promote loyalties in this
regard: the amount of government energy invested in winning the competition
to be the site of the world football championships in 2010 (which involved
hauling in not just Mbeki but former Presidents de Klerk and Mandela,
Archbishop Tutu and everyone else imaginable) was a remarkable choice.
All around in South Africa one can begin to see arising a new symbolic
universe to replace the boundaries, the heroes and villains, the points of
conjuncture and rupture, of the old South Africa.
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The identity to which Mbeki aspires for the new South Africa is African
and assumes that South Africa takes its rightful place in the world as a
source of influence and weight within the African continent. With the
ascendancy of his presidency (the first term ended in 2004), co-operation
with the USA and the UK has diminished. The ‘bilaterals’ of the Clinton era
are forgotten. South Africa has positioned itself rather as a leader of the
Third World and the African continent. The presidency puts an ever greater
weight on foreign affairs and on a South African moral presence which
legitimates African nationalism. Mbeki has been prepared, for instance, to
play a dissident role in the Commonwealth in order to aid the cause of
Zimbabwean Robert Mugabe, for the ANC a legitimate African nationalist
and president in an election upheld by South African observers as acceptably
free and fair. Peace-making in Burundi and the Democratic Republic of
Congo receives constant media attention in South Africa. At the same time,
and quite recently, in championing the cause of deposed President Jean-
Baptiste Aristide of Haiti, the ANC has also taken up the cudgels for some
kind of black diaspora consciousness. The actual foibles involved in such
policy initiatives are one thing; the symbolic universe they create another.
And the government is shrewd enough to avoid entanglements from these
initiatives that could genuinely create serious practical problems.

And presiding over this transformed society is a new black elite whose
advance is being promoted as rapidly as possible by the government. Every
day the press is filled with the deals associated with BEE – black economic
empowerment. The complexion of those employed in desirable positions by
the civil service, the parastatals and now increasingly the corporate private
sector where ‘targets’ for black ownership have been set in mining and,
more recently, finance and the IT sector, are being restructured. Out of this
world primarily is to come the new elite of South Africa. If South Africa is
to take its place as a capitalist economy, leadership must cease to be
overwhelmingly white. While radical critics not unjustifiably complain
about the very narrow base out of which this elite is being taken (the
apartheid system in fact itself created the foundation of a segregated black
elite before 1990), the call for ‘affirmative action’ (differing from the US
operationalisation in some important ways) is also creating jobs for the
presentable, the educated, the literate, the urban African population –
desirable jobs – on an unprecedented rate. Probably the closest inspiration
for this shift is Malaysia. However, South Africa is better understood as one
of the post-colonial societies, such as Israel/Palestine, Malaya/Singapore,
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Ceylon, Ireland and Cyprus whose national identity was not secured with
independence and remained in contention. The length of time inevitably
involved for the African majority to assert itself successfully and the
sophistication, complexity and regional hegemony of the South African
economy are what make this case distinctive.

***

Can the Mbeki vision, which has captured the ANC – with both compliant
and defiant relations to globalisation – succeed? I would suggest that there
are two large impediments in the way of realising the nation-building
project from within and both certainly are made more difficult by relations
to international trends.

The first lies in the dilemma facing South Africa through the
marginalisation of a large portion of the population. This we might term the
left-wing deviation. For a variety of reasons, one of which lies in the
declining international usage of low skill labour, South Africa suffers from
enormously high unemployment rates, estimated at 20-40 per cent over the
past decade and according to no serious commentator ready to fall. One
causal factor certainly lies in the low level of industrial investment and the
tendency of industry to expand with little or no employment growth (or
when there is growth, for it to be located in unregulated, low wage
structures). But it comes as well from the large decline in employment in
traditional resource industries, notably commercial agriculture. Moreover,
poor families in South Africa show little capacity to function as effective
units for petty accumulation. The rural areas contain mostly people dependent
on subsidies and migrancy even for subsistence. An enormous hunger for
welfare and for jobs by people living on the doorsteps of affluence is
apparent.

The state has acted in tandem with its modernist intentions, if not always
very efficiently, as a provider of ‘services’ – especially water supply,
electricity and basic housing to the poor – but hardly at all as provisioner
of jobs. This has much to do with a failure of capacity and imagination
rather than bad will or hostility. The international wisdom is to excuse the
state from direct job creation; it is difficult for South African authorities to
operationalise the more comforting Keynesian – or socialist – advice from
the past that would allow the creation of stable jobs to be itself the chief
priority. Here, therefore, is a profound contradiction: how to mobilise the
millions of poor urban and rural black South Africans – the chief victims of
apartheid – as modernist subjects.
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The majority of South Africans are poor and a large minority very poor
– this in a context where there is a fairly large, very affluent middle class.
All statistics point to South Africa in the company with some Latin
American and African countries as amongst the most unequal in the world.
Poverty feeds into disease, notably into the spread of AIDS (although unlike
Thabo Mbeki, I am hardly claiming that HIV is in any sense caused by
poverty), into criminal and other anti-social behaviour and into a climate of
short-term thinking that obviates planning for the future. Households are
markedly unstable; the large majority of children are born outside wedlock
and indeed marriage is becoming a minority phenomenon in any case. This
behavioural complex has so far defeated the efforts of the national state to
attack it. The ANC leadership is not wrong in seeing the long-term answer
in terms of upgrading the population in skills and education to allow them
to participate in a more desirable way in the globalised directions the
economy is taking. But they have not shown much insight into how to
achieve such a goal and are dependent on the services of mediocre
practitioners who are the backbone of the party.6

One result currently is the emergence of social movements of the poor
which protest the inadequacies of service provision, of the absence of
secure jobs, the lack of free land and the failure of the state to provide
medicine against AIDS. Thus far these movements, although clearly making
the state highly uncomfortable, both because they challenge its authority
and because they seem to call for a permanent dole, are not able to challenge
the ANC in terms of political hegemony or to form in any sense a real
counter-politics.7 Part of the discomfort comes from the small number of
dissident intellectuals being able successfully to pin the World Bank label
onto the ruling bureaucracy, part of a language of blaming distant white men
for one’s problems that resonates very readily. Yet it is not so clear either
that they have very plausible alternatives, or that the ANC acts out of malice
rather than confusion, or lack of focus, although the extent to which the
ANC is captured by the bureaucrats, by the beneficiaries of the system who
lack vision and expertise – usually trained by the mediocre institutions set
up for black people under apartheid – does create a barrier to solving
problems.

***

And then there is what I shall term the right wing deviation. The rainbow
nation paradigm much appeals to the white minority. Although there is
certainly a spectrum of attitudes, it might be said that opinion-leaders
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amongst white South Africans came to accept in the 1980s that racial
separation preserving a sphere of white domination which lay at the heart
of the apartheid system was no longer viable and ever more out of synch
with international trends for modern governance. However, this is not to say
that they are comfortable or pleased with a situation which seems to
emphasise black control and black leadership and perceives their traditions
and institutions as immoral and inappropriate. This is a long way from
whites permitting blacks to enter into their value-systems, schools,
neighbourhoods, etc, on the terms whites find acceptable or comfortable.
White South Africa is itself the product of a long-term national project built
over many decades, indeed generations, which has failed and to experience
this is to experience shame, disgrace (in the terms of JM Coetzee’s iconic
novel) and anger for the majority of whites unable to identify with new
symbols and goals. The much discussed Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, itself cold-shouldered by the ANC as too even-handed in its
view of anti-apartheid conflict, was supported by less than 10 per cent of
whites in a poll at the time of its institution, for instance. Well under five per
cent of whites vote for the ANC in dramatic contrast to the rest of the
population. A very large proportion of whites from the most educated strata
emigrate; there is clearly a problem with business investment in South
Africa that cannot be dissociated from white distrust and lack of confidence
in their future.

This is not to suggest that the ANC is in a simple sense a black nationalist
movement in the sense of being anti-white. However, its prestige is closely
linked to its being the historic champion of a struggle against white power
and white dominance. This is the obvious reason why the ANC is extremely
unlikely to dissolve into ethnic or even class fragments: the need for blacks
to hold together is too apparent even now.

The ANC embraces what it calls ‘non-racialism’ but it clearly promotes
heavily the idea of black leadership in the state and civil society and
considers a top priority the struggle against any inequities inherited from
the past. Many of the institutions with which whites identify leave the black
leadership cold and receive no support or are potentially subject to
‘transformation’. ‘Non-racialism’ is posited really as the alternative to
‘racialism’, defined as rule by a racially defined minority; it is not to be
equated with that which whites often fondly claim it should mean, putting
the ideal person in the job even if history and culture tends to result in the
ideal person being very likely a white male and particularly rarely a black
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female. There can be a parallel drawn with certain other post-colonial
countries which have promoted the nationalism of a numerically dominant
group (Hindus in Mauritius; Chinese in Singapore; Malays in Malaysia)
against the interest of a minority that sometimes thrived in colonial times
while at the same time actively trying to create a new national consensus
covering the whole nation.

In truth, although it is rarely stated, the structures of the economy and of
South African material life on which future prosperity can grow were
created by and for whites and their ways are imbedded in those structures.
If whites are pushed aside too abruptly, the likelihood of intensified
emigration, of diminished investment, of the decline or extinction of
specialised expertise are potential outcomes. The ANC state will for a long
time have to ride the white elephant to progress, with however [little?] good
grace.

Only in theory is globalisation colour-blind. Whites have on their side
moreover the sense that their role-models in America, Europe and Australasia
are the ones who set the tone for the globalised world-economy, for power
and cultural hegemony internationally. They have far denser links into the
metropole. The big and surprisingly successful South African corporations
operate internationally and, in some cases, have moved most activities
overseas. Virtually any white South African can quickly enumerate close
family members living in Britain, North America, Australasia or Europe;
mobility at this level is very easy today. Indian South Africans can look to
role models of Indian origin sensitive to the pull of lucrative markets on a
global scale and playing an increasingly important part as thinkers and
technologists in the most open societies everywhere.

I would therefore suggest that two menaces which stem from the right-
wing deviation face a nation-building project on the Mbeki model. One is
the threat of white withdrawal (lack of ‘voice’) taken to the point of causing
serious and permanent damage to institutions and the economy, a worry
which leads the state to go easy on the nation-building project in some areas.
At the same time there is the Zimbabwe threat. I would define this (not
precisely the way it is usually defined in South African discourse) as the
possibility that, faced with some future crisis and the lack of a way forward,
a successor to Mbeki could turn on whites as has Robert Mugabe in order
to survive politically through chauvinist rabble-rousing and radical racially-
based redistribution. As in Zimbabwe, it is a heroic assumption to imagine
that this kind of turn could lead anywhere but towards a spiral of material
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decline intensifying national problems.
This is not a particularly likely outcome but were the ANC to find itself

in as much of a dead end as did ZANU-PF by the close of the 1990s north
of the border, it is not impossible. In one way too, Mbeki’s leadership style
makes this a bit less unlikely – he is not shy about expressing his resentments
towards the survival of older white values and he has eliminated the more
substantial contenders to leadership after himself from public prominence,
preferring to surround himself with far more subservient and politically
inconsequential individuals. Yet it is also true that the nation-state project
pursued by Mbeki, to the extent that it knows success, makes this kind of
outcome less likely than were the state to pursue rainbow nation policies
that left whites happier and more untouched in their comfort zone for the
short to medium term.

This paper lacks a real conclusion because the author is most uncertain
of outcomes. It has tried to suggest that globalisation is embraced by the
‘new’ South Africa in some key respects. This includes many aspects of
macro-economic policy as well as the search for cultural expression that
breaks entirely with the past. However, simultaneously the state is betting
on a nation-building project along classic lines that goes counter to trends
supposedly linked to the globalisation paradigm. Results are in part
contradictory. What directions will seem clear to another generation are
still very open to historical change.

Notes
1. Thus the first substantially mechanised textile factory in Italy was constructed

in Prato by an Austrian firm with Austrian finance. As a result, my grandfather
moved to Prato from what is today the Czech Republic and my father was born
in this town 102 years ago.

2. Here I follow Manuel Castells (2000).

3. For influential dissidents not far from the beat of power see George Soros
(2004) or Joseph Stiglitz (2002).

4. Characteristic and important critiques are to be found in Hein Marais (1998)
and Patrick Bond (2000). Both are more journalistic than theoretical.

5. For a discussion of the opposition see Roger Southall (ed) (2001).

6. Thus the teachers’ union is now a key player in the trade union movement.

7. For an accessible defense of the social movement perspective see Ashwin Desai
(2003).
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Putting Africa [back] on the map: the South
African Parliamentary Millennium Project

Lindy Stiebel

Both in the selectivity of their content and in their signs and styles of
representation, maps are a way of conceiving, articulating, and
structuring the human world which is biased towards, promoted by,
and exerts influence upon particular sets of social relations By accepting
such premises it becomes easier to see how appropriate they are to
manipulation by the powerful in society. (Harley 1988:278)

Since 1994, a year which marked the start of a new era in South African
politics, the construction of a new South African identity for its citizens has
been high on the agenda. The South African Parliament, and particularly the
majority African National Congress, led, first, by Nelson Mandela, and then
by Thabo Mbeki, has seen its role in nurturing this nascent identity as a
leading one. The drive has been to renegotiate, reimagine, and remap how
South Africans see themselves – emerging from the past, engaging with the
present and synthesising into a common entity which could hopefully be
called the South African ‘nation’. Using the idea of ‘mapping’, both in a
physical and ideological sense of finding your place on the map/in the world
is a sophisticated post-colonial strategy to initiate this discussion among
ordinary people. This paper sets out to describe and analyse one of
Parliament’s most visible projects intended to create a climate conducive to
raise questions of identity and belonging, namely the Parliamentary
Millennium Project, launched in 2002 by the then Speaker of Parliament, Dr
Frene Ginwala.

Questioning what it means to be ‘African’ has been one of the cornerstones
of Thabo Mbeki’s African Renaissance project. Though appropriating an
essentially European term to describe Africa’s rebirth, the historical moment
has been deliberately fashioned by Mbeki to mark a movement forward and
away from a European colonial legacy. So, though:
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The concept of the African renaissance represents an African event
(liberation from racist rule) in terms of a European frame of reference
(liberation as a form of Renaissance self-fashioning),…it also
reinterprets a European phenomenon (the European Renaissance as
rebirth of the modern human subject) in terms of an African frame of
reference (liberation from racist rule as rebirth of a new humanity, a
humanity that has its origins in Africa itself). (Klopper 1999:24)

When the Constitutional Assembly adopted the Republic of South Africa
Constitution Bill of 1996, Mbeki delivered what was to become known as
his famous ‘I am an African’ speech in which he enumerated all the different
strands that went to make up his identity as an ‘African’. His was a
generously inclusive definition of what he understood by the term ‘African’,
deliberately mixing local, settler, slave and migrant roots into a quintessential
African landscape: ‘the hills and the valleys, the mountains and the glades,
the rivers, the deserts, the trees, the flowers, the seas and the ever-changing
seasons that define the face of our native land’ (Mbeki 1998:31). This
speech was a celebration of the differences that yet combined to form an
‘African’ identity, with the primacy of geography evident in the verbal
drawing of the African landscape that precedes the human ‘ingredients’.

The constructed nature of the image of the African – and by extension the
African Renaissance – is acknowledged by most: Makgoba in the preface
to the seminal African Renaissance: the new struggle (1999) notes:

The African renaissance is a unique opportunity to define ourselves
and our agenda according to our own realities and taking into account
the realities of the world around us. It is about Africans being agents
of our own history and masters of our destiny. (Makgoba 1999:xii)

Mamdani (1999), writing in the same book, highlights the importance of an
intellectualised rebirth without which there can be no renaissance; and
furthermore the importance of a wider African-focussed intelligentsia, not
one with a narrowly South African bias. As is true of all constructions, not
all concur with the definitions, or tools, or with the final outcome, or design.
The debate over who can call themselves an African is an old one that has
seen its application in various disciplines – take, for example, that of
African literature. The historic meeting of African writers at Makerere in
Uganda in 1962 was unable to agree on a common definition of ‘African
Literature’. Various definitions since then have described this literature as
variously ‘the sum total of all national and ethnic literatures of Africa’
(Achebe 1975:56); or by Nadine Gordimer in The Black Interpreters
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(1973:5) as writing done ‘in any language by Africans themselves and by
others of whatever skin colour’; or provocatively by Ngugi wa Thiong’o
who doubts that literature written in a European language can properly be
called ‘African’ (see Ngugi 1986:4-33).

When it comes to defining who one is and where one belongs, people
often have recourse to the language of cartography, of ‘charting’ their
course in the world, ‘mapping’ their path. Physical maps give literal
direction and practical information, but their constructed nature leads to
questions about the constructing consciousness: according to which guiding
principles and selective procedures, and for whom is any map drawn? As
such, map analysis is a post-colonial theorist’s delight: behind the lines on
the map lies a world of unspoken but evident possibilities, silences/
absences, powerful discourses, ambiguities. Huggan recognises this ‘gap’
between what one reads on a map, and what lies behind the mapping
endeavour:

…cartographic discourse, I would argue, is also characterised by the
discrepancy between its authoritative status and its approximate
function, a discrepancy which marks out the recognizable totality of
the map as a manifestation of the desire for control rather than as an
authenticating seal of coherence. (Huggan 1988:127)

The language of maps suggests certainty about where things are but, in fact,
as is commonly accepted today, maps can be read as discourse open to
interpretation. As with the subjects of identity or African literature previously
cited, one could be discussing the same topic but from different angles,
depending on one’s own ‘cultural mapping’ or ideological positioning. JB
Harley, the well known British geographer, made this point in a seminal
article entitled ‘Maps, knowledge and power’ (1988) from which the
opening quotation of this paper is drawn. Harley encouraged the use of
discourse analysis to unpack maps’ meanings: reading maps as a kind of
‘literature’, as text, ‘urges us to consider questions about changing
readerships for maps, about levels of carto-literacy, conditions of authorship,
aspects of secrecy and censorship, and also about the nature of the political
statements which are made by maps’ (Harley 1988: 278). Such insights led
to what some have called the ‘new geography’ with ‘its claim to reveal that
maps are texts to be read, recognisable products of the historical context in
which they were made’ (Daston 2001: 3). The ‘new geography’, typified by
the work on maps by JB Harley and Denis Cosgrove, places cartography in
the inter-disciplinary fields of geography, discourse analysis and politics.
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One South African politician who picked up this baton in the race to
construct an African identity through analysis of historical maps is Dr Frene
Ginwala, until recently Speaker of Parliament; a politician with maps being
‘her abiding passion in life’ (Weaver 2002: 8). Ginwala articulates explicitly
the connection she perceives between mapping and identity:

The link that I was unconsciously making was that of identity and
mapping. I am saying ‘Who am I?’ and that is what mapping is all
about; you are looking at yourself in relation to everything else,
discovering your identity. (Weaver 2002:8)

Ginwala was also clear from the beginning about what she perceived to be
Parliament’s role in nation building through questioning past prejudices
and building a new ‘African’ identity: ‘The challenge of this democratic
Parliament is to remap the new South Africa to include, and not exclude, to
break down the internal boundaries and to free and not restrict’ (Ginwala
2002).

To this end, Ginwala together with Naledi Pandor, then Chairperson of
the National Council of Provinces and now Minister of Education, initiated
the Parliamentary Millennium Project (PMP) with the central theme of
‘Perspectives on and of Africa’ in 2002. At the heart of this project – which
can be read as part of Mbeki’s African Renaissance endeavour – is,
ironically and controversially, a large collection of 800, mostly European,
maps of Africa bequeathed to the nation by the late Sydney Mendelssohn.
The project is ambitious: it comprises an exhibition of maps in Parliament
which is open to the public via guided tours, a schools education project,
and a lecture series focussing on African identity, all designed to get people
thinking about, as Ginwala says, ‘perspective – to show what we see is not
necessarily there. What we see is shaped by our mind and experiences’
(Adams 2003: 9). In particular, the exhibition of maps has a particular post-
colonial aim in mind by using contrasting perspectives of the landmass of
Africa in mapping to get people to reassess where and who they are. The
exhibition leaflet tells the public it is attempting ‘to contrast European
perspectives with indigenous ones, and through this to encourage an
understanding of our differing past experiences, to challenge perceived
history, and to promote the recognition of shared South African identities’
(exhibition leaflet ‘Why Mapping?’).

Ginwala notes how, as Speaker of Parliament, she was frequently
dismayed to hear the racial and cultural divisions of the past era repeated by
parliamentarians even within the new democratic dispensation. What she
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then proposed as antidote was a complex process to be initiated through a
focus on perspective, both spatial and historical: firstly, Africans (in
Mbeki’s inclusive sense of the word) needed to see that ‘unless South
Africans respected the validity of different perspectives of the world and
their history, they would continue to battle about trivialities’ (November
11, 2002, SAPA report on PMP website); and, secondly, Africans should
not only understand different historical perspectives of the world, particularly
of Africa, but they should challenge predominantly European views of
Africa – what Ginwala calls the ‘here be dragons’ imagery whereby Africa
is seen as a place of darkness and terrors (Weaver 2002:8). The second
thrust of the project (which calls for an African challenge to received
Eurocentric notions about Africa) runs rather contrary to the first which
calls only for greater understanding and respect for different views. However
the challenge is part of Ginwala’s effort to break down ‘mental colonisation’
(Weaver 2002:8), reminiscent of similar and earlier calls by Fanon (1952)
and Ngugi wa Thiong’o (Ngugi 1986) to ‘decolonise the mind’. The new
era, post-colonial spin on such a call today though is that it is not just black
Africans who need to undergo this process, but all Africans, regardless of
skin colour (see Mbeki’s inclusive definition of ‘African’ as part of the
African Renaissance drive).

How is this challenge to commonly accepted perspectives on Africa
constructed in the mapping exhibition part of the PMP? The first section (of
five) is a general one to illustrate the notion of perspective or ‘point of
view’. In it are a number of world globes tilted at different angles, together
with satellite photographs of Africa seen from space (courtesy of NASA).
The intent is to challenge the perception that the USA and Europe are
necessarily at the ‘top’ of the world whereby ‘European countries are shown
in a position of power and domination, ordering the world as it was
discovered and documented by them. This inherited construction has been
accepted without much thought’ (PMP exhibition brochure). The implication
is that Africa, with a tilt of the globe, could be similarly on ‘top’; and that
being in the south does not automatically imply inferiority. Given the desire
of the project to reach out to all South Africans, not only cartographers or
those with an academic interest in maps, this kind of basic ideological point
being made so graphically is a useful place to begin.

The second section, entitled ‘Perspectives on Human Origin’ uses an
early European map of Moxon commissioned by the church, to illustrate a
Christian explanation for the ordering of the world – Jerusalem is at the
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centre of the map, with the Garden of Eden identified as a physical place on
the map. This map is juxtaposed with a recent image of Africa indicating
archaeological discoveries which, by way of contrast to the Moxon map
drawn in the tradition of twelfth century Catholic maps, shows Africa to be
the cradle of mankind. Section Three contains exhibits which display early
African spatial perspectives: rock art which, through markings on stone,
record the passage of people and animals through the land; together with the
oral traditional practice of sky mapping – using the configuration of the
night sky to tell tales of folk wisdom passed down from generation to
generation. Reference is also made to Lukasas [see Figure 1], or memory
boards, used by the Luba people of the Congo which were used as aides
mémoires to recite clan migrations, royal genealogies, navigation routes
and journeys of kings.

Figure 1: Lukasa or Memory Board

This is an innovative part of the exhibition as it posits African alternative
mapping techniques as having an equal validity with the written forms of
European map-making. In other words, these are also maps in the broader
sense of the word; similar perhaps to Australian Aboriginal ‘songlines’
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which use indigenous knowledge to describe the land and furthermore the
cosmology that informs it. This point – ‘Africans mapped their space
differently’ (PMP website) – could be pushed further than it is in the
exhibition which is otherwise dominated by the western-style ink-and-
paper drawn maps. It is, however, here that definitions of ‘African’ in this
part of the exhibition prove difficult: there is a sliding from Mbeki’s
inclusive definition of African to the meaning of ‘African’ as black African.
This slippage is evident in the PMP website and in the brochure that
accompanies the exhibition and project – it mirrors the contradiction
alluded to above in the reference to the aims of the PMP: to understand
different perspectives of the world as opposed to [black African] challenging
of [white Eurocentric/European] perspectives on Africa. Given South
Africa’s recent past, these contradictory messages are unsurprising but
need to be noted.

The fourth section on early Asian perspectives on Africa attracts most
interest as it illustrates Asian contact with Africa predating that with
Europe, the commonly assumed primary point of reference. For the first
time, an exact digital copy of the Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map (or Amalgamated
Map of the Great Ming Empire) dating back to 1389 has been allowed to
leave the First Historical Archive of China in Beijing, where the original is
kept in dry-room conditions, and be exhibited. Its interest for Ginwala’s
project is that it clearly indicates the whole of Africa, suggesting the
existence of trade and tribute relations between China and Africa, predating
European contact with this continent by more than 100 years.

The defeat of the Yuan dynasty in 1368 blocked access to the silk route
for the succeeding Ming dynasty, and prompted an ambitious series of
voyages by China to the ‘Western Sea’ to find new trade routes. The Song
and Yuan dynasties had maintained large ocean going fleets building
substantial foreign trade and bringing trading partners into China’s tribute
system whereby rulers paid tribute to China in return for trading privileges
and protection. The rulers of Mogadishu, Brava, Malindi and Mombasa on
the eastern coast of Africa were part of this trade and tribute system. The Da
Ming Hun Yi Tu map is evidence of the close relation between China and
Africa, as was also true of relations between China and Arabia, India, Japan
and south east Asia (see Menzies 2003: 64), all of which are depicted on the
map. Voyages to these places were undertaken in huge ‘treasure ships’, like
floating villages, capable of remaining for considerable periods at sea –
paintings of these vessels are included in the exhibition.
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The original Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map was produced on silk and is 4.5
metres wide by 3.8 metres high; as is the copy hanging in the exhibition [see
Figure 2]. In keeping with the cartographer’s sense of the centrality of China
at the time, the landmass of China takes up the bulk of the map with a far
smaller Africa clearly shown to the left. Africa is drawn with rivers – one
which closely approximates the Nile, a great lake in the centre, and a
mountain range which corresponds to the Drakensberg mountains. The
Middle East is marked as a small protruding mass, whilst Europe is
unmarked (and therefore insignificant for this cartographer) territory to the
north. The original text on the map was in Mandarin but Manchu script has
been superimposed or pasted over thus posing deciphering difficulties.
However, the visual impression of China side by side with Africa speaks
volumes for early Chinese links with Africa. Neeran Naidoo, curator of the
exhibition offers support for this contact which the map graphically illustrates
by referring to Chinese trade beads found at the ancient site of Mapungubwe,
Chinese coins found along the coast of Zanzibar, and even the shape of the
traditional Lesotho hat (Lombard 2002:5; see also Menzies 2003). The
ongoing links between China and Africa may be attributed to the efforts of
the great Chinese explorer Zheng He who, between 1405 and 1433, made
seven voyages, some of which took him to the east coast of Africa from
which he brought back a giraffe, or ‘qilin’, sent as a gift by the king of
Malindi in Africa to the Ming Emperor. A Chinese painting, a copy of which
is on display in the exhibition, made of the giraffe with Zheng He symbolically
leading it to his Emperor records this significant tribute gift to China from
Africa. The ‘qilin’, an important animal in Chinese mythology, was presented
to Zhu Di by his admiral Zheng He on 16 November 1416 – so significant
was the arrival of this celestial animal that Zhu Di took this as a sign of
approval for the monumental move of the Chinese capital from Nanjing to
Beijing in the north.

The inclusion of the Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map in the PMP is significantly
reported in one newspaper covering the exhibition as ‘a poke in the eye for
the Europeans who believed that they circumnavigated the globe first’
(Lombard 2002:5). Thus, tellingly, this is an exhibition about perspectives
in a general sense; but, far more importantly, it is a political project engaged
in winning back (ideologically) territory in African hearts and minds, plus
putting the hitherto supposed primacy of European contact in perspective.
This is at the centre of the exhibition effort: no matter that China must have
been the dominant power in trade/tribute relations with Africa, it is the more
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recent European dominance over Africa – part of the long colonial legacy
– that needs to be put in perspective for Africans. That is why the display
of the Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map is so significant – what it tells us is that whilst
Europe was still emerging from a dark age, African rulers were feted,
ferried to the inauguration of the Forbidden City in 1421, and altogether
seen as worthy of courting by the sophisticated Chinese. This is the prior
history of relationships that Africa had with the outside world that the
exhibition, by way of maps, wishes to impress upon the public.

Also part of this section are the smaller maps known as the Kangnidos
which are Chinese in origin and similar to the Da Ming Hun Yi Tu. As was
true of the earlier Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map:

[s]o accurately does the Kangnido depict the coasts of East, South and
West Africa that there cannot be a shred of doubt that it was charted by
someone who had sailed around the Cape. Europeans did not reach
South Africa for another sixty years; Arab navigators on the west coast
never sailed south of Agadir in modern Morocco, eight thousand miles
away, and the Mongols never reached Africa at all. (Menzies 2003:
128)

Menzies’ thesis, outlined and supported in detail in his controversial and
popular book 1421 first published in 2002, attributes these early astonishing
voyages to the Chinese, both in the decades prior to 1421, and also during
the momentous years of exploration ordered by Zhu Di during 1421-23.
Thereafter, the new emperor Zhu Gaozhi, put paid to any further foreign
contact. That the Da Ming Hun Yi Tu and Kangnidos maps survived at all
was remarkable in a xenophobic era marked by the decreed destruction of
maps and travel accounts seen as symbolic of links with the outside,
subversive world.

One of the Kangnidos, the Map of Historical Emperors and Kings
(1402), was drawn by the Ming cartographer, Chiuan Chin, at the request of
the Korean envoy to China [see Figure 3]. The Korean ambassador presented
this map to Zhu Di, the Ming emperor under whom the wave of voyages of
exploration led by Zheng He and other admirals flourished, in 1403 on the
occasion of his inauguration. This original map has been lost but a copy of
the map was taken back to Korea from whence it was taken by the Japanese
army led by Hideyoshi Toyotomi, then given to a Buddhist temple in
Honganyi. This map is now kept by Ryukoku University in Kyoto, Japan.
The Ryukoku version, painted on silk measuring 1.7 by 1.6 metres, was
extensively modified after 1420 and today remains in excellent condition.
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The copy on display in the PMP was presented to Dr Ginwala as Speaker of
Parliament by the late Prime Minister of Japan, the Honourable Keizo
Obuchi. The support given to the PMP by the Chinese and Japanese
governments in lending copies of maps not previously seen outside these
countries, or of allowing copies to be made, is interesting – under apartheid
rule, Chinese people in South Africa were classified ‘non-whites’ and the
Japanese labelled ‘honorary whites’, both insulting, othering practices.
Their support for the project endorses South Africa’s newly democratic and
changed political dispensation. Clearly closer trade links between these
countries are now again seen as desirable 600 years after the creation of one
of these cornerstone Chinese maps which identify China as Middle Kingdom
joined intimately and irrevocably to its smaller partner, Africa. The
Kangnidos identify more accurately than early European maps the triangular
shape of southern Africa, and are the first Chinese maps which refer to black
people in Africa. A significant river – possibly the Orange – is shown
flowing westwards in southern Africa leading to speculation that ‘the map-
maker could have gained his information only from sources that rounded the
Cape of Good Hope’ (Lombard 2002:5; see also Menzies 2003). This part
of the exhibition which includes the Chinese maps is the most challenging
for the viewer concerned with ‘written’ maps as it is the first viewing outside
China of the astonishing Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map and suggests a radical
restructuring of timescales of contact from outside Africa.

The final section is devoted to ‘Early European perspectives on Africa’
with the maps on display largely drawn from the Mendelssohn Collection
mentioned earlier. The European maps of Africa on exhibition, dating
mostly from the sixteenth century, chart emerging knowledge of that
continent coloured by perceptions current to each age. Included is a map
dated 1154 by Edrisi (Abu Abdullah Mohammed ibn al-Sharif al-Idrisi), the
famous Arab cartographer, done whilst he was in the employ of King Roger
II of Sicily. The original is kept in the Bodleian Library at Oxford
University. In the tradition of Italian cartography of the time, south is
positioned at the top of the page (Africa is thus to contemporary eyes turned
‘upside down’), and thus illustrates the relative positioning of perspective
for this exhibition well. There is a map by Nicolaus Germanus entitled ‘Map
of Africa’ which depicts the fear of the unknown – in part fuelled by
travellers’ hearsay – which fascinated early cartographers uncertain of what
lay beyond their own defined territory: Africa is shown as a vast landmass
surrounded by a sea of dragons and monsters. Another has the legend which
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is irresistible to adventurers and imperialists alike because it is full of
(material?) promise – Terra Incognita. What might be found in this unknown
space is suggested by the Munster map on display with its iconic one-eyed
humans. The power of what was to become such stereotypical images of
Africa in the Western imagination is articulated by Harley:

A map can carry in its image such symbolism as may be associated with
the particular area, geographical feature…or place which it represents.
It is often on this symbolic level that political power is most effectively
reproduced, communicated and experienced through maps. (Harley
1988:279)

The point being made in this section of the exhibition is that Europe, partly
through ignorance of Africa, but more importantly through increasing
prejudice about Africa’s supposed perils, constructed such maps which
were a combination of fact and fiction. But such is the nature of the Western
written map that supposition and myth is given weight.

This is the outcome of ‘perspective’ which the exhibition is at pains to
illustrate; this section illustrating a cumulative European ‘perspective on
Africa’ as one of other possible ones, including Africa’s own (should such
collective perspectives be possible to identify). Ginwala made this point
about contrasting perspectives explicitly at the exhibition opening timed to
coincide with the ACP (African Council of Parliamentarians) – EU (European
Union) Joint assembly in March 2002 in Cape Town: ‘Unlike European
mapping that saw the mapmaker as divorced from the territory they mapped,
the stories of Africans reflected an enduring attachment to the land and all
on it’ (PMP website). Rather pointedly, given the audience on that occasion,
this section of the exhibition has as one of its most recent maps one by
Robert de Vaugondy drawn 100 years before the Scramble for Africa which
shows African empires and kingdoms before European colonisation would
redraw the same territory.

In conclusion, how then may the PMP, and especially the mapping
exhibition part of the project, be evaluated? First and foremost, it can be
read quite clearly as a political intervention and part of the government’s
attempt at present and future nation-building. This is said quite clearly in
the management report tabled at a meeting of the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Public Accounts:

According to the proposal to raise funds for the PMP the aim of the
project is to facilitate nation-building and democracy by empowering
South Africans to explore their common identity and assist them in the
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development of tools to build a shared future. (Parliamentary Monitoring
Group website. Minutes of Standing Committee on Public Accounts 14
March 2003, item 4.1.5)

It is also worth quoting Ginwala at some length on this point. In an address,
which begins with reference to Thabo Mbeki’s ‘I am an African’ speech, she
went on to say:

We are dealing with a situation in which if one talks to Whites, they
think that only Whites exist in this country, and they look at problems
from the point of view of Whites…When one talks to Africans,
Coloureds and Indians, they make exactly the same mistake. They
think Whites in this country don’t exist…Both tendencies are wrong.
We want men and women who are committed to our mandate, but who
can rise above their ethnic groups, and think in terms of South Africa
as a whole…Parliament’s Millennium Project is designed to illustrate
the degree to which different ways in which  we experienced the past
are still being reflected in the way we see and understand our current
problems and policy options. It is about ways of seeing. (PMP website)

As a government initiative, it is a timeous one calculated to forge new
alliances within the country rather than focus on differences. The ambitious
scope of the project is evident and it remains to be seen whether any
significant impact on peoples’ perceptions is possible through the rather
academic means the exhibition has chosen, despite the generalised and
accessible tone of the information accompanying the exhibits.

Secondly, the PMP is, as the slippages in the use of ‘African’ referred to
earlier suggest, also a profoundly post-colonial project of retrieval of black
African identity from an oppressive past, which goes back far further than
the apartheid years to cover contact with Europe. As Europe became the
predominant point of contact for Africa with the outside world (as opposed
to China, for example, with which Africa also had contact as the exhibition
illustrates), this is the demon that needs to be exorcised. It is, in this sense,
a project about putting Africa back on the map, not in the sense of the
negative biblical ‘here be dragons’ warning, but in a reclamatory act of
reinscription, of positive visibility (and, for the African Renaissance project,
of viability). That the exhibition has caused a prominent South African
figure like Tokyo Sexwale – who says he thought Ginwala had ‘lost her
marbles’ when she mooted the PMP to him – to say ‘[w]e need to start a
process of correcting views – firstly about ourselves and secondly about the
continent’ (Adams 2003: 9), one can understand that this project can have
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a powerful influence on many South Africans who are exposed to it. The
project’s intention is to spread the message about perspectives outside
Parliament’s narrow walls: mobile exhibitions for schools and communities,
teachers’ kits, media supplements, radio broadcasts and children’s essay
competitions on the theme of ‘I am an African’ are planned. That an African
(or more narrowly South African) perspective is just that – one perspective
among other perspectives – is not stressed for this project. The important
part is claiming an equal status for an African perspective, though the tone
of the rhetoric at times implies an African perspective (on attitudes to land,
for example) might be the preferable one. To fund such initiatives as are
listed above the PMP has received generous backing with major sponsors
contributing more than R1 million each. Funders include powerful black
business initiatives such as Mvelaphande Holdings of which Tokyo Sexwale
is executive chairperson, as well as the  Ford Foundation, Sasol, Remgro/
Venfin, South African Breweries, Transnet and the European Union which
is ironic as a fair bit of ‘Europe-bashing’ is evident in the accompanying
press releases and information disseminated, despite Mbeki’s inclusion of
settler blood in his composite ‘African’ makeup. Other smaller funders
listed include Eskom, Shell SA, BP SA, Denel, MTN and World Wide
African Investment Holdings. The spectrum of funders speaks for the wide
appeal of such a nation building project based on something as seemingly
uncontroversial and universal as maps.

Maps and mapping practices form the symbolic nexus on which the PMP
currently turns. Ginwala has taken a form of discourse – mapping – which
many people take to be innocuous, dry, unremarkable, and shown how a
map is ‘a source of power through knowledge … never a neutral activity, for
the mapper brings a subjective gaze to bear upon the space and selects that
which is important to be mapped according to previously established
criteria’ (Stiebel 2001:13). To give this point contemporary credence,
Ginwala cites standard maps of Johannesburg and Cape Town from the
apartheid era which didn’t show Soweto or Guguletu because powerful
people didn’t need to go there (and in fact were forbidden to do so); these
townships were truly black [invisible] spots better left unmarked according
to the official view. This year, Ginwala abruptly left Parliament as Speaker
in a government reshuffle, and thus the PMP has lost its most visible official
driver. It remains to be seen whether the road mapped out for this ambitious
post-colonial project will be followed.
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Figure 2: Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map

 

 

 
Figure 3: Yoktae Chewang Honil Kangnido map
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Somewhere over the rainbow: the nation-
state, democracy and race in a globalising
South Africa

Jeff Guy

South Africa, 1990-4: a negotiated compromise1

The South Africa of the 1980s might well be described as Hobbesian.  In
spite of the enormous power at its command, the South African government
was unable to implement effectively a system of authoritarian racial overrule
which had its roots in colonial dispossession, had been extended by
imperial conquest, and which reached its height in the last half of the last
century in an attempt to implement racial segregation through ethnic
differentiation by means of a state-system known as apartheid. By this
system a racial minority of about an eighth of the population sought to keep
control of political power, land and resources, using increasingly
authoritarian measures.  By the 1980s however apartheid was being severely
challenged. The subordinated racial majority was in the streets in open
defiance of the state. The organised black working class in conjunction with
a vast number of those (the young in particular) for whom the existing
system offered nothing but further impoverishment and humiliation was
increasingly vocal and militant. Confronted internally by this Mass
Democratic Movement (MDM) the South African authorities were also
under external pressure not only from the exiled liberation movement led by
the ANC which kept up the pressure for revolutionary change, but by
international opinion which sought to use financial sanctions to rein in the
racial excesses of the apartheid state.  Already burdened by intense structural
weaknesses the economy slowed then went into severe recession.

The governing party mixed tentative reforms with vicious attempts to
fragment and crush the opposition internally, and weaken it externally
through military violence. But locked within an inflexible set of ideological
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and economic constraints it could do nothing to slow the spiral of increasing
violence which only made more obvious its incapacity to find a solution
within existing structures. It was a time of heightened emotions: of
exhilaration as the oppressor was at last confronted directly by the masses,
driven on by the hope of liberation; it was also a time of horror as the
apartheid state lashed out at those who threatened it and the nightmare of
all-out racial civil war appeared increasingly likely.

Then, at the last moment, as the 1980s drew to a close, the combatants
looked into the abyss – and drew back. Liberal elements within South
Africa, joined by elements from governing circles, with big capital heavily
involved, made contact with the exiled liberation movement. Gaoled political
leaders were approached, and drawn into the process. In February 1990,
after 30 years of banning, the major political organisations were legalised,
and their leaders released. Negotiations began between these divided South
Africans.  They now included representatives of the apartheid government
under FW de Klerk, South African business interests, white opposition
parties, and the liberation movements of which the African National
Congress (ANC) was by far the most dominant, and was soon joined in
alliance with the South African Communist Party (SACP), and organised
labour – the Congress of SA Trade Unions (COSATU).  Also represented
were African organisations, which had grown up under the apartheid
system, the most significant being the Zulu nationalist movement, Inkatha.

From 1990 to 1994 these disparate groups, representing the widest range
of interests, negotiated a new constitution for South Africa and the steps to
be taken for its implementation. Both sides had to make major concessions.
De Klerk began the process with the intention of retaining substantial white
power – a position he was forced to abandon. The liberation movement had
to give substance to rhetoric and moved away from many of its historical
positions, including the vague but influential references to acquisition of
land and resources by the expropriated struggling masses.  The negotiations
were carried out against a background of violence which at times seemed to
threaten the whole process: on one occasion the negotiating chambers
themselves were forcibly entered by a disaffected right-wing group; it is
estimated that while the negotiations were in progress some 14 000 South
Africans were killed. But, in the end, the process was sustained, with both
sides agreeing to work for a multi-party democracy in a unitary state, a bill
of rights, a mixed economy, the entrenchment of existing property rights
and ‘sunset clauses’ to allow social and economic continuity.
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The legitimating legislation for the new constitution was in place by the
end of 1993. A Bill of Rights and a Constitutional Court were established
to protect the rights of individuals and minorities. A Government of
National Unity controlled by the political parties taking the first three
places in the country’s first democratic election would hold power. On
April 27, 1994 the people of South Africa went to the polls. The ANC in
alliance with COSATU and the SACP won an overwhelming victory
gaining 62.6 per cent of the votes.

The photographs of queues of people waiting to vote in the first election
have become iconic. Given South Africa’s history of racial division,
economic exploitation and violence the election was the ‘small miracle’: a
unified South African nation with a liberal-democratic constitution forged
by South Africans in order to escape from the vicious cycle of destructive
racial and ethnic violence.  Nelson Mandela became the world symbol of
strength through tolerance: the non-racial, multi-cultural spirit of the
achievement of the early 1990s was captured by the phrase associated with
Desmond Tutu – South Africans had created a ‘rainbow nation’.

It is not to denigrate the enthusiasm of the times or the significance of the
achievement to note that in the decade of hard politics which has passed
since liberation, the phrase ‘rainbow nation’ – dimmed by politicians
seeking a mobilising slogan, copy writers seeking commercial opportunity,
and sentimental wishful thinking – has lost its lustre. The fact that the
settlement was a negotiated compromise meant that all parties, but especially
those on the left and the right, had had to sacrifice essential elements of their
thinking. Furthermore, perforce, elements of the old system were retained
resulting in awkward continuities between the old racial system and the new
unitary democratic one. Critics from the left assert that in its fundamentals
the ruling party has not just failed to change crucial aspects of the old system
but that its policies have reinforced some of its most exploitative features.
The negotiations were carried out at a political level, largely over the nature
of constitutional change. What was insufficiently attended to was the nature
of the economic situation and the direction that a reformed and democratic
South Africa should take in order to bring direct material benefit to its
peoples. As a result, while the decade that has passed since the first
elections has brought political liberation within the boundaries of a
democratic state, it has not brought material relief to the majority of South
Africa’s people. Indeed, it has been argued that the exploitation of South
Africa’s poor has not just continued but has been intensified by a post-
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liberation generation of the new non-racial privileged – successfully ‘talking
left and walking right’, asserting a continual record of the achievements of
liberation and promising radical amelioration of economic conditions but
in fact failing to break with the past on substantial, material, issues. While
the essentials of the racist apartheid system were gone or unrecognisable in
the new South Africa  – the structural underpinnings continue, economically
exploitative and socially discriminatory.2

Prominent amongst the defences mounted by the new rulers is of course
the nature of the settlement:  compromise was necessary given the conditions
which had developed in South Africa by the 1980s and some principles had
to be sacrificed in order to create the conditions necessary to begin a process
of fundamental reform – sacrifices the effects of which are now being
addressed and reduced.  But the essence of the left critique is not primarily
focussed on the period of negotiations – but in the period that followed
immediately after the electoral victory of 1994.  It was then that the
government accepted policies and strategies which reflected the demands
of prevailing economic orthodoxy – the so-called forces of globalisation.
And it is this which links this paper with the major theme of the conference
– the fate of the democratic nation-state in a global world – and allows me
to present recent South African history as a case study.

The RDP and GEAR
The shifts in the economic policy of the ANC during the early 1990s were
dramatic. The stirring tenets of the Freedom Charter (1955), which had
inspired the liberation movement with pledges of redress and redistribution
through the nationalisation of resources, was an insufficiently precise
document on which to found an effective economic programme for the late
twentieth century, in an economy whose structural weaknesses had been a
major cause of the political capitulation of its beneficiaries. The experience
of many of the returned exiles had been created in the context of the promise
of support from the eastern bloc, whose eclipse in 1989 had left the
liberation movement without material or ideological support.  But the ANC
was associated with the idea of nationalisation, and it was one  which struck
fear and invoked hostility amongst powerful conservative forces within and
beyond the borders of South Africa. Yet although it was a powerful
mobilising slogan to which members of the democratic movement were
emotionally committed, nationalisation cannot be said to have reflected an
informed position on future economic policy. In negotiations during which
the ANC not only had to placate private enterprise for strategic reasons, but
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also had to fend off the onslaught of conservative and conventional attitudes
to economic policy, the organisation lacked both the material and intellectual
weight, and the will, to initiate or even defend state-led economic intervention
in the name of the masses.

This was demonstrated late in 1993 when the huge internationally funded
Macro-Economic Research Group (MERG), which brought together ‘100
economic specialists, most of them foreign academics, and included ANC,
Cosatu, and SACP figures together with local academics’, recommended
‘heavy state intervention in the economy, not so much for orthodox socialist
purposes but in line with the Asian developmental state model’. It was
sidelined. ‘[N]ot since colonial days had South Africa’s economy been
driven by foreigners’, was one comment. The economically-conservative
Sparks draws another conclusion: the dumping of MERG ‘is one of the most
instructive chapters in the ANC story.  Planning in the abstract is one thing;
confronting the realities of power in the new globalised world is quite
another’ (Sparks 2003:chapter 9).

The idea of nationalisation, so intrinsic to the history of the ANC, had
been publicly abandoned on the May Day following the 1994 elections
when Mandela stated that the ANC’s economic policies did not advocate
nationalism and were without Marxist intent.3  Just before the election the
ANC had adopted the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP).
This was developed by planners drawn largely from within South Africa and
advocated a consensual inward-looking process in which state initiatives
would encourage active participation in the cycle of production and
consumption, which would encourage investment and reverse the
catastrophic downward employment trends.Although it advocated
interventionist policies in order to benefit those disadvantaged under the
previous order through distribution of resources, it was thought by many
commentators to be a contradictory document emphasising desirable goals
rather than the means to achieve them. And this was a considerable
weakness because the South African economy was characterised by serious
structural problems which would need not just political will but considerable
economic expertise if policies were to be evolved which might go some way
to meet the needs of the majority of South Africans.

For the South African economy was in deep crisis – a crisis which had
been a major factor in forcing the apartheid government to seek negotiation.
It depended on the export of primary products, minerals especially, and the
dependence on the import of capital goods and expensive technology made
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the economy vulnerable to the fluctuation of international commodity
prices and balance of payment crises when commodity prices fell  – of gold
especially. It was also an economy which depended on an intensely exploited
unskilled work force which made it vulnerable to labour unrest and skills
shortages. An unskilled and volatile labour force, in an export dependent
economy with perennial balance of payment difficulties were all factors
which came together in the 1970s and 1980s when the gold price dropped,
a balance of payments crisis developed, and the economy went into negative
growth increasing unemployment which fed the already severe social and
political tensions. The government took an IMF loan in 1982 but the easing
of exchange controls saw capital flight, the effects of which were worsened
when sanctions against the apartheid state led to the suspension of
international loans and the virtual cessation of external investment.

Budget deficits increased as the security situation within the country
worsened and by the early 1990s GDP growth rate was negative, all forms
of financial investment low, adding to the already high unemployment
figures which in turn exacerbated the now widespread social unrest in the
country.

Thus it was that the men and women struggling to plan a path for the new
South Africa had to deal not only with the immediate political crisis but
economic recession with deep structural roots, just at a time when they were
expected to provide some indication of their capacity to confront historical
racial imbalances in wealth and the distribution of basic amenities – in short
to provide the housing, education, health care, and employment necessary
to the quality of life of South Africans desperately impoverished.

The line adopted just before the 1994 election was ‘growth through
redistribution’ as outlined in the various manifestations of the RDP published
just before the election. But even as the RDP was being developed there
were signs of different strategies being developed. In 1993 the Transitional
Executive Council took an IMF loan and signed a letter of intent, which
stated that it was aware of the dangers implicit in wage increases, inflation,
and interventionist initiatives and the advantages over state regulation of
allowing market forces free play. Commentators believe that the letter of
intent was an indication of an intense (and unnecessary) belief on the part
of those politically responsible for South Africa’s economic future that they
had to placate the representatives of business, local and international, who
were at that moment circling the planning committee rooms.

Later variants of the RDP, which took into account the opinions of a
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wider variety of ‘stakeholders’, began to introduce conservative and neo-
liberal concepts. And, ultimately, in June 1996, the RDP was overtaken by
another plan – Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR). It
advocated a conventional economic strategy whereby fiscal austerity, wage
restraint, financial discipline, the reduction of corporate taxes, and the
opening of the economy to capital flows would attract the foreign investment
needed to stimulate growth and increase employment.  GEAR placed South
Africa’s macroeconomic strategy on a neo-liberal path.  The RDP’s slogan
was inverted: this was to be ‘Redistribution through Growth’. Before long
the RDP was scaled down and then abandoned.

For many of the left, GEAR was and remains proof that the progressive
ambitions of the broad-based democratic movement had been abandoned.
And this reversal of policy, this turning its back on the popular history of
democratic struggle in South Africa and the sacrifices of so many of its
people, had been instituted without public debate and declared to be non-
negotiable.

Explanations and defences for this apparent reversal in policy and
planning are as varied as the political positions of those who seek to give
them. Much depends on individual interpretations of what determines
historical process. While personal ambition and greed played a part, the
idea of a ‘sell out’ – of just another historical example of how power
corrupts – is inadequate. The argument that it was a historically predictable
capitulation to power and privilege, on the part of political leaders
insufficiently challenged by their constituencies has weight. But more
important was economic unpreparedness at a time when the instability of
the Rand gave rise to very real concerns for the disastrous consequences of
social and political stability in the South Africa if its currency became
vulnerable to global financial speculation.

However the significance of the fear of currency collapse depends in turn
on wider interpretations.  From the right come arguments of inevitability –
the economically conventional and decontextualised position that ‘There Is
No Alternative’: that in a globalised economy GEAR was inevitable.  The
new rulers of South Africa, it was said, were learning – the Freedom Charter
and its derivatives, which included the RDP, were anachronisms – and
GEAR was a necessary accommodation to contemporary demands.
Patronising and complacent, this was the dominant voice in what might be
called the establishment media in South Africa – the national press, the
publicly funded but commercially supported radio and television. Certain
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strategies might be questioned but the general direction of macroeconomic
policy was indicative of how the acquisition of power teaches even socialist
idealists and freedom fighters the nature of economic imperatives.

For the left the promotion of a market-driven macroeconomic policy
points to the vulnerability of not just the currencies but the people of what
are called ‘developing’ economies when exposed to the blast of global
economic forces – in fact the predatory nature of international capital. And
central to this must be a consideration of those interrelated, cross-cutting
developments and policies generally referred to by that much used and
abused word ‘globalisation’.

Globalisation
The immensities of the internal problems in South Africa, and the dependence
of the ruling political party on state structures had to a degree insulated
South Africa from the radical developments which had taken place in the
global economy in the 1970s and 1980s when over-capacity and over-
production led to a long-term and extensive decline in investment and
production and with it capital growth and profits.  With first the USA and
then the UK leading the way a number of mutually reinforcing multi-
national strategies were introduced under the banner of neo-liberal ideology,
advocating that market demand determine effective economic policy and
that government interference in the economy had to be minimised. Exchange
rates and restrictions on the flow of capital were eased; government
spending and corporate taxes were reduced; public assets were privatised
and with it the level of state support for welfare programmes, education and
health care; organised labour was attacked, and production systems
segmented facilitating the exploitation of low-cost labour areas.  Such
strategies were greatly assisted by the rapid advance of computer-based
digitised technology, which allowed unprecedented increases in the volume
and speed of information transfer. Deregulation, the opening of financial
markets to speculation, concentrated economic power and the rapid public
dissemination of image and information encouraged the new corporate elite
to gain hold of the means to propagate glitzy ideas and consumer trash in the
international market-place. And, in the repetitive clichéd language of the
media these developments – be they historically deeply-rooted, spatially
diverse analyses of economic trends or the shallow and transitory depictions
of disposable cultural fashion – were encapsulated by one word –
‘globalisation’.
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In 1989 liberated, market-driven, global capital gained its greatest
victory: the end of the eastern bloc in the bringing down of the Berlin wall
before the eyes of the world in real time. And not unconnected with these
events, in an economically minor but ideologically massive state on the
southern tip of the African continent, political leaders were beginning the
manoeuvres which would free them from the racial capitalism of their
colonial past.

Amongst those positioning themselves for a role in the liberated South
Africa were representatives of financial interests entrenched in South
Africa’s racist past but who now believed that the end of the racial state
would create the international respectability needed to open the way to the
global market in its new globalised form. (Marais: 2001:155) They associated
themselves without hesitation with the symbols of the liberation movement
they had opposed for so long. Freedom songs backed tv ads, the new flag
and portraits of the new leaders hung in boardrooms, the vibrancy of the
multi-cultural rainbow nation was celebrated. And at the same time they
began to work for a policy which would temper and perhaps still the ideals
and hopes of those who had sacrificed everything for change. The ANC was
associated not only with bringing political democracy to the people of
South Africa but also with massive state intervention in the economy and the
redistribution of private and public assets. This had to be reversed. And, as
I have outlined above, step by step the ANC retreated from its historical
position: loosely socialist prescriptions were abandoned; the admittedly
vague but interventionist prescriptions for growth contained in the RDP in
1994 were turned round in 1996 by GEAR with its plans for export-oriented
growth, the end of protective trade barriers, and the release of South Africa
state enterprises and public facilities into the hands of private enterprise.

There were and have been criticisms and indeed public protests at
government economic policy on the part of organised labour but, as part of
the ruling alliance, these were necessarily muted. Instead radical critique of
the policies associated with the neo-liberal turn fell to the new social
movements. Active and vocal, they have gained and retain links with
popular movements in South Africa’s townships and informal settlements,
and to a degree with the impoverished rural areas. The new social movements
organise around local issues, the demands of those deprived of all resources
and the privatisation of public amenities in particular, environmental
degradation, HIV/AIDS support groups, and have strong voices in certain
NGOs, research bodies and on the outer edges of the academic institutions.
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While there is no agreed position the general approach sees the adoption of
the Growth, Employment and Redistribution Programme of 1996 as
representing the capitulation of the South African government to neo-
liberal forces which ended any pretensions it had to represent the interests
of the poor as it identified and promoted – in the name of democracy and the
South African nation state – a new comprador ruling elite.

The nation-state vs global forces
We are now in a position to apply some of the questions asked by this
conference to recent South African history: was the adoption of neo-liberal
macroeconomic policy in 1996  an example of the capacity of global forces
to undermine the autonomy of the nation-state and to make irrelevant the
power of the people? Is it an example of the impotent essence of post-
national democracy – in this case demonstrating that a courageous mass
democratic movement, which had brought to its knees a heavily-armed and
violent racist state, could have its dearly-bought achievements negated by
global forces – even before they had found their mode of political expression?
Does the acceptance of the macroeconomic policies associated with GEAR
indicate that power lies not with the people at all, but with the faceless
corporate bankers, financial speculators, and their bureaucratic allies in
state treasury departments, or even perhaps an automaton, a computer
programme seeking-out profit by endlessly shifting capital resources across
national boundaries?

The defenders of the policy in government and associated with the left
don’t deny the global pressures on them: indeed they stress them, arguing
that they had no choice. Alec Erwin, a Marxist and later Minister of Trade
and Industry who in 1991 publicly warned businessmen of impending
nationalisation, said of his 1994 visits to the world’s financial elites: ‘They
weren’t interested in hearing you waffle on about all sorts of things…. The
RDP talks of macro-economic balance, but we had such imprecise answers
we couldn’t deal with their questions properly because they’d know we
were talking crap’ (quoted Sparks 2003:193).  But, they argue, it was also
a strategic move: that once the ‘basic fundamentals’ were in place they
would be in a position to meet the ANC’s obligations to its historical
constituency – the exploited South African poor.

Eight years after the implementation of GEAR we can make some
assessments.  The figures suggest that, while there were certain gains
largely in the macroeconomic field, these policies had failed to meet targets
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that would improve the well-being of the people of South Africa. The basic
statistics for the first three years under GEAR are summed up in the
following table:4

Thus it appears that while it went some way to meet the macroeconomic
targets – with the exception of the bank rate – in its first three years GEAR
failed to meet its goals for investment, growth, and above all what lies at the
very heart of the South African predicament, unemployment.

And there is little evidence to suggest that these trends have been
reversed in the years that followed, although there were certainly some
intermittent gains. The Rand lost value against international currencies in
2001 but this had the effect of improving the value of exports, although
foreign investment did not increase substantially. Growth rates were low
but positive, and interest and inflation rates dropped. There was an
improvement in some areas in 2002 and 2003. Inflation was kept under
control; there were indications of increase in growth in the economy; and
the reduction of foreign debt allowed the Reserve Bank to increase its
reserves. As a consequence the value of the Rand began to strengthen again
– with the logical outcome that the value of exports, upon which so much
in the South African economy still depends, began to fall. And so the
internationally-organised economic fun-fair continues, with some indicators
taking rides on the switchback and others on the see-saw. But in two areas
of the ‘real economy’ there was no respite. The provision of the basic
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amenities, housing and water especially, was unable to keep up with
population growth.  And unemployment increased without respite as more
and more jobs were shed with no chance of meeting even the most modest
targets without massive state intervention.5

The United Nations Development Programme Report of 2003 has
confirmed all these trends and summed up the situation for South Africa in
the following paragraph:

A highly skewed distribution of wealth, extremely steep earning
inequality, weak access to basic services by the poor, unemployment
and underemployment, low economic growth rates and the weakening
employment generation capacity of the current growth path,
environmental degeneration, HIV/AIDS and an inadequate social
security system.  (United Nations Development Report 2003)

Living in a globalising South Africa
Up to now I have concentrated on the economic consequences of opening
the South African economy to global economic forces. Of course it is useful
to consider other fields  – the cultural and the social for example – but I can
only refer to them here impressionistically and in passing.

It is comparatively easy to draw up a list of the way in which modern
consumerist shopping-mall culture pervades contemporary life styles as a
consequence of the triumph of the globalised market and affects all aspects
of our (global shoppers) social existence. In a similar way the language of
the global manager has penetrated planning styles with our (global
administrators) concern for stakeholders, bottom lines and mission
statements, and our (global educators) outcomes-based, quality-assured
education. Globalised media conglomerates promote sound bites interspersed
with messages from the global market.  In the world of culture, the
promotion of global personalities and styles threaten local artists and
regional forms of expression and confront us all with dumbed-down common
denominator forms of global cultural expression. They don’t necessarily
win of course – there are many examples where artists draw on the local to
create a national synthesis with global influences – thus kwaito has turned
hip-hop into a South Africa dance form, which, amongst some performers,
has a radical edge. But the financial context remains: the individual artist
has to find the means to do battle with promotional resources in the hands
of capital – with the most substantial reward being recognition and promotion
by the same organisations.
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At one level the integrity of South Africa is pervaded by such influences
with their origins in the shallow, violent, dehumanising banalities of
globalised, commercialised culture. And in contexts in which the local
currency is weak (itself of course a feature of the lifting of financial controls
and financial speculation) the consequences of such global pressures can be
especially debilitating. This can be seen for example in the tourist industry
where South African facilities are priced beyond the reach of the holders of
local currency. At a deeper level overzealous attempts to satisfy the
uninformed and often prejudiced preconceptions of visitors determines the
content of their visit.  African culture can be invented to satisfy the
preconceptions of the visitors – on occasion to satisfy the very prejudices,
which in another imperial era justified direct attacks on African societies
and their cultural forms of expression.

Crass advertising interrupts the programmes on South Africa’s public
radio and television channels. The popular media promotes the consumerist
ideals of global culture in its most vulgar forms – throwaway fashion, the
pursuit of celebrity, individualist obsessions with the personal – in dress,
relationships and the public consumption of food and drink. In style and
form they imitate the consumerist attitudes associated with what is still
known as the First World.

But it is not this, in itself, which is so harmful. It is the example and the
goals set by ‘global icons’ in a society where disparities of wealth are
amongst the highest anywhere in the world. This creates perceptions of
desirable social objectives, which, although they are beyond attainment,
create tensions and practices which can have large-scale, deleterious social
consequences. The racial bias of South Africa’s Gini coefficient has been
notorious: it is an important comment on developments since liberation that
the coefficient (and thus the disparity) has grown most markedly amongst
blacks. In an economy where the unemployment rate approaches 50 per cent
(depending where and how it is measured), and basic services are unavailable
to a substantial portion of the population, the aggressive pursuit of personal
accumulation and conspicuous spending as a social ideal and the prime
measurement of success must have deleterious consequences. On every side
South Africans are confronted with the sounds and the images of commodities
which are considered essential to the good life – according that is to the
external, global, needs and standards, and which the majority will never be
in a position to acquire, at least not legally.

There is no discernable racial pattern amongst the men and women
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accused of corruption. But the promise of riches in a general context of
poverty makes everyone vulnerable to the bribes and blandishment of
global business. And when this occurs amongst those who are in positions
of responsibility it has the most serious consequences. Consider the case of
the R30 billion6 committed in 1999 for the acquisition of arms. Accusations
of sharp practice during the procurement process reach into the highest
levels of government, and include the modern equivalents of the beads and
trinkets which characterised the bribes of the mercantile era of capitalist
expansion – family trips to Disneyland and discounts on gas-guzzling
SUVs. But, far more significant than individual greed and the willingness
of arms traders to encourage and exploit it, are the wider social consequences.
Serious concerns have been expressed that repayment of this arms debt will
compromise the R40 billion the finance minister has set aside in his most
recent budget ‘for community welfare and poverty alleviation and to
finance an ambitiously expanded public works programme to combat
unemployment’ (Laurence 2004).

The nation-state triumphant
To sum up and to prepare the way for the final section: after liberation the
democratic South African state acceded to global financial pressures and
chose a neo-liberal market-driven development path. While this has given
a certain stability to the macroeconomic framework the policy has failed to
materially improve the lives of the majority of South Africans.  The
provision of basic services remains limited, the backlog of basic housing is
increasing, disparities in wealth grow greater, and unemployment is massive
as jobs are shed faster than they are created. The forces of globalisation
have been allowed to sweep through South Africa in the past eight years and
in a material sense certainly, and arguably in a social and cultural sense, for
most of the population the quality of life has not improved.

But how has this affected the integrity of the nation-state and the attitudes
of the people of South Africa as expressed through its central democratic
feature, the ballot box? This, it seems to me, is a key question. The ANC,
in alliance with organised labour and the Communist Party has won all three
general elections since liberation with an increased majority on each
occasion: 1994, 62.6 per cent; 1999, 66.4 per cent; 2004, 69.68 per cent. In
the process opposition parties have been fragmented and crushed.

From this it would seem that, in this particular case, the failure to provide
jobs, to reduce disparities in income, and basic needs for many South
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Africans –  in fact fundamentally to change the quality of material life for
the majority, leaving a substantial proportion of the population in dire
poverty with no obvious prospect of improvement – has not seriously
undermined the popularity of the ruling alliance.7 Whatever the material
consequences, the opening of the economy to global market forces has not
fundamentally affected the popularity of the dominant, nationalist political
party, or shaken confidence in the institutions of the nation-state.

Explanations for this continuing support are many. Some analysts believe
that despite the failure to deliver up to now, the government will implement
its commitment to improvements in the delivery of basic services and job
creation. They point to the significance of social welfare interventions
which do exist and upon which so many families depend – the state pension
that was raised marginally in the last budget and the newly introduced child
support grant.  The government’s preparations for the election are generally
considered to have been effective and it was able to persuade its constituents
that the ‘fundamentals are in place’, macroeconomic stability has been
achieved, and it is now possible to address its failure to deliver on certain
promises and begin the task of ‘rolling back poverty’. Pronouncements like
this are treated with some scepticism – such promises have been made
before, particularly before elections. Many are doubtful about the
straightforwardness of the government and its commitment to stated
objectives, in particular because of the manner in which it has obstructed,
prevaricated and is now procrastinating on the provision of anti-retrovirals
needed to ameliorate the consequence of the terrible HIV/AIDS tragedy in
South Africa, which I have not been able to deal with here.

Nonetheless, in spite of these failures, they were not sufficient to reverse
the trend shown in the first two elections and the ruling alliance was
returned to power with more than a 2/3 majority of the vote. Indeed
independent surveys carried out at the time of elections show that ANC-
supporting African voters exhibited an increased optimism and confidence
about the future (Schlemmer 2004).

Amongst the explanations for this are the persuasiveness of pre-election
promises, the benefit for the rising African middle-class of the policies of
affirmative action and the substantial commitment to the advance of
African business interests in the name of black economic empowerment, the
comparatively privileged position of the organised working class, and the
fact that over half the households in the poorest sector receive state grants
in some form. But self-interest is only a partial explanation. While one
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cannot doubt that amongst many South Africans, the young in particular,
disappointment has created a hopelessness which has alienated them from
the democratic system, the election results (and direct experience) suggest
that there also exists a national pride in the achievement of non-racial
democracy, in the overthrow of the racist state and all this means at a
personal level in the daily lives of ordinary people. It is a sense that
participation in the electoral system expresses an individual’s ownership,
possession, of a small but significant element of the state itself, and
recognition that this was achieved by collective action, under the guidance
of the African National Congress.

Whatever the specific explanation for the support given to the African
National Congress, what cannot be questioned is the confidence shown by
the great majority of voters in the integrity of the nation-state and its
democratic procedures. In fact this national discourse seems to be the most
important binding factor in South Africa today and exposure to the global
market does not seem to have undermined the commitment of the ruling
party or its supporters to the idea of South African nationhood and the
democratic principles upon which it is founded.

To end I want to examine this commitment to nation a little further.

State and nation in the era of globalisation
The idea put forward by free-market ideologues that globalising forces have
undermined the significance of the state has been exposed as invalid by any
number of analysts. Thus Leo Panitch, in an article on ‘The new imperial
state’ (2000), criticises both the neo-liberal argument that global forces
diminish the power of the state, and those who argue that the global forces
work in tandem with the state. Global forces work through the state, but the
state not as regulator but as facilitator. He returns to the work of Nicos
Poulantzas who in analysing the early history of globalisation stressed that
in the process of internationalisation capital forced changes on the national
state but did not make it irrelevant.  In an empirical section Panitch gives
an account of the way in which USA state officials and bankers worked to
persuade the UK Labour government to change its policies in 1976. For me,
the account resonates strongly with those given in the South African
literature of the manner in which international and apartheid academics and
ambassadors, bankers and bureaucrats in the early 1990s persuaded the
ANC to abandon economic positions which had been an intrinsic part of
Congress thinking and action (Sparks 2003:179-85, and Panitch 2000:12-
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13). Similar conclusions can be drawn from both accounts – globalisation
forces changes on the nation-state in order to work with and through it, not
to marginalise it.

Frederic Jameson in his ‘Globalization and political strategy’ essay also
emphasises the role of the state in the implementation of free market
policies.  He goes on to make an important contribution to the understanding
of globalisation by disaggregating the concept and considering its impact in
different spheres  – technological, political, cultural, social, economic –
and then by arguing that because of the manner in which international forces
emanating from the USA in particular attack social goals and welfare, it will
be resisted. The confrontation has to take place on national terrain because
‘the nation-state today remains the only concrete terrain and framework for
political struggle’ (Jameson 2000:65).

Tom Nairn, in a current review also makes a case for the significance of
the nation today by drawing attention to the important difference between
the militaristic, assertive, historically specific nationalism, and the pervasive,
still significant widely shared sense of nationhood (Nairn 2004).  Finally,
in an insightful article on the consequences for all of us of American policy
after the event which is conventionally dehistoricised and decontextualised
as 9/11, the San Francisco collective ‘Retort’  returns to the insights of Guy
Debord to refer to the ‘colonisation of everyday life’ which might be
described today as ‘“globalization” turned inward’ (Retort 2004:8).  This
points towards the cultural and social impact of globalisation I refer to
above, and in particular the impact of American-driven consumerist culture
and its capacity to dehistoricise, depoliticise, trivialise and ‘colonize
conciousness’.

The nation in South Africa today
I have drawn attention to these different accounts because they counter two
widely-held ideas about the nature of globalisation and the nation-state.
First, that globalisation is used so loosely that it has lost its efficacy as an
analytical tool.  While it is true that it is much abused, it remains a useful
term to describe an economic process specific to the last quarter of the
twentieth century with considerable consequences for the contemporary
world. Secondly, all these writers stress that far from making it irrelevant,
global forces make great demands on the nation-state, changing but not
diminishing its role in the global economy.

Similar conclusions can be drawn from observing political discourse in
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South Africa today. Despite the opening of the country to global forces, a
sense of nationhood remains strong and influential.  It expresses the
confidence the electorate has in the ruling alliance and seems to have been
a major factor in the increased majority that the African National Congress
obtained in the elections of April this year.

Much of nationalism’s strength as a unifying and mobilising force lies in
its capacity to promote a wide and changing spectrum of ideas, which
resonate with different audiences without rupturing the general consensus
as to the central significance of the nation-state. Its flexibility enables it to
manifest itself in forms of great variety but never so varied as to rupture the
general consensus on this central role.  Thus, at the time of negotiations
when circumstances demanded a broad-based nationalism to counter
Afrikaner nationalism and racial exclusiveness, rainbow nationalism
mobilised around the new South African flag South Africans from a wide
variety of racial, religious and cultural backgrounds. In 1999 Mbeki was
advocating ‘Black Economic Empowerment’ and massive state support for
African entrepreneurs in order to eradicate racism in South Africa by
challenging the existing ‘two nations’ in South Africa – the wealthy white
nation and the poor black nation. In 2002 Mbeki’s earlier announcement on
the advent of an ‘African Renaissance’ was developed and extended, and
South African nationalism given further racial emphasis, when the
government played a leading role in establishing the African Union and the
New Partnership for Africa’s Economic Development (NEPAD).

The foregrounding of race can be extremely dangerous when it interacts
with the predicament and the fears of the poor, the insecure, as well as the
ruthlessly ambitious. As an increasing number of Africans seek opportunities
in South Africa so xenophobia becomes more violent and intense, challenging
what many see as the defining achievement of the transition from apartheid
– the creation of a multi-racial nation out of racial tyranny. To remind us of
the global significance of this, as Paul Gilroy has recently done (Gilroy
2004) and to protest at the increasing prevalence of racial discourse in
South Africa, is not to revert to the shallow and opportunistic multi-
racialism with which the ‘rainbow nation’ has become associated.
Furthermore, the idea of a non-racial multi-cultural nation is still sufficiently
powerful and flexible to absorb moves in the direction of racial essentialism
without shattering the non-racial nationalist discourse.

Writing of this from a Gramscian perspective Marais comments that
The ANC had become adept at a key aspect of any hegemonic project:
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it managed to deploy an array of ideological precepts and symbols, and
assert their pertinence to the lived realities of millions of South Africa.
(2001:262)

This facility continues to this day, and it is nationalism which gives its
political discourse both the strength and the flexibility to absorb changes,
inconsistencies and failures in policy and postures by presenting a consistent
nationally-grounded history and vision of the future.  It is an ideology that
looks inwards to draw on the culture and community of the familiar, of one’s
own people, giving comfort in times of distress and the confidence needed
to mobilise and assert national values and achievements on a continental,
even a global, stage.  This is not to argue of course that elements of
nationalist discourse necessarily have a consistent historical reality. Indeed
it is essentially paradoxical. There are 11 official languages in South Africa.
Its racial, cultural and religious diversity is enormous as are the social
differences and economic disparities of its people.  The closely-patrolled
political borders of the existing South African state were defined by
imperial conquest in 1910. South African nationhood is an imagined
construct – but one with sufficient perceived authenticity and actual authority
to provide the framework for an agreed nationalist discourse and political
framework to ensure the participation and support of individuals and
organisations representing a wide range ideological positions.

Let me conclude by demonstrating this flexibility in its most recent
manifestation. The election results have given the South African ruling
party new confidence. At the first post-election meeting of the ANC’s
National Executive Council it was announced that in pursuit of the goals of
its pre-election manifesto ‘the state sector must play a leading role in
meeting the challenges we face in the first economy’ (ANC 2004). There are
to be major interventions at all levels of education, and Community
Development Workers will be deployed across the country. In pursuit of the
‘Peoples’ Contract’ an expanded Public Works Programme will be in place
within months. In Parliament, in his budget speech after the election, the
President has stated where the ANC can be positioned on the political
spectrum – on the left, on the side of the poor.

The international focus on South Africa of the apartheid days has blurred
and dimmed. But South Africa remains an important area of struggle in the
world where issues of the greatest importance are being confronted.
Developments in South Africa over the next decade will, I have no doubt,
contribute much to the debate on the nation in the era of globalisation. Will
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the expressed government intention of active intervention on the side of the
poor be carried out?  Will it be possible to carry it out?  Are these indications
of genuine intent or only an example of an opportunistic attempt to mobilise
support today for policies whose goals are in reality contradictory and
unachievable, and whose failures will be explained away tomorrow by race,
or the legacy of the past?  Are the forces of global capital sufficiently strong
to undermine the project either by successfully challenging the project
internally – a process already begun by the opposition8 – or by threatening
the consequences of isolation by holding up the example of the rest of sub-
Saharan Africa?  Is this apparent reversal of policy just an indication that
the hard, market-driven approach has softened internationally with the
‘post-Washington consensus’?

These immediate political questions all have a bearing on the deeper
questions raised by this seminar discussion. What are the dangers of using
racial or local national sentiments in multi-national, multi-racial national
contexts?  What are the implications for liberal democracy when vital
decisions in pursuit of extraneous goals are made beyond its political
boundaries? Can, or even should, the nation-state retain its sovereignty in
a global age? Can and should national cultural forms and local communities
retain their integrity when subjected to the enormous power of global
cultural consumerism?  Close observation of developments in South Africa
in the immediate future, indeed in the five years before the next election,
will enrich our answers to such questions.

Notes
1. This paper was first presented at the 2004 Philosophy Seminar of the Nordland

akademi for kunst og vitenskap , Melbu, Norway. My thanks to the organisers
as well as to Shirley Brooks and Gerhard Maré for their comments, and to three
graduate researchers – Mark Hunter, Molly Margeratten and Sarah Mathis –
whose work brings them close to most important social issues in South Africa
today, and who with gratifying enthusiasm criticised a draft of this paper.

2. Which is not of course to assert that race and exploitation have disappeared. For
a spirited recent clash between prominent figures of the activist left over the
apparent continuities with the apartheid see the letters by Ben Turok in the Mail
& Guardian June 25 to July 1, 2004 and the response of  Costa Gazi in the
subsequent edition. www.mg.co.za

3. Marais (2001) citing the Sunday Times, May 1, 1994.

4. Adapted from Michael Carter, Julian May and Vishnu Padayachee, ‘Sweetening
the bitter fruit of liberty: markets and poverty reduction in post-apartheid South
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Africa’ July 1, 2004. Updated paper prepared for the South African National
Human Development Report, 2002. For another important interpretation see
Nattrass (2001).

5. See the summaries of the Human Sciences Research Council paper, Beating the
Backlog: meeting targets and providing free basic services as summarised by
David Hemson in the Mail & Guardian, June 25 to July 1, 2004.

6. The figure is part of the debate – it is certainly not lower.

7. I base this statement on the gross electoral percentages quoted in the text.
Further analysis of the electoral statistics will reveal sectorial trends which may
well qualify this statement, as already suggested in Barchiesi, 2004.

8. Business Day, June 28, 2004, ‘Mbeki’s economic vision a mistake: Leon’.
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2004 coincides with the tenth anniversary of South Africa’s democracy.
There have been many assessments of this first ten years of post-apartheid
South African democracy. And there will be many more to come. But
perhaps the most notable one is the President’s annual State of the Nation
address, delivered in February at the opening of parliament, which focussed
on and served as a self-review of the ANC government’s performance. At
one level, it was a magnificent speech in particular because the President
resisted what would have been a natural inclination to electioneer. Instead,
in true statespersonlike behaviour, he delivered a presidential rather than a
party leader’s speech, which reviewed government’s performance over the
decade and emphasised the importance of reconciliation and transformation
as mechanisms to facilitate nation-building, peace and democracy. Of
course the president did put a positive gloss on government’s performance.
This was not only expected, but was in many cases fair. The issue that raised
eyebrows, however, was the President’s claim that he did not see the
necessity for any policy shifts. The failure of poverty alleviation and
development, and the inadequacy of service delivery, was in his view, a
result of poor implementation rather than policy failures as such (Mbeki
2004b).

The President is not alone in this view. It is essentially the message of
government as a whole and is reflected in both the Presidency’s review
(Policy Coordination and Advisory Services) of the first decade of South
Africa’s democracy (PCAS 2003), and the series of presentations of the
synthesis report of this review, presented by Joel Netshitsenze to a variety
of forums and stakeholders within society.1 The review emphasises the
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delivery record of government. It provides empirical evidence demonstrating
that 1,985,545 housing subsidies have been approved to a value of R24.22
billion (PCAS 2003:25), new water connections benefit 9 million people
(2003: 24), electricity connections had extended to 70 per cent of households
by 2001 (2003:25), 1.8 million hectares of land have been redistributed
since 1994 (2003:26), and 1,600,633 new jobs have been created (2003:
36). The review also maintains that if these social provisions are taken into
account, then poverty rates have declined significantly in our society (2003:
17-18). However, it also admits that unemployment has gone up in this
period, a result of new entrants to the labour market exceeding the number
of new jobs created. And it recognises that delivery has been most significant
in arenas where the state has retained predominant control. But the overall
message is that government has delivered as best as was possible. Its
performance was phenomenal given the adverse conditions in the global
economy. The tight fiscal reign was part of a far-sighted strategic manoeuvre
to stabilise finances so that increased spending on social expenditure could
be realised when this had been achieved (2003:31-33). The first ten years,
the review maintained, was a good start to transforming South Africa in the
interests of all of its citizens.

Is this a fair assessment? The ANC government has without doubt passed
a significant amount of legislation – the Labour Relations Act, the Equity
legislation – that is progressive and addresses the inequities of South
Africa’s past. If one couples these with the country’s rights-based
constitution, one is obliged to conclude that today South Africa is a far
better place than it has ever been. But is apartheid an appropriate yardstick
by which to judge South Africa’s progress? After all was not apartheid
described as a crime against humanity? How can it then be described as a
reference point for South Africa’s democratic transformation? Are not the
aspirations of the liberation movement, encapsulated in the Freedom
Charter, the Azanian Manifesto, and the Ten Point Program, or the
comparative experience of other African countries in their first decade of
decolonisation,2 more legitimate reference points to assess South Africa’s
political and socio-economic progress?

When these programmatic collective aspirations of the liberation
movement or the comparative experiences of other Sub-Saharan African
countries are used as a political compass, then what is noteworthy is the
conservative character of government’s macro-economic programme, which
is located at the heart of its policy ensemble. This program, known as the
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Growth, Employment and Redistribution Strategy (GEAR), has, as has been
argued elsewhere, not only had negative consequences for poor and
marginalised people in South Africa, but it has also compromised the
outcomes of the raft of other progressive legislation (see Habib and
Padayachee 2000; Daniel, Habib and Southall 2003; UNDP 2004).
Government is correct to note that it has built 1.6 million houses, supplied
water to 9 million people, sanitation to 6.4 million, and created 2 million
jobs (Mbeki 2004b). However, what it is neglecting to inform the citizenry
of is the fact that as much as people have been connected to water, so have
millions of people been cut off from water. As much as millions of people
have been connected to electricity, so have millions of people been cut off
from electricity.3 As much as millions of people have been connected to
telephony, so have millions of people been cut of from telephony.  As much
as jobs have been created, so too have millions of people been thrown onto
the unemployment lines.

The editors of the 2003-2004 edition of the State of the Nation (Daniel
et al 2003:20) concluded that the combination of progressive policy in some
arenas and a conservative macro-economic policy on the other has led to the
deracialisation of the apex of South Africa’s class structure. Black
professionals and entrepreneurs have particularly benefited, but poor and
marginalised people are really struggling. President Mbeki has often spoke
of two nations and two economies in South Africa, and the need to transcend
this dichotomy. But the editors’ conclusion was that the policies of his
government would not lead to this. Instead it will lead to the deracialisation
of the first nation, while leaving the second exactly where it currently is:
marginalised, poor and overwhelmingly black.

This is borne out by the figures. The United Nations Development
Program (UNDP) reports in a recently released study that the country’s
poverty rate has reached a staggering 48 per cent (UNDP 2004). The
Presidency, of course, contested this conclusion in a harshly worded
response. But most independent commentators were not surprised by the
UNDP’s conclusion. After all, the Taylor Commission for the Department
of Social Welfare estimated the country’s poverty rate at a staggering 45 to
55 per cent. It suggested that ten per cent of African people are malnourished,
and 25 per cent of African children are born stunted (Department of Social
Welfare 2002:225-76). Statistics South Africa (SSA), through its most
recent census, estimated the unemployment rate to be at 41.6 per cent
(Statistics South Africa  2003). Most independent studies suggest that while
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the inequality level between white and black has been decreasing, the gap
is widening within the African population and the country as a whole.4

These statistics are horrifying. If they had occurred in any country of the
industrialised world, a state of economic emergency would have already
been declared and governments would have fallen. In South Africa, however,
not only has this not happened, but it is has been difficult to get public
institutions to recognise the enormity of the problem. Note, for instance, the
fact that the South African Reserve Bank has only the reduction of inflation
as its explicit mandate. No mention is made of unemployment. Yet its
counterpart in the United States, the Federal Reserve, has employment
creation as its explicit aim stipulated within its charter even though the
unemployment level in that country stands in the region of a mere five per
cent (Stiglitz 2003:82).

So why did government adopt such a conservative macro-economic
stance? There are currently two broad explanations. The first, preferred
paradoxically by both the far left and right, focuses on state elites. For the
left, they are believed to have sold out (Bond 2000). For the right, they are
believed to have finally seen sense.5 Both explanations are deficient
because of their assumption of a homogeneity of thought and behaviour
among political elites that simply cannot be there, especially in a transitional
society where there has been such a significant turnover in public service
representatives and state personnel. But perhaps an even more serious
criticism that can be levelled at these explanations is a methodological one,
namely their almost exclusive focus on agents and actors. Advocates of
these explanations have not internalised, and as a result do not recognise,
that individuals, parties and movements are constrained in their choices by
their institutional locations and the balance of power. In the celebrated
words of Karl Marx’s maxim enunciated in The Eighteenth Brumaire of
Louis Bonaparte: ‘Men make their own history, but they do not make it just
as they please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by themselves,
but under circumstances directly found, given and transmitted from the
past’ (Marx 1972:437).

The second explanation, and the one I prefer, suggests that the balance
of power in the global and national arenas was unfavourable to poor and
marginalised citizens, and as a result it made sense for state elites to make
the choices they did. According to this view Mbeki and other state elites
confronted two diametrically opposed sets of interests with contrary policy
choices. The first, foreign investors and the domestic business community,
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advocated neo-liberal economic policies – privatisation, deregulation,
financial and trade liberalisation, and low budget deficits. Their leverage:
investment (Habib and Padayachee 2000). The second, the broader citizenry
demanded poverty alleviation, service delivery, and transformation. Their
leverage: the vote. The latter, however, was compromised given the racial
structure of party formation and the lack of a viable opposition (Habib and
Taylor 2001).  In this context, foreign investment served as a more real
leverage with the result that Mbeki was prompted to make concessions to
the investor community. This of course reflected itself in the adoption of
GEAR.

The explanation here has been presented simplistically for explanatory
effect. The point to note is that power configurations lay behind the state’s
adoption of GEAR (Alexander 2002; Habib and Padayachee 2000).
Moreover, the shift to neo-liberal economics should not have been surprising.
After all, indications were there that this was going to happen at least since
the early 1990s. Nationalisation, a cornerstone of ANC economic thinking
since the mid-1950s, was abandoned within the first year of the organisation’s
return from exile. Terminology like ‘growth through redistribution’, which
associated the ANC with a demand-led economic strategy, and suggestions
of controls on investors (both foreign and domestic) disappeared in the
organisation’s policy discourse by 1993. This prompted American academic
Martin Murray (1994: 24), to observe the fact that the ‘twin objectives of
restoring business confidence and attracting foreign investment seemed to
swamp all other considerations’ in the ANC’s evaluation of its economic
policies. Of course, for a year preceding the election, it seemed as if
Keynesian arguments had won the day. But this was largely a result of the
demands imposed by a looming election, and was abandoned within a
couple of months in some areas, and within two years in others.

So where do we stand today? Some, both academics and political
activists, have argued that government’s economic stance has begun to
change in the last three to five years (Padayachee and Valodia 2001).  They
point to a rise in social expenditure since 1999, and the increasingly
progressive noises the president has been making in the last year. Some also
note the role of South Africa in establishing the Group of 20, which was so
instrumental in preventing an iniquitous settlement being imposed on the
developing world at Cancun. Still others point to the president’s speeches,
which speak about the necessity of linking with social movements outside
of the formal multinational forums. And, they contrast this with Minister
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Erwin’s statement after the Seattle protests which was laced with disdain for
activists outside of formal political structures. These voices collectively
suggest that something new is afoot, even if it is unstated. And, it does seem
as if some in the business community tend to concur. Tim Cohen (2004), in
an opinion editorial published in Business Day, reflects a similar view when
he argues that the ANC has lost faith in the business community and is now
beginning to pursue a more interventionist state-led economic strategy.

So is there change? The left in the ANC definitely believe so (Cronin
2004; COSATU 2004). They suggest that the government is reappraising its
position.6 It recognises that its gamble did not pay off. Therefore there has
been a significant shift in the last budget in spending priorities in favour of
infrastructural investment, a public works program and increased social
expenditure. But others are more cynical of these developments. They
suggest that 2004 was an election year, and that state elites have always
made progressive noises just before an election.7 There is some truth in this
of course. In both 1994 and 1999, similar things happened. COSATU and
the SACP were appeased. The policy agenda took a slight shift to the left.
The conservative flavour of South Africa’s macro-economic stance, however,
resurfaced as soon as a respectable time lapsed from the date of the
elections. These more pessimistic commentators expect the same to happen
in 2004.

But is this a fair reading of the situation? Is it not too cynical an
interpretation of developments?  My own view is somewhere in between the
romantic optimism of the ANC left and the almost resigned pessimism of
both liberal and more left-leaning commentators. I believe government is in
reappraisal mode, and there is ample evidence for it. The most recent of
these is, of course, President Mbeki’s inaugural address to South Africa’s
third democratic parliament in which he acknowledged that not enough was
done for South Africa’s marginalised in our first decade of democracy. As
a result he laid out a comprehensive set of policies and targets that would
facilitate service delivery and address the poverty that so many of South
Africa’s people are mired in. But he did more. He announced plans that
herald a far more state-interventionist strategy to regulate the formal
economy, and condition its evolution in a direction that would lead to higher
levels of employment (Mbeki 2004a). Much, however, can be read by what
was not said. The President remained silent on the rigid fiscal policy, on the
commitment on financial and trade liberalisation, on the narrow focus of
our monetary authorities on inflation, and even on privatisation. As a result
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he signalled a contradiction in the state’s policy ensemble. Social expenditure
will rise, as it has for a number of years, mainly to deal with the devastating
consequences of poverty and inequality in what president Mbeki refers to
as the ‘second economy’ (Mbeki 2003, 2004a). But much of the economic
policy choices of post-1996 South Africa will remain.

Moreover, it is important to note that the entire analogy of two economies
is itself misleading for it assumes the existence of a Chinese wall between
the two; the one having nothing to do with the other. This then enables state
elites to suggest that the formal economy is doing well and should be left
untouched for it is modern, efficient, and internationally competitive. The
second economy is seen to be deficient, and requires both policy reform and
social assistance for its inhabitants. But what if, to stick with the analogy,
the policy reforms and interventions of the first economy are what create the
poverty and immiserization of the second? Apartheid of course established
two economies: one white and privileged, the other black and disadvantaged.
The ANC had as its explicit mandate transcending of this racial economic
divide. Instead, however, the economic and social policies it pursued in the
first decade of its rule began the process of deracialising the first economy,
while simultaneously increasing the size and aggravating the problems of
the second. Current initiatives to increase the social expenditure components
of the budget are unlikely to resolve the problem. For as Alec Erwin, South
Africa’s current Minister of Public Enterprises, and its Minister of Trade
and Industry for much of the first two terms of ANC rule, pointed out in
1992, ‘the … approach is likely to fail … even on its own economic terms.
It is not a sustainable growth option. It will certainly never meet the most
basic aspirations of the broad majority of our country’ (Erwin 1992:16).
Simply put, so long as South Africa’s industrial, trade, monetary and fiscal
policies retain their neo-liberal flavour, they are likely to work against the
social expenditure components of the budget. This contradiction at the
heart of the ANC government’s current policy ensemble is unlikely to be
sustainably resolved so long as the political environment does not change.

How can it change? An answer to this question can be arrived at by
reflecting on why democracies are seen as the best political system to
achieve a human centred development program. The essence of democracy
is political uncertainty, and it takes two distinct forms: institutional and
substantive. Institutional uncertainty – the uncertainty about the rules of the
game – implies the vulnerability of the democratic system to anti-democratic
forces. Substantive uncertainty – the uncertainty of the outcomes of the
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game – is about the perceptions of ruling political elites in a democratic
system on whether they will be returned to office (Schedler 2001: 19). The
former – institutional uncertainty – is bad for democracy for it raises the
prospect of the return to authoritarianism in the Third Wave of democracies.
The latter – substantive uncertainty – is good for democracy for it keeps
politicians on their toes, and makes them responsive to their citizenry.

There has been much investigation into and reflection on institutional
uncertainty. But there is surprisingly little work on substantive uncertainty.
Perhaps this should not surprise one. After all, much of the preoccupation
of the democratisation researchers and activists has been about transcending
authoritarian regimes and institutionalising democratic ones (O’Donnell
and Schmitter 1986; Huntington 1991).8 Prospects of reversions to
authoritarianism – institutional uncertainties – then, would naturally occupy
their immediate attention. But the lack of scholarly reflection on substantive
uncertainty has significant political costs. Indeed, the weakness of many of
the contemporary democracies lies precisely in this arena. Despite the
presence of institutional mechanisms that are intended to promote substantive
uncertainty – legislative elections, separation of powers, civil liberties,
opposition political parties, independent press – this goal still eludes much
of the Third Wave of democracies. Part of the reason for this is the shift in
power from the legislature to the executive across the globe in the last two
decades. Part of it emanates from the inclination of democratisers and
democratisation scholars not to rock the boat in societies undergoing
democratic transitions. Fearful of the very real danger of a reversion to
authoritarianism, these actors have focussed on procedural aspects of
democratisation and made significant political and institutional concessions
to the state and economic elites of the authoritarian order.9 And part of it is
a result of the honeymoon phenomenon where citizens are reluctant to vote
against liberation parties who were responsible for coordinating the popular
rebellions that brought down authoritarian regimes.

These factors, coupled with the economic transformations of the last two
decades – the rise of financial capital, the technological innovations that
have permitted capital’s mobility, the integration of production systems
across the globe, the dominance of multi-national corporations –
fundamentally transformed the political and socio-economic foundations
of developing nations. In essence they transformed the relations of power
between different constituents within these societies. The economic
transformations enhanced the leverage of the foreign investors by providing
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them with many different locations for their investment. The leverage of
citizens – the vote – was relatively weakened as a result of the political
institutional concessions made by democratisers, and the weakening of the
legislatures vis-à-vis the executives. This state of affairs prompted
governments in the Third Wave of democracies to make policy concessions
to foreign investors and domestic capital, even when it went against the
interests of their very own citizenry. The result has been the rise of neo-
liberal economics, the increasing impoverishment of the majority of the
citizenry of the developing nations, and the rise of what some have termed
delegative or illiberal democracies (O’Donnell 1993).

South Africa is perhaps the best exemplar of this pattern of events as was
indicated earlier. And, the systemic cause of this outcome is the lack of
substantive uncertainty in the political system, largely as a result of some of
the international developments discussed above, and peculiar contextual
factors, such as the racialised (and/or ethnic) character of South Africa’s
principal opposition parties – the Democratic Alliance (DA), Inkatha
Freedom Party (IFP) and the New National Party (NNP) – who continue to
fish in the shallow electoral pool of minority communities (Habib and
Taylor 2001). These factors then ensure that the ANC is not seriously
threatened at the polls, eroding thereby the implicit accountability
relationship within democratic systems between state elites and their
citizenry. The result: economic concessions to the investment community
and the imposition of a neo-liberal economic paradigm. The outcome:
increasing unemployment and economic inequality making it almost
impossible for government adequately to deal with the legacy of poverty
bequeathed by apartheid.

The solution to this state of affairs is the reintroduction of substantive
uncertainty into the political system. This will allow the vote to be enhanced
as leverage and thereby re-establish the accountability equation between
political elites and citizens in South Africa. It won’t resolve the problem.
But it would complicate President Mbeki’s life. Given that he can no longer
take his position and ANC rule for granted, he will inevitably be compelled
to take the interests and wishes of voters as seriously as he does more
privileged stakeholders in society. Every time he is thus confronted with
competing interests between the business community and the broader
citizenry, he will be forced to make concessions both ways. As Margaret
Legum cheekily put it in an intervention from the floor at a recent public
meeting of the Institute for Democratic Alternatives in South Africa
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(IDASA), ‘the president must be forced to look over his left shoulder as
much as he does over his right’.10

This conception of South Africa’s strategic imperatives goes against the
grain of the dominant thinking among progressives. Indeed, the reigning
left-wing orthodoxy is that it is important for progressive forces to coalesce
against counter-revolutionaries because South Africa is at a very delicate
stage in its democratic transition (Cachalia 2004; Southall and Wood
1999). The strategic aim is thus to establish predictability and prioritise
political order. It is this rationale that serves as the philosophical foundation
for, and justification of, the continued alliance of the ANC, COSATU and
SACP, corporatist institutions like NEDLAC, and the cooperative relations
of much of civil society with government. There is perhaps no more
eloquent an articulation of this strategic perspective than by the deputy
General-Secretary of the South African Communist Party (SACP), Jeremy
Cronin, in two separate interviews: the first being the now notorious one
with Irish academic Helena Sheehan for which he was rapped over the
knuckles by the ANC leadership, and the second with Adam Habib and
Imraan Valodia very soon after the ANC received its overwhelming electoral
mandate in the 2004 elections. In the former interview, Cronin explicitly
states, ‘what people don’t realise is that breaking the alliance means
splitting all three organisations. You are talking of 2 million COSATU
members, more than 80 percent of which are ANC members’ (Cronin 2002;
Southall 2003:65). For this reason it is imperative to remain within the
alliance, not only to ensure that the ANC is not handed over to the neo-
liberals, but also because it is increasingly becoming possible to win
political victories as the shine of the Washington Consensus policies begins
to erode.

This optimism carries through to the more recent interview, where once
again Cronin highlights the political possibilities that arise as a result of the
contemporary crisis of the global economy. He concludes: ‘the strategic
priority of the day in South Africa is to have a significant political majority
capable of spearheading fundamental transformation’ (interview with Jeremy
Cronin, April 20, 2004), which he maintains has the greatest likelihood of
being realised through the ANC.

But has not the track record of this strategic engagement been very
positive? Is the predictability facilitated by the strategic choices of COSATU,
the SACP and other progressives not the cause of the reinforcement of
existing power relations, which fostered the shift to the right in
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macroeconomic policy in the first place? Is it then sensible for progressive
activists and movements to continue to advocate for a strategic perspective
that leads to systemic outcomes that undermine their own political and
socio-economic programme? Is not substantive uncertainty, which enhances
citizens’ leverage over state elites more sensible if one’s goal is a more
human-centred development program? Of course there could be much
debate on the precise institutional mechanisms that could facilitate
substantive uncertainty. Some may maintain that it need only involve
electoral reform and the emergence of social movements (Southall and
Mattes 2004; Ballard, Habib and Valodia 2004), while others would
suggest that it would require the former coupled with the break-up of the
tripartite alliance and the abandonment of corporatist institutions (Habib
and Taylor 2001, Habib and Desai 1997). All of this could facilitate
uncertainty, and this is necessary for loosening up the existing configuration
of power in South African society. What is important to note in this debate,
however, is that it is immaterial for advocates of uncertainty to agree with
a particular social movement or political party. What is important for them
is the systemic effect of the viable presence of these movements and parties,
which creates uncertainty, and thereby facilitates the accountability of state
elites to the citizenry.

To return to the question: when will a sustainable shift in the state’s
economic programme occur? The answer: when there is substantive
uncertainty reintroduced into the political system. That is the strategic task
confronting South African society. Unfortunately this is not what progressive
activists have wanted to hear, at least not in an election year. But so long as
the realisation of substantive uncertainty is postponed, so long will the
goals of development, poverty alleviation and egalitarianism elude South
Africa’s democratic transition.

Notes
1. This presentation, for instance, was made to diverse constituencies, from on the

one hand the Board of Anglo-American to, on the other, academics both from
South Africa and the continent, through a conference hosted by the Africa
Institute on March 24-26, 2004.

2. Adebayo Olukoshi, the General Secretary of CODESRIA, the premier social
science body on the continent, made this point explicitly at the Africa Institute
conference in March 2004, suggesting that in terms of economic growth and the
realisation of human indicators, South Africa’s performance lagged far behind
that of its neighbours at the end of the first ten years of their founding
democratic elections.
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3. David McDonald, for instance, estimates that water and electricity cut-offs
have impacted on some ten million people respectively, while another two
million people have suffered through being evicted from their homes (McDonald
2002; see also Coalition Against Water Provision, Anti-Privatisation Forum,
Public Citizen 2004). Note, however, that the Department of Water Affairs and
the Presidency have contested these numbers.

4. Note, for instance, that the Sunday Times (May 9, 2004) reports that South
Africa’s super-rich – those with assets more than $30 million – has jumped
from 150 in 1994 to 600 in 2004. This, in a period when the share of national
income of South Africa’s more marginalised has decreased dramatically.

5. This has been the steady diet of any one of a number of business newspapers
and magazines. For just one example, see Abedian 2004.

6. This was the message of ANC Member of Parliament Rob Davies at an IDASA
panel discussion in Cape Town in March 2004, where he presented the shift in
economic thinking on the part of government as a rational process in which
economic technocrats learnt the lessons from past implementation experiences.

7. This was the view of Steven Friedman, articulated in the question and answer
session of a presentation he made to the Harold Wolpe Lecture series, hosted
by the Centre for Civil Society, University of Natal, in November 2003.

8. The most comprehensive study on Africa in this regard is Bratton and van de
Walle 1997.

9. This was the recommendation of a diverse set of democratisation scholars. For
just two examples from different parts of the ideological spectrum, see O’Donnell
and Schmitter 1986, and Huntington 1991.

10. This public meeting took place in Cape Town on March 10, 2004.
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This reviewer recently read for pleasure the great nineteenth century Italian
novel, The Betrothed by Alessandro Manzoni, a long narrative that has
elements of Walter Scott, Charles Dickens and other English classics in it.
One famous sequence concerns the impact of the plague on seventeenth
century Milan: harrowing, not lacking in sentimental elements but also
ironic and showing a considerable interest in the history of medicine. The
reader can discover fear, panic and shame on the part of the ill and dying,
selfish and greedy behaviour as well as saintly self-sacrifice on the part of
a few, a lot of faith in false theories and false remedies and a great deal of
denialism. The policy of the Spanish imperial state in Milan – including the
views of the famous general who thought his military campaign was what
mattered and who rejected any distractions on such minor matters as mass
death through disease – interested Manzoni a great deal. This was a classic
epidemic – tens of thousands died – until the arrival of the autumn rains and
change in the weather finally brought an end to a terrible episode. A South
African reader could not but be struck at how little we have advanced
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compared to the seventeenth century in how we are dealing with AIDS. It
casts a very dark shadow over the increasingly tiresome celebrations of ‘ten
years of democracy’ that seem to play endlessly around us. The two books
under review are some of the first to appear on AIDS specifically with
regard to South Africa and yet there seems to be an unwillingness to
understand their importance. They should be, but are not, hot items on
newstands in Soweto, Umlazi, Khayelitsha and elsewhere as well as on the
bookshelves of anyone concerned with social policy. The editors of
Transformation hope that perhaps our recent special edition on education
and AIDS is a very tardy but helpful addition to this growing literature.
Perhaps this review can also remedy the matter a little bit. Both books bear
the hallmarks of research reports and, it must be admitted, are far from
bedtime reading beyond any squeamishness with which one might approach
the subject. Yet both are important interventions that should cast a heavy
stone in the waters of debate and discussion about disease but also broader
issues concerning contemporary South Africa.

Campbell is a social psychologist. In 1995 she became involved in what
she calls the Summertown HIV-Prevention Project. Summertown is a
pseudonym for a mining town west of Johannesburg and 1995 was a time
when it seemed logical to focus this kind of project on miners and prostitutes
(no doubt the project was conceived some time earlier yet). There was also
a town youth component as well although this seems to have been rather
tacked on. Mostly when we hear about well-meaning development projects
in the media what we get are the dots and bullets approach, a bland and
tiresome list of the many, often inconsistent or unlikely goals that they are
intended to address. By contrast Campbell surveys a project that was almost
a total failure despite, no doubt, considerable funding. This is one reason
why it is so important and also less fashionable to write about.

There are two important aspects to her study. First, she tries to explore
the fundamental issue as to why ‘knowledge’ has been so unsuccessful in
leading to prevention. She explores to some extent the vulnerability and
irregularity of the lives of the prostitutes in explaining why they find it hard
to insist on safe sex while also taking up the punctured and injured
masculinity of the miners to explain their lack of interest in changing sexual
behaviour. These are people who do not want to believe that AIDS is
incurable any more than the other harsh factors that dominate their lives.
She is less successful in taking up the problem of township youths in this
regard, but opens the door to further enquiry. AIDS starkly poses for us the
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reality that, for most African people, while many aspects of biomedicine
have been adopted and accepted when they represent a quick fix, the
broader understanding of science and scientific knowledge is very poorly
grasped. It also poses the limits of biomedicine, not so much as all too many
‘Africanist’ [I am tempted to say pseudo-Leftist] historians and
anthropologists go on about these days in the technical sense, but in the
alienated and alienating way in which it is delivered.

Secondly, Campbell yields up a revealing and rather painfully detailed
picture on what so often goes wrong with development projects more
generally. The central concepts of the project were partnership and
participation and she exposes how problematic they can be. She shows up
how falsely the community representation issue can often be played and
how poorly the stakeholder concept can work. In her pages we see an
American aid worker bringing her tourist mother to visit the prostitutes as
she might any other colourful local exhibit, the sometimes cynical hand of
business, the grasping imprint of many an ambitious ‘aid worker’ from the
‘community’ (who saw the project only as a source of income), and a
sometimes uncooperative and certainly suspicious public. In this sense, her
book is in fact an important contribution to understanding what really goes
on in development work as opposed to the feel-good pap with which
television and the newspapers mostly like to feed us.

A reader of ‘Letting Them Die’ must feel that Campbell has captured a
moment in time from which we have moved on in the nature of things. HIV
status has spread so widely in the general young adult pool that it no longer
makes a lot of sense to think of prevention in terms of miners and prostitutes.
On the other hand, the availability of medicine that seems to enable most
HIV positive individuals to lead normal lives for many years, and perhaps
indefinitely, also represents a major shift. However, with regard to her main
concerns, the issues she takes up have hardly lost their power.

As we turn from Campbell to Nattrass, we leave the world of social
psychology for the one of economics. Nattrass includes many pages of
calculations on the costing of various sorts of treatment for AIDS in a book
that seems directed more to policy makers than the general public. She
makes the case that there are major hidden costs in letting the disease run
its course but in the end concludes that it is finally a question of what kind
of society we think we are constructing morally that is in question. It is true
that the impact of AIDS may be limited in what Thabo Mbeki has called the
‘first economy’ where many people can pay for their own chronic health
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requirements and where business can lay out funds for those it considers
essential workers. But what does it mean to allow the devastation of the
majority living in the ‘second economy’ whose struggle for survival and
chances of improvement are going to be all the more rampant? ‘South Africa
is infamous for its obfuscation and prevarication on AIDS policy’ (2003:
41) – I agree: that, as well as the broader issues raised, is why debate on
these issues must be foregrounded.

This raises basic questions about South African society and its progress.
Clearly South Africa cannot now afford to become a thoroughgoing welfare
state but providing some kind of rational and reliable social welfare system
is another story. A decade ago, Nattrass was all too vocally concerned with
the horrors of ‘macro-economic spending’ and what the ‘new democracy’
could not afford. It is very salutary indeed to see her reconsider these issues
so thoughtfully.
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Lawrence Hamilton pulls no punches in his lively critique of the rights-
based discourse that is central to democratic politics today, and which is
found at the heart of the South African 1996 Constitution. Hamilton’s book,
The Political Philosophy of Needs (2003), argues that in political theory far
more emphasis should be given to the satisfaction of certain categories of
needs rather than is currently given to the protection of human rights. With
this reorientation, he argues, the state (or what becomes, as he calls it, a
‘state of needs’) would be far more capable of attaining the kinds of
developmental objectives extant in democratic politics. What exists in
liberal politics instead is a general contradiction between human rights
issues and ineluctable needs.

Rights, as they are now understood, thereby simultaneously distort two
things. First, they make a necessity out of aspiration: they transform a
political goal into a part of human nature, thereby unintentionally
reducing the political significance of the goal. Second, they trivialise
the real priority of necessity by giving vital needs and agency needs the
same essential properties: both are reduced to the same inalienable
properties of humans. (2003:123)

Hamilton sees contemporary political philosophy as focussing too strongly
on issues of justice and social welfare, and as a result paying too little
attention to political participation and the satisfaction of human needs. He
applies this outlook to an analysis of the South African Constitution in the
conclusion of his book, which some readers more interested in the ‘bottom
line’ might find disappointingly short. However, as the examples (such as
land redistribution and public transport) he provides in other chapters are
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quite salient in South African news media, these readers should not feel
themselves to be unduly short-changed.

As interesting as these aspects of the book are – albeit difficult to imagine
being applied with any measure of efficiency – it is the provocative way in
which Hamilton engages the ‘orthodoxies’ of current liberal political
theory that is most likely to stimulate animated discussion among those
engaged not only in politics and philosophy, but also among those reading
in sociology, political economy, development studies and anthropology.

At the risk of over-simplification, the main thrust of the thesis fits within
the ‘turn to practice’ in social theory. ‘Practice theory’ is a notoriously
elusive expression to pin down, and ‘practice theorists’ themselves are an
unusually diverse group that seem not to have found its lack of agreement
anything to get anxious about. Only recently has some work been done to
compare and contrast the different approaches to ‘practice’ in The Practice
Turn in Contemporary Theory (2001), co-edited by Schatzki et al.

Those engaged in questions of moral philosophy, however, are likely to
find controversial the way in which Hamilton severs the field from politics.
This is made more contentious in the way he rejects the dominance of moral
philosophy in modern political theory, preferring that it embrace political
sociology and political economy instead (2003:116). Moral philosophy,
along with politics and economics, forms an essential ingredient of political
economy, if adherents in the field are to remain vaguely faithful to its
founding fathers. Then again, perhaps the number of journals starting up in
‘business ethics’ acts as some indication of how morality has slid out of
political economy.

Nevertheless, Hamilton reserves his harshest criticism for the influences
this field has had on particularly the rights-discourse that significantly
informs liberal politics. However, to be fair to the author, he does not object
to questions of ethics and morality per se, but implicates moral theory in the
tendency in rights-discourse to adopt a priori positions irrespective of
context, and to posit various human rights (and needs) accordingly as
universals. In keeping with his objections to the place of moral philosophy
in political theory, he takes unbridled issue with communitarian theorists
Charles Taylor (1989) and Alasdair MacIntyre (1981).

Hamilton’s approach to morality is limited to the evaluation and
satisfaction of specific needs in situ, which brings his approach closest (by
his own admission) to consequentialism, but not to utilitarianism. His
‘institutional consequentialism’, as he calls it, rests on the political (rather
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than moral) evaluation of human functioning as empirically determined by
how well institutions and practices address human needs (2003:122). In
addition, institutional consequentialism is also sharply distinguished from
rights-based approaches to evaluation.

The historical and actual philosophical underpinnings of the notion of
rights, which determine that rights are the property of human persons
understood as jural agents, tend to blur the line between givens and
claims. They blur this line (counterproductively) because they classify
actually existing rights and ethical aspirations under one single
‘naturalising’ concept of right. (2003:123)

Hamilton situates this criticism (as well as a variously nuanced treatment
of other concepts, assumptions and theories that populate liberal political
theory) within a proposal towards a more positive philosophical theory of
the state than the one typically found in, say, Robert Nozick’s anti-statist
work. Again, if oppositions serve to characterise his thesis, he fashions his
argument by way of a critique of an array of thinkers, including Jurgen
Habermas, John Rawls, Ronald Dworkin, and the work on civil society
theory developed by Jean Cohen and Andrew Arato (1992).

Hamilton’s objective is to propose a conception of needs and to specify
need-disclosing structures that, he argues, are more motivational than the
rights-based principles extant in current politics and political theory. It is
not always possible to reduce the thesis of a book to a simple set of binary
opposites without losing its essential nuances. But the ‘opposition’ between
rights and needs is one very general way of viewing Hamilton’s argument.

It is easy to jump to the conclusion early on that he is arguing between
representative and participatory forms of democracy. But this is not so, and
in any case he finds the comparison unhelpful, and the deliberative part of
it anachronistic and almost unattainable today. His position is quite different:

In contrast, my account works from the here and now of modern
existence and politics and proposes certain procedures for transforming
the state and other institutions across society that might engender and
improve participation. The substantive goal is the transformation of
those extant institutions and roles that restrict individuals from being
heard and heeded in the evaluation of needs and interests. These
institutions and roles, however, can be fully analysed only in the
context concerned. (2003:154-5)

Hamilton begins his argument by pointing out that the ‘rights-preference
couple’ militates against the satisfaction of needs (2003:3). He in fact does
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not reject rights per se, but settles for a pared-down version of the concept
with its moral philosophic baggage stripped away (2003:12). It is the a
priori thinking (of this baggage) which has accreted around the rights
concept and several other tenets of libertarian political philosophy that he
rejects. Without the assumptions derived from moral philosophy, the
significance and scope of rights would be reduced by understanding the
concept within a framework that better articulates the larger material and
ethical concerns of practical politics.

The author’s understanding of needs is not one concomitant with anything
like a philosophical anthropology – although he does not shut the door on
this aspect altogether. Anything like an ‘inherent’ need does not exist in his
framework. For him, needs are those ‘things’ necessary for human
development and functioning, that become apparent in context, and only
after evaluation. ‘I show why it is important to understand everyday needs
causally and politically, publicly rather than privately’ (2003:64).

His discussion emphasises the political character of ineluctable vital and
agency needs – what ‘ought to be done in any specific context to ensure
individual full human functioning and the good life’ (2003:14), and in
contradistinction to the neo-Kantian turn in modern liberalism, he argues
against ‘the possibility of grounding political analysis on a single moral
foundation’ (2003:13). For that matter, Hamilton also rejects Habermas-
inspired discourse ethics on similar grounds (2003:14).

The opposition to neo-Kantianism resurfaces in (among other places)
Hamilton’s explanation of autonomy – an agency need – which he defines
from an empirical understanding of how autonomy is actually experienced
(2003: 94). Unlike neo-Kantian positions, he ‘does not conceive of autonomy
as a moral premise, but rather as an ethical goal determined by various
conditions that relate to other agency and vital needs’ (2003:37). This is a
position Hamilton reiterates at various points in his discussion: that ‘causality
is bi-directional: ideas and material reality interact causally on one another’
(2003:25).

Hamilton’s scheme has three categories of needs, and for good reason he
eschews drawing up (mainly universal) lists (2003:47,51-52) of anything
more specific within these categories – which ‘constitute a map of the
different forms needs take (2003:23). The first category, vital needs,
depicts the necessary conditions required for minimal human functioning,
which have to do with individual health (2003: 23, 65). Hamilton defines his
second category, particular social needs, as those ‘particular contingent
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manifestations of needs that are the focus of public policy, and those that are
perceived and felt as needs, as ineluctable, and yet are seen to be of private
concern’ (2003: 23). It is in the third category, agency needs, that the import
of Hamilton’s project appears most cogent insofar as his account of needs
is defined ultimately in terms of human functioning, not in terms of lack
(2003:12).

Agency needs are general ethical and political objectives that relate to
human functioning and the performance of valued social tasks within
valued social roles …. These needs are experienced … as general
aspirational objectives, but they are normally experienced as particular
manifestations of these general goals or the means to their achievement.
(2003:35)

Hamilton’s categorisation differs significantly from both Kantian
approaches and certain materialist conceptions of needs. The former de-
links need from its material context, whereas adherents of the latter
paradigm ‘normally snort at the significance of ideas and concepts’ (2003:
25). Hamilton’s view articulates both discursivity and non-discursivity in
the generation of needs, which involves taking into account both (a) the
‘temporality’ of needs and (b) the ways in which needs have their genesis
in wants (2003:68,70) without asserting a necessary nor mechanical causality
between them (2003:71). A significant part of his explanation of the power
to bring various needs into effect is accomplished through the notion of
normativity, which he defines between two commonly-held extremes: one
narrow (claims of absolute moral obligation) and the other broad (a wide
range of ‘oughts’). His application is made more precise in understanding
‘normative power’ as the capacity to change those norms and beliefs that
affect how individuals are able to attend to their vital and agency needs
(2003:71). But with an eye to the contextual dimension of need-generation
– or what Hamilton refers to as the ‘mutually dependent forms of distribution
that strongly affect an individual’s normative power’ (2003:72),

[t]he needs of individuals are generated as a direct outcome of
commodity production, and therefore commodity production has greater
normative power than is commonly accepted in modern political
discourse. (2003:73)

Hamilton’s complex understanding of needs bears certain similarities to
views shared by Marxist scholars, with one important difference. He argues
that Marx’s conceptualisation of needs is apolitical insofar as Marx identifies
the ‘problem’ as political, whereas the solution is economic (2003:58-59).
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In other words, Marx’s ‘solution to the problem of needs is outside the realm
of, and detached from, politics’ (2003:58). In contrast, Hamilton says his
own conception of needs is political because it accepts that the problem of
needs remains ‘focused on developing greater understanding of the
generation, perception and evolution of needs’ (2003:62). He develops this
line of thought in a chapter on the formation and interpretation of needs, in
which he analyses

the production, satisfaction and articulation of need as determined by
three different, phenomenologically distinct, societal processes: the
production and consumption of commodities; the production of
knowledge; and the non-discursive and discursive aspects of a society’s
informal structures of legitimation – beliefs, conventions and rules.
(2003:64)

Hamilton finds in Amartya Sen’s ‘capability approach’ a ready ally
against Rawls, Habermas, Dworkin and others of the ‘neo-Kantian faith’
(2003: 89, 97-98), and whose work he uses to develop a conception of ‘true
interests’ consistent with his theory of needs, and upon which it is based. In
this respect, truth is not understood here in any metaphysical sense, or as an
atemporal end-state. Instead, truth is ‘attained with an increase in knowledge
or change in position or condition that necessitates … critical scrutiny
based on vital and agency needs’ (2003:101).

This anti-Kantian approach is extended in Hamilton’s critique of Cohen
and Arato’s (1992) influential conception of civil society; finding fault not
least in the idea of civil society’s relative independence from the state
(2003:105). While Hamilton concludes that the ‘civil society’ concept
ought to be scrapped altogether (2003:116), it seems significantly the fact
that the concept rests on a Habermasian (and Rawlsian) foundation of rights
as the condition for participation in democratic discourse that he wishes to
remove the concept.

Cohen and Arato wish to connect rights to the historical development
of an autonomous ‘sphere’ called ‘civil society’ that encompasses
these self-creative movements, but in fact they base them in a set of
‘communication rights’ which themselves are grounded in a priori
transcendental assumptions about human rationality. (2003:111)

Hamilton builds his alternative framework ‘without the idealised
presuppositions about freedom and rights, and without the illusory garb of
the concept of “civil rights”’ within the parameters of practice theory in
order to ‘provoke political economic analysis of the normatively significant
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practices, institutions and roles in the formation of needs’ (2003:116). He
follows quite closely a definition of ‘practice’ offered by Theodore Schatzki
(Swidler 2001:89-90) by distinguishing practices from social regulations
and institutions (2003:116,120), understanding ‘practices’ instead as norm-
governed activities that ‘individuals of a society actually do’, and which
‘involve at least some degree of or relationship to human intentionality,
agency and goods’ (2003:117). But Hamilton distinguished his approach
from, say, Alasdair MacIntyre’s (1981:187-8) conception, differing over
his understanding of goods being internal to practices. Instead, the goods
of practices are external. A practice should be evaluated in terms of how it
facilitates the development of ‘vital needs, develops agency needs, and
facilitates the evolution of true interests, and whether it aids the legitimation
of institutions that do or do not facilitate the achievement of these goods’
(2003:118).

This leads to Hamilton’s theory of the state of needs. Some readers might
find his requirement of a frequent and elaborate census as being too
reminiscent of an over-bearing ‘nanny state’. However, he anticipates this
kind of criticism with an argument justifying a more generous dose of
paternalism and coercion than exponents of libertarian political philosophy
would stomach. Their principled allergy to all forms of paternalism, he
says, ‘marks a failure to acknowledge the reality of human dependence’,
while at the same time promoting ‘a fantasy of human independence that,
when realised in practice, ensures that important human needs go
unrecognised’ (2003:165-6). Yet Hamilton does not swallow whole
paternalism, welfarism or any other concomitant concept.

I argue that my political philosophy of needs provides four important
ways of safeguarding against paternalism, or in other words, four
important ways in which anti-paternalism is guaranteed. (2003:167)

In the end, Hamilton’s provocative and very possibly controversial ideas
of how the modern state ought to take a leading role in meeting the needs
of its population will evoke some disquiet from different quarters – and not
exclusively from liberals. His programme is complex and would require a
much higher level of expertise and sophistication than many states could
muster. Also, I remain unsure to what degree Hamilton’s ‘state of needs’
allows for contestation, dialogue, and even confrontation (and tolerance),
which seem necessary for any democracy to be ‘alive’. He sustains an
impressive assault on a priori thinking, but perhaps his heading to a section
on South Africa – ‘What needs to be done?’ – (pace Lenin) suggests his
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thinking might not be quite as a posteriori as he seems to believe.
Hamilton provides a useful analysis of the South African Constitution. It

would be instructive to extend his argument to the New Partnership for
Africa’s Development (NEPAD), which identifies in its objective to extend
democracy in Africa a need to ‘engage Civil Society Organisations on the
continent on the implementation process of NEPAD’.1 Admittedly, the role
of civil society is not as clear or as well described in the document as are the
roles of government and business. Nevertheless, if Hamilton’s theory is
correct it does leave open to question the capacity of NEPAD to address
Africa’s needs (2003:115-6).

Note
1. The NEPAD Civil Society Forum on building stronger partnerships with Civil

Society (2003). http://www.sarpn.org.za/documents/d0000282/index.php
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The contributors to this volume highlight political issues and processes in
parts of Southern Africa since the end of white-minority and colonial rule.
Most focus particular attention on the post-independence records of
governance of the Namibian and Zimbabwean liberation movements. They
tend to argue that, recast as political parties, ZANU PF and SWAPO  have
since independence sought an overwhelming if not monopoly  predominance
in both the political arena as well as within  state and parastatal structures.
They argue too, that they have largely prevailed while also securing the
capacity to shape public political discourses to suit their ends.

In the process of the above, the contributors argue, ZANU PF in
particular and SWAPO have developed into authoritarian and corrupt
regimes of varying degrees of repression. By contrast, it is noted that the
ruling groups in Botswana and Lesotho, which attained independence by
negotiation and without mass mobilisation, have developed into multiparty
democracies. The contributors are particularly interested in why this has
happened, why did SWAPO and ZANU PF deviate from their originally-
declared democratic aims, as well as largely abandoning their goal of socio-
economic transformation. The authors argue that this has stemmed in part
from the fact that while these organisations were waging war on systems of
institutionalised injustice, they did not themselves always display a sensitivity
to human rights issues and democratic values. Nor did it prevent them from
falling prey to authoritarian patterns of rule and undemocratic practices
towards real or imagined dissidents within their ranks.
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The main argument of the contributors is that the political change that has
occurred in those Southern African states shaped by settler colonialism
should  be characterised as a transition from controlled change to changed
control. A new political elite has ascended the commanding heights and,
employing selective narratives and memories relating to their liberation
wars, has constructed a new set of traditions to establish an exclusive post-
colonial legitimacy under the sole authority of one particular agency of
social forces.

Mystification of the liberators has played an essential role in this
fabrication. What these elites have also done is to develop militant notions
of inclusion or exclusion as key factors in shaping their post-colonial
national identities. The boundaries between party and government have
been blurred and replaced by a growing equation of party and government.
Opposition or dissent has sometimes been branded ‘an enemy of the
people’.

Coinciding with this tendency to autocratic rule and the subordination of
the state to the party, a reward system of social and material favours in
return for loyalty has emerged. Self-enrichment by way of a system of rent-
or sinecure-capitalism has become the order of the day. The term ‘national
interest’ has been appropriated and now means solely what the post-
colonial ruling elite decides that it means. It is used to justify all kinds of
authoritarian practices while the terms ‘anti-colonial’ or ‘unpatriotic’ are
applied to any group that resists the power of the ruling elite of the day.
These selective mechanisms for the exercise and retention of post-colonial
independence power are not too dissimilar from the commandist notions
that operated during the days of the liberation struggle in exile. For the
essayists in this book, the ruling elites of Southern Africa have shown that
their chief concerns are with self-interest and retention of power and that
constitutionalism counts for little.

This book is an important contribution to an overdue debate. It serves as
a point of departure for evaluating the actions of two of the premier
liberation movements in this region and of their ruling elites in the post-
colonial era. Both  Zimbabwe and  Namibia and, to a certain extent, other
governments in the region like Swaziland and Angola claim to be the fathers
of democracy and the liberation struggle. They claim to be democratic yet
their actions reflect authoritarianism. They are nepotic, corrupt, politically
intolerant, and unaccountable, violate human rights and, more often,
dominate and dictate the constitutional institutions supporting democracy.
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I think Melber is correct to argue that ‘there remains much in the way of
unfinished business in regard to consolidating democracy in post-colonial
Southern Africa’ (2003:xx). For Melber this applies not only to the political
process but also to our analytic understanding of the dynamics of the
process. I think the essays represent a start to a grappling of the issues in
Southern African states. They form the foundation on which future
evaluations and assessments of Southern African liberation movements of
the past, of today, and of tomorrow can be built, and towards consideration
of whether they represent the designated aims of democracy and its
institutions. Recognition that the model of liberation democracy as developed
in Namibia and Zimbabwe is inherently elitist and potentially authoritarian
is a significant step forward in the debate. Such a debate needs be taken on
and developed further.
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